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Midwest Conference Team Champion - 1982, 1983
Four-time, top-ten Division III team national ranking (#7 in 1982, #10 in 1983, #10
in 1984, and #6 in 1985).
Six-time, top-fifteen Division III team national ranking (in addition to 1982-1985,
#15 in 1986 and #15 in 1987).
Coached the only Carleton men’s tennis players ever to earn All-American
honors in singles: Doug Sauter (’82) and Tom James (’89). Both did it three
times. Sauter and James are also the only two men’s players who have been
inducted into the “C” Club Hall of Fame -- Sauter in 2007, and James in 2009.
Carleton’s only All-Americans in doubles, John Flygare (’85) and Dave Treichel
(’87).
Coached only Carleton men's tennis team ever to beat Gustavus Adolphus.

Carleton “C” Club Hall of Fame Nomination – 2018
Robert “Hardball” Bonner, Men’s Tennis Coach, 1981-1989
Upon assuming the men’s head tennis coach position at Carleton College in 1981, History
professor Robert Bonner announced his goal to lift the team to “Elite Status.” What this meant,
he explained, was “that when people consider the best [Division III] tennis teams in the Midwest
or in the nation, they think of Carleton.” Bonner emphasized that “to achieve that status, we’ll
need to have strong teams for the next several years.”1 His letter to recruits at that time stated
that “our long-term goal is to become a genuine contender for the national championship.”
Bonner, who coached men’s tennis at Carleton for nine years (1981-1989), realized his lofty
goals. His teams won two Midwest Conference championships (1982, 1983), achieved a top ten
Division III national ranking four times (#7 in 1982, #10 in 1983, #10 in 1984, and #6 in 1985),
and finished in the top fifteen six times (in addition to the 1983-1985 seasons, they ended the
year ranked #15 in 1986 and #15 in 1987). Since his retirement in 1989, Carleton’s men’s tennis
has broken into the national top thirty only twice and has never again reached the top twenty.
Against their contemporary peers, Bonner’s tennis teams from the 1980s were the best in
Carleton history.2
Bonner coached Carleton’s most decorated singles and doubles players. Doug Sauter (’82),
David Treichel (’87), and Tom James (’89) are the only three Carleton men’s tennis players ever
to earn All-American honors in singles. Treichel did it twice and achieved a national ranking of
#11 in 1986. Sauter and James did it three times. Nicknamed “Cash,” because he was as reliable
as hard currency, James was also a three time Academic All-American. In both his junior and
senior years, Cash cruised to the MIAC #1 singles title. Those seasons he also finished with
national singles rankings of #14 and #6, respectively. At nationals in 1989, James lost a close
three-set match to the #1 seed, who went on to finish second. He closed out his career having
won more matches in national competition than any other Carl. Sauter and James are also the
only two men’s players who have been inducted into the “C” Club Hall of Fame -- Sauter in
2007, and James in 2009.
Carleton’s only All-Americans in doubles, John Flygare (’85) and David Treichel, also coached
by Bonner, were arguably the program’s greatest duo of all time, reaching a national ranking of
#8 in 1985. The stand-out pair of Doug Sauter and Rob Fuerst (’83), however, may beg to differ.
They barely missed making doubles All-Americans at nationals in 1981, losing a tight three-set
contest with the eventual champions, who were never tested in their subsequent matches.
Coach Bonner was a relentless taskmaster. One of the most academically demanding professors
on campus, he also insisted that his tennis players perform at a high level. “There can’t be a
shadow of a doubt about conditioning,” he told a Carletonian reporter in 1982. “Our team is
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Tom Clark, “Men’s Tennis Expects to Win,” Carletonian (April 9, 1982): 15.

Intercollegiate Tennis Association national rankings (team, singles, and doubles) going back to 1982 can be found
here: http://www.itatennis.com/ResultsAndRankings/archive.htm.
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going to know that we are in better shape and that will help our concentration.”3 He instituted an
annual conditioning test in which players were required to run two miles in under 12 minutes on
the bleak stadium indoor track. At least one winter, he corralled players into attending aerobics
class twice a week. On road trips, he preached healthy and moderate eating to teenage boys who
craved syrupy pancakes for breakfast and greasy cheeseburgers for lunch. Bonner was ahead of
his time. Even many professional tennis players during these years paid little attention to their
diet and training off the court. He earned and embraced the nickname “Hardball,” conferred
upon him by “Testy” Tom Ferris (‘83).
Hardball was determined to win. Most players have a story about his reactions to a missed shot
or poorly played point: audible gasps, a clipboard slapped to the ground, a pirouette of pique.
But these reactions showed us that he cared. Besides, he always recovered quickly after defeats,
putting things in perspective and never stewing over losses. He applauded what we did well and
immediately set his sights on the next match. If he had cared about winning at all costs, he
would have lined up a bunch of weaker Division III teams from around the Midwest to pad our
record. Instead, he scheduled the toughest competition he could find, including many Division I
teams from the region, such as Minnesota, Iowa State, North Dakota, and Marquette. Bonner and
the St. Olaf coach regularly held an invitational tournament in Northfield that brought most of
the nationally ranked Division III players from the Midwest for high-level competition.
By force of personality and character, Hardball shaped a parade of miscreants, outcasts, and
eggheads into teams that played hard and fair, and often above their normal abilities. Tennis is
inherently an individual or two-person sport. But Coach Bonner convinced people to believe in
the team concept and pursue a common purpose, which strengthened the individual efforts of
everyone. We battled each other in practice, but not at each other’s expense. Hardball rarely
scheduled “challenge matches,” in which the outcome determined a player’s position in the lineup, often divisively so. He preferred to evaluate how his guys played under pressure, against
other teams. Everyone bought into his system and understood their place in it. There was rarely
any dissention over who played and at what position. He commanded our unwavering respect.
Although Hardball took his coaching responsibilities seriously, he insisted that Carleton players
were students before they were athletes. “We allow an amount of absenteeism from practice that
would appall a Division I coach,” he once wrote. “But people don’t come to Carleton to build
their lives around tennis.” A famous example of this was when senior All-American, Doug
Sauter, practiced sporadically for more than half the season as he finished his Russian comps and
studied for the MCAT exam. When Sauter finally directed his attention to tennis near the end of
the season, the team dominated the 1982 Midwest Conference tournament, defeating defending
champion Ripon in the final, 8-1. Sauter and #2 singles player Nick Gustilo (’84), who become
the team’s reliable #1 the following two seasons, both avenged losses to their opponents from the
previous year. The balance between academics and athletics, in this instance, had a pay off.
Bonner was fiercely protective of his players in other ways. Winning a match was not worth
letting them suffer indignities in the process. Twice he took his players off the court and
forfeited the team match. The first happened in a 1984 contest against a coach-less Jackson State
3
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team, when an opposing player flashed a switchblade after our players contested several
egregiously bad line calls. The second occurred in 1987, when a Cal Lutheran doubles team spat
racist taunts toward our players, Chris Gustilo (’88), a Filipino American, and Tom Suk (’88), a
Korean American.
Bonner’s achievements are all the more impressive in view of the other challenges the team
faced. When he took over as coach, all players were making the inevitable transition from wood
to graphite/composite racquets. Some individuals had more difficulty than others. Bonner made
that adjustment easier by obtaining a team sponsorship from Head, which allowed players to try
out the latest designs and receive two free racquets per year. In this way and others, he ushered
Carleton tennis into the modern era.
Northfield Minnesota was not an inviting place to groom a nationally competitive tennis team.
We could not play outdoors year-round like the top-ranked DIII schools in California. Long
before the construction of the Carleton Recreation Center, there were no indoor court facilities
on or near campus. The Cowling Recreation Center had one indoor court, which could
accommodate at most four players, with walls so close to the sidelines and baselines that it was
more suited to racquetball than tennis. On rainy days or during the occasional spring snowstorm,
we would string up make-shift nets across the basketball courts in the West Gym in order to
squeeze in badly needed practice, a poor man’s solution if there ever was one.
To give players match play during the fall and winter offseason, Hardball would lend his rustedout, beat-up station wagon, the “Bonnermobile,” for travel on ice-slicked roads to tournaments
around Minnesota and Wisconsin. Upon arriving at the Bonner home to pick up the car, players
would be greeted by a lascivious beagle named Chester, who desperately tried to mate with the
legs of men. To the jealousy of others, the dog had a special fondness for the shins of Dan
Saltzstein (’82).
Fortunately for us, Harvey Ratner, father of Dave Ratner (’82) and owner of the Northwest
Tennis Clubs in the Twin Cities, generously provided the team free indoor court time, first at the
98th Street club in Bloomington, and then, starting in 1982, at the newly opened Burnsville club,
closer to Northfield. Every Wednesday evening and Sunday morning during the dark winter
months, Hardball would chauffeur his players on a half-hour van ride up Interstate 35 for indoor
practice. On Sunday mornings, he would knock on dorm room doors to roust up late-night
carousers. On the van rides, those privileged to have played during the 1982-1983 seasons were
treated to brilliant but not-for-primetime ravings of Testy Tom Ferris. Most of all, these sessions
were the difference in elevating the team as a national competitor.
After winning back-to-back Midwest Conference championships in 1982 and 1983, Bonner’s
team faced a much higher level of competition when the school joined the Minnesota
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (MIAC). During the 1980s, the MIAC was the toughest DIII
tennis conference in the country. Other MIAC member colleges and “student athletes,” it is safe
say, did not place the same emphasis on academics that Carleton did. Perennial MIAC champion
(fifteen years in a row, 1969-1984), Gustavus Adolphus, was the dominant DIII team in the
nation. Coached by the legendary Steve Wilkinson, Gustavus enjoyed deluxe indoor and
outdoor facilities and a pipeline to Swedish tennis academies brimming with talent inspired by
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the brilliance of Bjorn Borg. Wilkinson stockpiled enough stars, including an unbelievable seven
All-Americans alone in 1984, to field a JV roster that could beat most MIAC varsity squads.
The “Golden Gusties” won the inaugural DIII team national championship in 1983, and placed
second nationally to Redlands College (California) in 1984. St. Thomas was the other
conference powerhouse, whose coach, in 1985, stretched the spirit, if not the letter, of Division
III athletics rules by recruiting a 29-year-old teaching pro to take a few “courses” and play for
one season. This ringer gave the Tommies the edge they needed to win the MIAC that year and
break the Gusties’ streak.
To prepare for the new competitive schedule in 1984, Bonner organized a spring break driving
trip to play teams from warmer climates. Although most northern Division I teams and their
scholarship athletes typically did this to prepare for the spring season, the trip was a first for
Carleton. Following the Mississippi River south and back, we took on and defeated four toptwenty DIII teams: Washington University (Missouri), Principia College (Illinois), Millsaps
College (Mississippi), and DePauw University (Indiana). Because these matches were not
MIAC events, the college declined to pay expenses, beyond providing a school van and gas
money. To help finance the trip, the players held a raffle and sold extra tennis shoes and
racquets. A couple guys even had to take out no-interest loans from Bonner to extend their food
budget near the end (there were no ATM machines in those days). Although the team fell short
of its pre-season goal of qualifying for nationals, ending the season ranked #10, our performance
during that trip boosted the team’s national profile.
The following spring, Bonner lined up a harder challenge for the team. Fresh from completing
winter term finals, we traveled to Southern California to play seven teams in five days. Bonner
somehow got the school to cough up enough money so we could fly to Los Angeles. While
there, we traveled to our matches in a luxurious Pegasus RV. It turns out that Hardball had an
RV dealer for a relative, who provided the Pegasus free of charge. Our coach was forever
creative in stretching the limited resources Carleton made available to us. It was a fun and
exciting trip, especially for those who had never been to the West Coast. We stayed at
Claremont-McKenna-Scripps college, hit the beach in Malibu, and cruised through UCLA’s
Westwood Village. More than once, while navigating LA freeways, Hardball was startled by
cross looks from passing drivers who had just witnessed the pressing of “ham” on the back
window of the Pegasus. Hijinks aside, the importance of the trip was not lost on anyone. While
we goofed off between matches, Bonner even did our laundry in order to keep us relaxed.
The strategy paid off. Competing in ever-present sunshine and smog, we beat DIII teams Luther
College (Iowa), Azusa Pacific (California), and Whittier College (California). Our 9-0 drubbing
of Whittier, the alma mater of disgraced former U.S. president, Richard Milhous Nixon,
especially delighted the historian Hardball. We handily defeated two NCAA Division II teams,
Cal. Poly-Pomona and University of California-Riverside, which ended that season ranked #18
nationally in DII. We also lost two matches, but both were respectable results. One was against
a top-ten DII team, Cal-State Northridge. The other was against the defending DIII national
champion, Redlands, who edged us in a hard-fought dual on their home courts, 5-4. Having
competed valiantly and gone the distance with one best teams in the country, we gathered
enough confidence to carry us through the rest of the season.
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At the 1985 MIAC conference championships, we finished third behind goliath Gustavus and
sinister St. Thomas, a good-enough showing to qualify for nationals, which were hosted by
Washington & Lee College in Lexington, Virginia. After losing to a talented #2 seed,
Kalamazoo College, in the opening round, we faced Gustavus Adolphus in the consolation
bracket. The Carleton men’s team had never beaten the Gusties. Earlier in the season, we had
lost to them at home by a decisive 7-2 score.4 But, for some reason, there was a calmness about
the players as we approached the match. We knew we had a chance, given the surgical
precision of #1 singles player, David Treichel; the animalistic aggression of #2 John Flygare; the
relentless serve-and-volleying of #3 Ty Priest; the junk-ball virtuosity of #4 Porter Loomis; the
uninhibited shot-making of #5 Chris Gustilo; and the intimidation of #6 Ross Erickson’s
Teutonic cursing (Scheisse!!!!). This was perhaps the best chance yet, if not ever, to give
Hardball a precious win over the storied Gustavus program, and on the biggest stage, DIII
nationals. Make no mistake, we were playing for Bonner. And when Flygare and Treichel
clinched the 5-4 victory in the decisive doubles match, it felt like a validation of the belief
Hardball had put into the team since he had taken over as coach in 1981. The win over Gustavus
pushed us to a year-end ranking of #6, the best ever for men’s tennis at Carleton. Although
subsequent Hardball-coached teams performed admirably, this was the high point of his Carleton
tennis-coaching career.
Bob Bonner, however, was more than a coach. He was a mentor, teacher, and friend. For a
couple of us, like Tom James, whose dad died suddenly at the beginning of his sophomore tennis
season, or myself, whose old man fled to escape child support the summer before I entered
college, Bonner served at times as a surrogate father. He looked after us all, not just as tennis
players, but as students and immature adults who were just learning how to navigate this world.
Only in retrospect have we come to appreciate the magnitude of the balancing act Hardball
managed in his own life while we played for him. The last of a dying-breed of Division III
athletic coaches drawn from the ranks of faculty, he taught History full time at one of the most
academically competitive liberal arts colleges in the country. Moreover, for a good part of the
1980s, he was the chair of the Carleton History Department. Most poignantly during his
coaching days, he and his wife Barbara were looking after their teenage daughter, Jennifer, who
had a congenital heart defect and died in 1988, and a younger son, Tim, with special needs. We
can hardly imagine the strength and courage it took for Bob to manage the responsibilities to
family and work during these years, and then tennis on top of that.
We are forever grateful to have played for and learned from Coach Bonner, and to have enjoyed
his enduring friendship in our post-Carleton years. All of us took to heart the words of wisdom
he conveyed in his recruiting letter: “Discipline and a proper sense of goals are essential to a
productive life, on the court or in the classroom. The ability to integrate disparate activities into
a meaningful and productive life is characteristic of Carleton tennis players. They study hard
(and well) and they play hard (and well).”
One final note: Hardball also taught me the importance of writing history.
Respectfully submitted,
4

According to the Gustavus obituary for coach Steven Wilkinson, his men’s dual match record in the MIAC was
334-1, https://news.blog.gustavus.edu/2015/01/21/legendary-mens-tennis-coach-steve-wilkinson-dies/.
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Tyler “Skyler” Priest (’86)
With the assistance and support of:
Porter “Buy Low” Loomis (’85)
Tom “Cash” James (’89)
John “Fly” Flygare (’85)
Tom “Testy” Ferris (’83)
Ross “The Count” Erickson (’87)
Chris “Gus” Gustilo (’88)
Tom “Semeny” Suk (’88)
Tom “The Toad” Solomon (’88)
David Treichel (’87)
Rob Fuerst (’83)
Dan Saltzstein (’82)
Dave Ratner (’82)
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In re: Robert Bonner ‘C’ Club Nomination
To Whom It May Concern:
As a Carleton tennis player from 1982-85, it was a great joy to have awesome teammates
on an unusually balanced team – we were very competitive on the court but not with each other,
we had lots of fun and laughs on trips, and we all handled our academic work well (some quite
well!).
Coach Robert Bonner (aka Hardball) expected us to have such balance and his actions as
coach reinforced those expectations. For example, while we practiced very hard and played
quite competitive sets, Coach Bonner very rarely played any challenges matches. These are a
staple on most tennis teams, but he felt it was better to set our line-up by how we played against
players from other teams rather than how we played against our own teammates. It is subtle, but
there is a difference. In doing so, I can’t remember a time when there was dissention on the team
because of who was playing or not playing, or where we were playing.
As for being competitive, our schedules from those years illustrate the point. Coach
Bonner was willing to schedule anyone, anywhere, and at any time. In 1984, in the week
following winter term finals, we played top 20 Division III teams in Mississippi, Indiana, and
Missouri. We routinely played two Division I teams each year and in 1985 we played four of the
top seven Division III teams during the regular season. Our team loved the challenge, even
though an easier schedule would have made it easier to make it to be ranked in the top 8 and,
thereby, be invited to nationals in 1983 and 1984. Outside of team match play, Coach Bonner,
along with the St. Olaf coach, arranged to have almost all the nationally ranked Division III
players in the Midwest come to Northfield for a weekend of very high level singles and doubles.
Although I knew from Coach Bonner’s attached recruiting letter the importance of
academics, it was reinforced strongly during the 1982 season. Given the workload of finishing
Russian comps and studying for the MCAT test, Doug Sauter practiced sporadically for more
than half the season. Doug had been to Nationals each of his first three years! How many
coaches are okay with their best player, their team leader, making that much of a commitment to
his academics and his future? Coach Bonner did not see it as a question; it was the right thing to
do. The whole team understood. It wasn’t a coincidence that, as Doug was able to concentrate
on tennis near the end of the season, the team had great fun and played the best team tennis I
witnessed at Carleton in winning all but one match (8 firsts and 1 second) in the conference
tournament. If only there had been the team Nationals that year instead of starting the next year!
Even though it was known at the time, it is only in hindsight that we began to understand
the magnitude of balancing act handled by Coach Bonner with the health challenges of his two
children. To balance being a full-time professor, the coach of a highly ranked tennis team
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playing a very challenging schedule, and the father of two young children with severe health
issues was mind boggling. Either Jennifer or Tim’s health needs individually would have been
overwhelming for a family; having both was simply astounding.
None of this is to say Coach Bonner was perfect. His male beagle Chester tried
desperately to mate with most anyone around, although Dan Saltzstein was clearly first choice.
Other than Len Goodman, who robbed John Flygare on a bet, nobody enjoyed the two miles in
under 12 minutes conditioning test, let alone on the old banked track inside the stadium.
Through time, though, I am guessing all his players have a story of Coach Bonner way overreacting to a missed shot. He did so because he cared so much. As a player, it was either
aggravating (especially as a younger player) or funny. I heard all about it before playing my first
college match. By the end of senior year, playing a third set tie-breaker against Gustavus, it was
funny. He was pained by a missed volley on match point, but I laughed all the way from the net
to the baseline. I was remembering the stories I was told as a freshman and knowing there were
still two more match points, including the next one (which I won) on my serve. When Fly and
David Treichel pounded the Gusty’s number one doubles team, all the tough matches played
over four years paid off in beating Gustavus at Nationals.
Coach Bonner helped each of his players to be better on the court and, as a result,
Carleton tennis was ranked in the top 10 of Division III from 1982-5. Way more importantly
though, he showed us how to properly balance one’s priorities in life.
With profound appreciation –

Porter Loomis, 1985
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Email message from Tom James (’98) to Tyler Priest (’86), November 11, 2017
As I'm guessing was true for you and for several of our teammates, Bob was much more than a
tennis coach: he was an invaluable and steadfast mentor, a dear friend, and in my case, a kind of
surrogate father. My dad died unexpectedly at age 64 in April 1987, at the beginning of the
Carleton tennis season. Bob kept a close eye on me for the rest of that year and for the
remainder of my time at Carleton. I recall numerous, lengthy one-on-one conversations with
Bob in his office, where he acted as a sounding board and provided a sympathetic ear, allowing
me to process my grief and my anxieties about what my dad's passing meant for my family's
future. Bob also spoke with the Carleton financial aid office on my behalf, to ensure I would
receive an aid package appropriate to my family's diminished means, so that my mother wouldn't
have to worry about whether she could still afford to send me to Carleton. When I began to
come out as a gay man to friends during my senior year, Bob was one of the first people I told.
He was empathic, non-judgmental and supportive. I remain deeply grateful to Bob for his
mentorship and guidance during my college years and for his continued friendship in the years
since.

CARLETON COLLEGE
NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA
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February 6, 1981

Mr. J. Porter Loomis
502 Welton
Pratt, Kansas 67124
Dear Porter:
I have learned from the Admissions Office that you have applied
for membership in Carleton's class of 1985. It is clear from your application that tennis is an important part of your life. While I am certain that
you know of Carleton's all-around strength as an academic institution, I
suspect that you know rather less about our athletic programs, especially
the tradition of tennis at Carleton, so I thought I would take an early
opportunity to send you a little information that might help you as you face
the difficult problem of deciding where to go to school.
Varsity athletics at Carleton for both men and women are a conspicuous part of life here. Our cross-country team won the NCAA championship last fall. The past three years we have won the Midwest Conference
(composed of liberal arts schools from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Illinois) all-sports trophy. Tennis enjoys a special place in Carleton athletics.
Our women's tennis team is defending Region 6 AIAW champion, and has recently
ranked as high as eighth nationally. Our men's team has won the Midwest
Conference ten of the past twenty years; last year we missed by a single
point. We have ranked as high as fifteenth nationally; each of the past
two years we have sent players to the NCAA Division III championships, where
our best player and captain played into the round of 16. We have a strong
team in place this year: we expect to win our conference and do better at
nationals than we have done. Our long-term goal is to become a genuine contender for the national championship: one or two first-rate players added
to our 1981 team could do it.
It is clear to me that you are a first-rate tennis player, one
whom we or almost any college would be very happy to welcome. But I judge
from your application that you have much more going for you than your tennis
game, and that you are not likely to make your choice of college on the basis
of the tennis program. (If I am wrong about that, you may stop reading now-we play pretty good tennis for a small college, but Stanford or Princeton we
are not.) What we will offer you is the finest liberal arts education you
can
opportunity to play competitive tennis on a strong team. We
are serious about our mission here, but we take our athletics seriously in
the context of that mission. Reading the essays you submitted with your
application I was struck by the common thread that runs through your attitude to tennis and school newspaper work. It seemed to me that you had

J. Porter Loomis
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learned already how discipline and a proper sense of goals are essential
to a productive life, on the court or in the classroom. These things
are especially important when you are trying to live an active life in
more than one sphere. That ability to integrate disparate activities
into a meaningful and productive life is characteristic of Carleton tennis
players. They study hard (and well) and they play hard (and well). I
think you and Carleton would be a good match, academically as well as
athletically.
You have applied to a very impressive list of schools. All of
them are quality institutions, but there are important differences among
these places that you ought to consider. Most particularly, there is a
world of difference between a big university and a small college, socially,
academically, and athletically. Some students really prefer one or the
other, while other students will find a way to get along wherever they are.
If you have a chance in the next month or two to visit some campuses, you
might find that you really like one or another place, and you could save
yourself some grief later on. Specifically, I'd be:happy to show you
around Carleton and introduce you to some of our students and tennis players. If you think you'd like to visit the campus, simply write to Mr. Jon
Nicholson, our Director of Admissions, and ask him to arrange it for you.
I hope we may meet sometime this spring, or - failing that - next
fall. In any case, Porter, have a good senior year, and best of luck in
your run at the state championship.
Sincerely,

Robert E. Bonner
Associate Professor of History
Tennis Coach
REB:rj

1982 Team
Bottom Left to Right: John Flygare ‘85, Dave Ratner ‘82-Andy Morrison ’82-Dan
Saltzstein ‘82 (the Brew Brothers), Tom Ferris ‘83
Top Left to Right: Coach Hardball, Dave Winter ‘82,
Nick Gustilo ‘84, Kirk Weidner ’82, Rob Fuerst ‘83,
Brooks Carlson ‘82, Porter Loomis ‘85, Doug Sauter ‘82,
Len Goodman, ‘82

The ”Bonnermobile”
Bottom Left to Right: Len Goodman ‘82, Nick Gustilo ’84, Tom Ferris ‘83,
Porter Loomis ‘85
Top Left to Right: Rob Fuerst ‘83, Doug Sauter ‘82,
John Flygare ‘85, Andy Morrison ‘82-Dave Ratner ‘82Dan Saltzstein ‘82 (the Brew Brothers), Brooks Carlson ‘82,
Kirk Weidner ‘82, Dave Winter ‘82

1984 Team
Left to Right: Coach Hardball, Ross Erickson ‘87, Nick Gustilo
‘84, Dave Treichel ‘87, Ty Priest ‘86, John Flygare ‘85,
Porter Loomis ‘85

1985 Team
Malibu Beach, Left to Right: Chris Gustilo ‘88,
John Libbey ‘87, John Flygare ‘85,
Dave Treichel ‘87, Ross Erickson ‘87, Tom Suk ‘88,
Ty Priest ‘86, Tom Solomon ‘88.
Missing: Porter Loomis ‘85

Ty Priest ‘86 and Coach Hardball (1986)

Honors
“C” Club Hall of Fame

All Americans
1989 - Tom James (singles)
1988 - Tom James (singles)
1987 - Tom James (singles)
1986 - Dave Treichel (singles)
Doug Sauter ‘82

1985 - Dave Treichel (singles, doubles)
John Flygare (doubles)
1984 - Dave Treichel (doubles)
John Flygare (doubles)

Tom James ‘89

The Carletonian

In Marv's image.,.

Rotblatt season promises beer and bawdiness

byJimPacala

Rotblatt. The name has a
magical ring to it in this part of
the world.
Indeed, the term
Rotblatt is of such great importance around here that no complete definition of Carleton could
exclude it. Together with Wombat, spring term so ft ball
represents the most popular extracurricular activity on campus.
Rotblatt even rivals studying as
the biggest activity among upperclass males, as a full 90% of
sophomore, junior, and senior
men play the game. But Rotblatt
is more than a game, and certainly
more than a mere activity. % is an
institution, an integral component
of Carleton life itself.
This institution had its beginnings in 1964, when a group of
Carleton men searched for an
obscure major league player after whom they might name their
new intramural softball league.
They decided on a 5*7" southpaw from Chicago named Marvin Rotblatt, whose obscurity
was matched only by his mediocrity as a pitcher for the White
Sox: a lifetime 4-3 record which
included a lofty ERA of 4.80 and
51 walks in 75 innings pitched.
Mr. Rotblatt is alive and well
and well and selling insurance
in Chicago, and he visits Carleton every few years to review
the game which bears his name.
Last spring marked his most recent visit, and he really put on a
show for those who remember.
Beer-drinking and crude, vulgar
and obstreperous, Marv Rotblatt
set a model to be striven for by the
players of the game.
The availability of only three
fields necessitates the exclusion of
freshmen from Rotblatt action.
This year 580 people signed up for
'blatt, which czar Tom Craig
maintains is a new record. Craig,
who fits his own description of the
typical Rotblatt czar as a "buzzcatcher, freak, (or) longhair," is
currently in the fifth year of working on his doctorate in
Craigology. He is in a rare fourth
year of Rotblatt participation,
and has settled himself into the
role of grand sage of the game.
Along with co-czar Chris
Melcher, Craig has organized the
forty teams (another record) into
two leagues. The hard core
Richard M. Nixon league consists
of two divisions of 8 teams each,
the Ronald Reagan and Alexander
Haig divisions.
The Rolling
Stones and the Grateful Dead
divisions make up the soft core, or
Rock and Roll, league.
At the end of the year, there will
be league playoffs, followed by
the World Series, which pits Nixon champs versus the best of the
Rock and Rollers. Both czars pick
the hard core Westling team to
face the antithetical Bar Czars in
the season's series. About his
team the Bar Czars, Craig added,
"Even-if we don't win we'll catch
as much buzz as anybody." This
comment lies in the mainstream of
true Rotblatt ideology. Possible
challengers to Westling's team are
the Faculty, led by superstar
David Appleyard, Weinkauf s
team, that sports a bevy of nopigc 20 Cjrletoman April 17, 1981

names, and the Ness brothers, A.
and P. t who have no trouble getting up for a game of softball, if
not hardball.

Many beloved teams will be
back again this year to carry on
traditions. Among these are the
Mel Taube All-stars led by IM
jock J.D. Hass, Team Bob, the
Crabs, Team Sostek (sometimes
known as the Drama Fags), and
the indefatigable Trout, led by
fiery Coach Jim Schwert, a team
which exemplifies the meaning of
Rotblatt in every way.
Craig is planning the usual
special events for this spring,
which include the captain's game
and 115 inning game (one for each
year Carleton has been in existence). Also on the agenda is allstar weekend, which includes the
all-star game and gala Rotblatt
banquet. Senior Dave Waltz, a
future med student with connections in high places, is attempting
to bring Ballard Smith, class of
'65, as guest speaker. Smith, an
ardent Rotblatt booster, is now
the president of the San Diego
Padres.
Although participation in
Wombat, the women's spring
softball league, is not as extensive
as in Rotblatt, the overall concept
behind the organization is quite
similar. Women from all years
may participate.
Games are
played on Bell field, and are certainly no less exciting than the
Rotblatt games.
Wombat in 1981 consists of 3
leagues of nine teams each. One
has to favor perennial powerhouse
Dyer-Craven in the Nancy Reagan
league, with a possible challenge
coming from the Logan-Kinkhead
captained by Jean Natelia, which
features several hard-hitting
freshmen. The Lady Diana league
should guarantee a three-way
fight.
Challenging the slight
favorites Berguist-Chaney will be
the longstanding Christ's Virgins,
as well as the Star Booties, who
exhibit a little ubiquity of their
own on the softball field.
The dreaded Killer Dykes are
back again this year, and are
favored to take the Goldie Hawn
league. O'Keefe-Ponce de leon
have filled their roster with bad
girls, but will probably just fall
short.
There are 67 teams in Rotblatt
and Wombat combined. This immense popularity can be accounted for in the main purpose
of Rotblatt/Wombat: fun. More
than any other activity at
Carleton, Rotblatt and Wombat
achieve what can only be called
true recreation. Melcher cites the
purpose of Rotblatt as a means of
escape from Carleton competition, as well as providing an opportunity to enjoy spring weather.
Craig views it as a "total release
after winter term." Only those
who have participated can appreciate the total joy of the activity. Its importance at Carleton
cannot be understressed; ask
anyone what it does for students*
morale in the spring, not to mention providing Carleton with a
distinguishing characteristic from
all those other Harvaxds of the
Midwest.

Rotblatt season begins with beer and batting
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Netters nab three weekend victories
by Glenn Miller

If there were any questions concerning the talents and abilities of
the 1981 men's tennis team, the
results of the opening weekend
provided some answers. After
three away matches in Wisconsin, the team returned with an
unblemished 3-0 record. Among
the teams to fall victim to the netters was Ripon College, last year's
Midwest Conference champion.
The weekend games began last
Friday with a 9-0 win over St.
Norbert's in DePere, Wisconsin. The St. Norbert match
could have been regarded solely
as a tune-up for the Ripon
contest, but the scores don't
reflect any lack of concentration
or effort by the Carls. Not only
did the Carleton team not lose a
match, they didn't lose even a
single set. Among the more
impressive victories were freshman Nick Gustilo's 6-0, 6-0
trounce at third singles and
sophomore Ted Simonide's impressive display of serving talents in his 6-1, 6-0 victory at
sixth singles.
But everyone had expected
Carleton to have an easy time at
St. Norbet's. It was Saturday's
match at Ripon which held many

of the question marks of the
weekend.

The match against Ripon
started off surprisingly well, with
Carleton taking a quick 4-2 lead in
singles action. Junior Andy Morrison crushed his opponent 6-3,
6-0 at fourth singles, sophomore
Rob Fuerst won the competition
in the number five position, senior
Chuck Levin won a three set
squeaker at sixth singles, and
sophomore Tom Ferris turned in
an impressive victory at second
singles. Junior captain Doug
Sauter played a three set heartbreaker at first singles, losing both
the second and third sets in a 13
point tie-breaker.
With a two-match lead going into doubles play, an overall win
against Ripon seemed to have
been in the cards. It wasn't to be
had that easily, however. After
second doubles team Ferris and
Gustilo and third doubles team
Morrison and Levin were defeated by their Ripon counterparts, the match score was tied.
The first doubles team of Sauter
and Fuerst would decide the outcome of the match. Rising to the
occasion, they easily defeated
Ripon's first doubles team 6-3,
6-1, for a 5-4 team victory over

Ripon. That evening, the netters
completed their weekend sweep by
defeating Lawence 9-0.
Coach Bob Bonner was elated
over the weekend results, pointing
out that not only were they able to
defeat Ripon on Ripon's home
court, but that this was only the
opening weekend of Carleton's
competitive play, compared to
Ripon's seventh week of play.
Bonner was also pleased with Ferris' strong ?play at second singles,
and Fuerst s and Sauter's play at
first doubles. These matches proved Carleton's netters are a notch
above Ripon's, putting them in
excellent position for the NCAA
selections at the end of May.
Bonner stresses that each player
on the team has two goals. The
first is a team goal. As a team
they must continue to dominate
their opponents and compile a
good record to gain the upper
position in the division and win
the conference championship.
The second goal is an individual
goal. Behind this goal is the hope
of being selected to participate in
the NCAA Nationals at the end of
the season. Last year, Carleton
sent two team members, Sauter
and Fuerst. This year, Bonner is
hoping to be able to make four
reservations for that trip.
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Revenge is sweet
for men netters
by Glenn Miller

Ah, the sweet taste of revenge!
It has the ability to bring out the
best in the marginal players, and
brilliance in good players. Services become aces, deep shots and
lobs magically grab the end lines,
and drop shots die.
The men's tennis team played
three matches this weekend at an
eight-team tournament at the
University of Wisconsin-Stout in
Menomenee, Wisconsin.
The
team did well, winning two of
three matches, but the highlight of
the weekend came with the defeat
of St. Olaf. The stage was set:
after a triumph over Stout and a
loss to Eau Claire, the Carls
were to meet a third team in the
consolation bracket. That team
turned out to be St. Olaf, the
same team that had embarrassed
our netters 7-2 just last weekend
on the indoor Ole courts.
"Everybody was really psyched
up for the rematch," said junior
Andy Morrison, whose spectacular play contributed greatly to
Carleton's
impressive weekend.
14
Before the match we all did
what we call a 'Viking handshake,' which is where all the
teams members hold their right
hands as if we were hitchhiking,
and then we link thumbs with
each other. We didn't do that
the first time we played St.
Olaf, but we did do it when we
played Ripon and beat them.
It's worked every time we've
used it." It's as if those tennis
players have the game down to
a science.
After six matches o f hardfought singles play, the score
against the Oles stood at a 3-3 tie.
Junior captain Doug Sauter, in a
slump of late, lost at first singles
as did both sophomores Tom Ferris and Rob Fuerst at second and
fourth singles, respectively.
Freshman Nick Gustilo played an
intelligent match at third singles
and won. "Nick has been playing
at his full potential lately, and he's
been getting good results," said
Bonner.
Senior Chuck Levin won easily
at sixth singles and Andy Mor-

rison played a tough, smart match
at fifth singles. "He had me^lown
4-1 in the first set," said Morrison, "so I changed my game
around and nickled and dimed
him to death, frustrating the hell
out of him."
In changing
strategies, Morrison was able to
turn the table on his opponent and
won six of the next seven games
taking the first set, 7-5. He then
proceeded to take the next set 6-3
for the match.
So there it stood at a 3-3 tie
after the singles matches. The
overall match against Olaf would
have to be decided by the doubles
teams. Second and third doubles
went by very quickly, with the second doubles team of Morrison
and Levin trouncing their opponents just as rapidly as third
doubles teammates Gustilo and
Ferris were succumbing to their
Ole counterparts. The score was
tied 4-4, with the deciding match
being played by the first doubles
team of Sauter and Fuerst. After
dropping the first set, they came
on strong in the final two sets,
winning both with 6-3 scores.
The netters had gotten their
revenge, taking the overall match
5-4. How sweet it was!
Before the netters played St.
Olaf however, they had to play
matches against Stout and Eau
Claire. The fact that Stout had
played St. Olaf twice this season
and beaten them on both occasions worried the team. As it
turned out, they had no need for
concern, for the Carls easily rolled
over Stout, 7-2. In the following
match against Eau Claire, the netters did not have as easy a time of
it, losing 7-2. Despite the lopsided
score, the Carls were in the match
right down to the end of it, with
several of the matches going to
three sets. The only winners were
at fifth singles with Morrison winning in straight sets and also at
2nd doubles with Ferris and
Gustilo winning in three.
The next home match for the
netters will be this Saturday
against Grinnell on the Arb
Courts.

But not down for good,..
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Doug Sauter serving

Knights hit batting slump, drop doubleheader
by Gail North

Lack of concentration and
many mistakes were the leading
causes of the women's softball
team's losses this past week. The
team traveled to the University of
Minnesota Invitational on Friday
and Saturday, where they lost all 3
of their games. Then on Tuesday
they dropped a doubleheader to
Dr. Martin Luther College, leaving them with a 3-8 record for the
season and a 2-2 showing in the
Midwest Conference.
In Friday's game against St.
Benedict, Carleton fell into a hitting slump, losing the game 10-0.
They managed to pull themselves
out somewhat in the following
match against Normandale, getting in some good hitting, but still
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lost 9-4. On Saturday, Carleton
was leading Northwestern by
several points after the first few
innings. Then they let their
defense down and fell to a
Northwestern rally, 16-12.
Tuesday brought 9-5 and 14-4
losses against Dr. Martin Luther
College, which is the top-ranked
team in the conference. Assistant
Coach Sue Ross thinks that their
loss, was due to the fact that "our
offense didn't jump soon enough.
We started to hit too late in the
game."
Although they haven't been
having a winning season, the team
and coaches still haven't lost their
winning attitude. "There's still
several games left in the season, so

it's not as if we're down for
good," commented Cindy Ripsin,
also assistant coach. Ross added,
"We're trying to start pulling
together. We've had a lot of individual improvement over the
past week* Julie Smith has improved one hundred percent at
3rd base and she's gaining a lot of
confidence. Our outfield is really
coming along well. Ellen Emerson
and Jane Weier, both freshmen,
and sophomore Carolyn' Ferrari
are all doing so much better."
Ross also pointed out their pitching strengths in freshman Kathy
Sundberg and senior co-captain
Bridget Smith. "Smith is really a
leader and she handles pressure
well."
Hitting has been something of a

problem for the team during
games, although they do very well
at practice, according to Ross.
However, she feels that "our main
problem is lack of concentration,
not lack of skills. We're not skilldeficient at all." Ripson agrees.
"It's frustrating not to win when
we have a team that's so good."
Head coach Ele Hansen added,
* 'The losses are disappointing,
there's no question about it. But
they really are a great bunch.''
The team's low conference standing has unfortunately excluded
them from the MAIAW state
meet. However, there are still
several more games, the next of
which is against St. Thomas and
Augsburg at Carleton on May 5.

All three coaches agree that
there already is great potential for
next year's team. Since most of
this year's team are first-year
members, not all of them have
had a great deal of softball experience. With Bridget Smith being the only senior, it appears
there will be a majority of returning players next year.
As far as this season has gone,
the team members themselves are
somewhat dissatisfied with their
own performances. The team attitude was perhaps best summed
up by junior Leslie Kingman:
"What we'd really like to do is
forget that the past week happened—it would be great to forget
all of our mistakes and get started
again with a clean record."

Track team has high hopes
for this weekend's runoff

by P. Tamar Weseman
Although team points were not
tallied, several good individual
performances were turned in by
the men's track team at the Last
Chance Meet held at StiMfcater
last Saturday.

Junior Gene Dimagno nabbed a
first place for the Carls, winning
the 1500 meters in 3:53. That effort also qualified Dimagno for
the NCAA Division HI Championships, held May 29 and 30 in
Cleveland. At this point, only one
other runner has qualified for the
nationals. Senior Bob Pappas, a
three-time All-American, ran a
30:48 in the 10,000 earlier in the
season to qualify in that event.
Another top performance on
Saturday was junior Quinn Batson's 3:54 finish in the 1500,
which was followed by a 3:59 ef-

fort by sophomore Dave Groos.
Junior Chris Biennan, who placed
third in the 10,000 with a 31:06
time, also ran very well.
Today and tomorrow the team
will travel to Galesburg, Illinois
for the Midwest Conference Track
Meet. Coe College is a heavy
favorite to win the title, but Coach
Bill Huyck thinks Carleton could
possibly grab second. "We'll probably finish third, or maybe second, if things break right," he
stated. Huyck foresees a threeway race betweem Carleton, Grinnell, and Chicago for the runnerup position.
Carleton's second place hopes
could be realized if the distance
men run as well as last year, when
they took the first and second
places in the 1500 and
steeplechase, and first and fourth

places in the 5000 and 10,000. Six
of those eight place winners are
returning this year, and will be
joined by Batson in the 1500. Batson missed qualifying for nationals by .5 seconds at the Last
Chance Meet. The Carls should
also be strong in the steeplechase,
where last year's runner-up,
senior Dave Waltz, is entered.
And Bierman will be running the
10,000 in hopes of qualifying for
nationals, since he missed the
qualifying time by only 6 seconds
on Saturday.
Other top Carleton contenders
include senior Dave Wang in the
hurdles, sophomore Scott Ritger
in the 400, sophomore Dave
Groos in the 800, freshman Steve
Eickoff in the shotput, and senior
Dave Westneat in the pole vault.
Bob Jacobfon

Tennis team places second in
conference championships
by Glenn Miller
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Unfortunately for the Carleton
netters, Ripon played brilliantly at
the MWC Championships last
weekend and won the title for the
second consecutive year. Next
year's conference prospects for
the Carls, however, are especially
good. Five of this year's six starting players will return with senior
Chuck Levin being the only
graduating player. Although
Levin's "cannon-like" serve will
be sorely missed at the sixth
singles and third doubles positions, someone will undoubtedly
be able to move in and dp a comparably respectable job given the
depth of this year's team. Top
candidates for that slot will be
sophomore Ted Simonides and
junior Dan Saltzstein.
As far as this year's conference
championships went, seven of
nine finals spots were filled by
Carleton players. Five of the six
singles players made it to the
finals, while two of the three
doubles teams also' saw finals action. All nine slots on the opponents side were filled by Ripon
Junior Doug Sauter, at first

singles, was upset in the semi-final
round and lost to the University of
Chicago player. Sophomore Tom
Ferris lost the finals round in three
sets, with the Ripon player taking
the final set 6-4,while at third
singles freshman Nick Gustilo
played a very good match, forcing
his Ripon opponent into three sets
before losing. During regular
season play, Gustilo had been
beaten quite badly by this same
player, but was able to give him a
good run for his money last
weekend.
Sophomore Rob Fuerst became
the conference champion at
fourth singles, playing an excellent match and defeating his
opponent by a tie-breaker in the
third set. In the flight five singles,
junior Andy Morrison dropped
his match by an agonizing 6-4 in
the final set. And senior Chuck
Levin, in his final tournament
play at Carleton, crushed his
Ripon opponent 6-0 in the third
set to take the conference championship in the sixth position.
At first doubles, Sauter and
Fuerst proved to be an unbeatable
combination and grabbed that
conference title by a victory over

Ripon. The second doubles team
of Ferris and Gustilo lost in the
semifinal round in straight sets to
a tough Ripon team; Morrison
and Levin, at third doubles, lost in
the final round to Ripon.
The conference championships
were remarkable in the sense that
eleven teams went to Lake Forest
with high hopes, but the finals
essentially boiled down to two
teams—Carleton and Ripon. For
each match played in the four
rounds, one point was awarded to
the team for each victory.
Therefore, with the six singles and
three doubles slots, the perfect
score for a team would be 36.
That could happen only if every
member of the team was to win
every match he played. Ripon
ended up with a score of 33, missing the perfect score only by losing
fourth and sixth singles and first
doubles matches. Carleton ended
second with an impressive 28
points.
Although regular season play is
now over, Sauter and Fuerst will
be participating in the NCAA Nationals this week. In addition to
partnering Fuerst in doubles,
Sauter will also be competing in
singles play.

Wombat Standings

SAVE WITH SELF-SERVICE GAS
Open 7 am.-11 p.m.

NANCY REAGAN LEAGUE

Dr.O.H.KienHz ,
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Soft & Hard Contact Lenses visual Analysis
Wienke BuHding, NorthfiekJ 645-5532

Logan/Kinkead
Lynn
Woodward/Devalon
Dyer/Craven
Dofgin/Misey ?
O'Neal/Martin
Bowley/Falkowski
Haselkorn/Barian/Ostergren
Nagaji/Mandel

LADY DIANA LEAGUE
4-1,
4-1
4-2
4-2
4-2
3-2
1-4
0-4
0-6

Williams/Jones
Davies/Doheny
Eisenberg/Wyant
Skoog/Cain
Berquist/Chaney/Oliver
Raab/Zacheis
Di Hmer/Stolarow
Bongs
Sonnier

GOLDIE HAWN LEAGUE
5-1
4-0
3-1
3-3
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-4
0-5

Wren
Crove
Kern
Smith
Lacey/Wehmeyer/Ruggiero
O'Keefe/PoncedeLeon
Vernegaard/North
Lesch
Gillies
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Men's tennis expects to win
Adulphus. A strong showing
by those teams could boost the
recognition for Carleton, as
well as all teams in the
midwestern region.
On March 26-27, the Carls
got their first chance to exercise
their reputation at the
Gustavus Adulphus Invitational.-Despite the absence of a
number of top players and
overall lack of game experience
this season (all the other teams
had competed in at least eight
matches prior to the invitational), Carleton placed third
out of 8 schools. The University of Wisconsin-Stout was
Carleton's first victim, going
down 5-4. Freshman Porter
Loomis was a double winner in
both number four singles and
number two doubles. In the
semi-finals Gustavus rubbed
the Knights 9-0, but Carleton
came back strongly in the consolation match by defeating the
College of St. Thomas.
As regular season play gets
underway this week, the
number one singles position is
still undecided. Senior Doug
Sauter and sophomore Nick
Gustilo are the prime con-i

tenders for the position and are
both likely to see action in the
number one spot. Sauter and
Gustilo also combine in
doubles play and form on of
the top doubles teams in the
region.
Among the top performers
this season. Coach Bonner indicates that senior Dan Saltzstein hs perhaps shown the most
improvement. "Dan came back
a lot stronger this year and is
playing better than he ever
has," remarks Bonner.
Another player looking for
improvement is junior Tom
Ferris, a number two singles
player last year who is working
his way back from a knee injury, and'according to Bonner,
has the potential to become a
top singles player again this
season.
Every member of the team
should improve through Coach
Bonner's emphasis on physical
conditioning. When tournament play begins, players will
need to survive up to 6 matches in a 2 day period.
'There can't be a shadow of

Dudley Moore
Liza Minnelli

LATE SHOW!

Arthur
EflLLIPOU

GRAND Theatre

tennis team in action this spring. The Carleton-St. Olaf Invitational, held on April 23-24,
will feature Minnesota's finest
teams, and on May 7-8,
Carleton will host the Midwest
Conference Championships.

New coach leads Carl Softball team
by Anne Koskinen

FRITUEAPRIL913
7:00 AND 9:00 P.M.
2 ACADEMY AWARDS!!

Tom Clark

Tennis team works out.
a doubt about conditioning,"
says Bonner confidently. "Our
team is going to know that we
are in better shape and that will
help our concentration."
There will be plently of opportunities to see the Carleton

The new look is in this year,
and it's coming on strong. Lead
by new coach Cindy Ripsin,
the women's softball team is
expecting to have a good
season that will be the result of
a very strong, talented, but
very young, group of players.
The team began practicing a
few weeks before winter term
ended, and their diligent work
has helped them become more
acquainted with one another
before actual play begins.
Some of the players also worked on their skills over break to
get in better shape for the upcoming season. It is difficult to
tell exactly how good the team
is, because the lingering winter

Just a phone
call away...
...hot, mouth watering pizza!
Made with our special blend of
sauce and natural cheese and
topped with your favorite items!
We'll delivery your hot, delicious
pizza to your door within thirty
minutes at no additional charge.

cold and snow has prevented
the team from going outside,
but Coach Ripsin is quite optimistic about the season.
In her second year at Carleton, she was the assistant
coach last year for Ele Hansen.
Ripsin has excellent credentials
for taking over the head coaching position. She played college softball for Northwestern
Missouri State University and
field hockey for the University
of Minnesota. She graduated
from the U of M recently and
has a field hockey coaching
contract with them this year.
Co-captains seniors Leslie
Kingman and junior Betsy McEneaney will be leading the
team on to hopefully a few
more victories than in last

year's unfortunate record of
4-15. Ripsin describes the team
as "strong, with good depth,
having solid starters in all of
the positions and solid pitchers." She sees a definite improvement over last year's
team, and credits some of this
to the new group of freshmen
that are playing. Six of the 18
women are freshmen, and only
one of the 18 is a senjor. This
should lead to more strength in
the future.
The Carl women will be
playing 13 games this season,
and the first will be an away
game against St. Mary's from
Minneapolis on April 13. The
first home game will be on
April 17 at 1 p.m. against
Gustavus Adolphus.

Off a large,
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or more pizza
One coupon per pizza
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Fast, Free Delivery
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by Tom Clark
Some sports teams strive to
become dynasties, other would
like to have winning traditions,
but men's tennis coach Bob
Bonner wants to see tennis at
Carleton develop into what he
calls "elite status." "Elite status
means that when people consider the best tennis teams in
the Midwest or in the nation,
they think of Carleton/' says
Bonner, "but to achieve that
status well need to have strong
teams for the next several
years."
With 6 of last season's top 7
players returning, this year's
team has the strength and
depth to win consistantly.
Already Carleton has been
recognized in the newly
established collegiate tennis
rankings by being rated third
in the Midwest and fifteenth
nationally. Bonner believes the
rankings to be fairly accurate
for his team, and added that
their present rankings could
easily fluctuate, depending on
the success of
other
midwestern teams, namely
iRipon
and
Gustavus

We're number one in fast, free
delivery, and just a phone call
away...
Fast, Free Delivery
106 E 4th St.
Phone:663-1221
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Men rip Redmen in preview

Women whip St. Thomas
by Charlotte Kimball
The Carleton women's tennis team has the feeling that
Mother Nature must not be an
athlete. She has been relentless
in her selection of weather except for one week early in
April. During this week the
Carleton netters were able to
play their only outdoor match
this season against perennial
tennis rival
Gustavus
Adolphus
College
on
Carleton's home court.
The Carls played valiantly
with five of the six singles matches going into three sets but
the Carls found themselves on
the short end of an 8-1 score.
Unfortunately, only one
Carleton player came away
victorious. Sophomore Anne
Westcott playing in the
number four singles slot tallied
the only point for the young
Carleton team. The doubles
matches were all close, too,
with the breaks just eluding the
Carls. Coach Pat Lamb,
however, was pleased with her
team's performance. 'It was a
successful experience, because
we found out what we needed
to know. That is that we aredefinitely in on the conference
race and have a chance of making it to state."
It should also be noted that
the Gustavus team had just
returned from a ten day road
trip to the South where they
gained a lot of experience and
much outdoor playing time.
The Carls on the other hand
were playing outside for the
first time due to Mother
Nature's continuing wrath and
the cramped quarters in Cowling's field house. In spite of
these drawbacks, the Carleton
team put forth a fine effort and
several Gustavus players even
commented to Lamb that they

were surprised how good-vher
team was and that they were
lucky to win.
St. Thomas was the Carleton
netters next opponent. These
two teams squared off on April
19 at St. Thomas. Unfortunately, Mother Nature still had
more up her sleeve as she bombarded this area with still more
snow, which forced the match
inside, but that didn't bother
the Carls as they reversed the
Gustavus score, soundly
beating St. Thomas 8-1. St.
Thomas' only point came from
the number two singles slot
where freshman Courtney
Schnell, normally a doubles
player, was playing in place of
sophomore and captain Teri
Mau, who was ill. "Courtney
was placed in a tough position
and she did extremely well/'
commented Lamb.
The Carls' record now
stands at 3-1 for the conference
and they are looking forward
to the Luther Invitational this
weekend. The best teams from
the area encompassing Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois will
be there and should provide
some tough competition for
the Carls. The matches are
scheduled to be played outside
which will also help the
Carleton netters to peak at the
right time for state. Lamb is
looking at the next two weeks
for her team to come into their
prime. "Everything is beginning to gell and we're looking
very sharp. The one indoor
court has hurt us as we are not
really playing up to our potential becuase of lack of court
time. This weekend, however,
should really help us to start to
peak and be ready for the state
tournament." The Carls' next
match is the April 29 make-up
with St. Catherines and then
the College of St. Benedict's »

HJJMM

by Tom Ferris
With the conference championship just two weeks off,
Bob "Hard Ball" Bonner's virile
netters came one shot closer to
their dream by squeezing past
the defending title-holding
Ripon Redmen 5-4 last Friday.
Led by senior captains Andy
"Freshfon" Morrison and Doug
"Brain-burned" Sauter, playing
at third and second singles
respectively, the Knights gashed the Redmen's soft midsection with penetrating
ground play. The return of
Sauter from a two week libe
vacation gave the Knights a big
boost by easily defeating the
defending number two singles
champion 7-5, 6-0. Despite the
lack of practice, Sauter's patient play was simply too much
for his emotional opponent.
Morrison's play at number
three singles was equally dominant as he rallied to a decisive
6-3, 6-2 victory. Said Bonner,
"Andy is truly the foundation
of the team, the match we
always count on."
Playing at number four and
number five singles, freshman
hardballer Porter Loomis and
junior Rob Fuerst both crushed
Ripon opponents with aggressive serve and volley play,
giving the Knights a 4-2 lead
going into doubles competition, reputedly Ripon's
strength. Teamed together at
second doubles, Fuerst and
Loomis emerged heroes, as
they clinched the victory in a
well-fought duel, 6-2, 7-6.
The glorious victory over
Ripon hasn't run too deep,
though. The team still recalls
last year's early victory over
Ripon followed by the
demoralizing defeat at the conference championships. Says
Bonner, 'The fear is all too
real, but this year's victory
over the Redmen was more
dominating. Not one of our
victories ran three sets,
whereas last year's win over
Ripon depended on two close
three-setters. If we can get
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some more solid play from
number one and number three
doubles, Ripon shouldn't stand
a chance."
Indeed, it took less than 12
hours for Bonner's desires to be
fulfilled.
In a tough
doubleheader Saturday against
the nation's second ranked
Gustavus Gusties and a tough
Mankato State team, the
Knights made impressive
showings. As if playing with a
third leg, number six singles
player Dan "Sis Kiss" Saltzstein pushed his nationally
ranked opposition into a third

set, only to be defeated 6-7,
6-4, 6-1.
The third doubles team of
Saltzstein and John "Gaar"
Flygare humiliated favored
Gustavus opponents. Flygare
particularly frustrated his opponents with his newly conceived "Gaar balls." (Defying
both gravity and coaches.)
If Bonner can keep Sauter
and Morrison away from the
books, and Flygare away from
his strings, the Knights should
be in good position going into
the conference championships
on May 8th.

Brad West slugs a grounder on Rotblatt opening day.

Tom Clark

Rotblatt begins
by Tom Clark
John steps up to the plate.
It's opening day for the
Rotblatt League and he is nervous. The sun shines down approvingly, basking Libe Field
in warmth. While John takes

late show!
Friday Apr 23
— 11:45 p.m.—

PETER SELLERS
•SHIRLEY MacLAINE

BEING
THERE
Fri-Thu Apr 23-29
7 and 9:20 p.m.
GEORGE C. SCOTT
TIMOTHY HOTTON

./TAPS

t u n Theatre

his practice swings, a gentle
breeze carries empty beer cups
across the field. They tumble
and stop, tumble and stop.
The pitcher looks at his
fielders, and seeing they are
ready, delivers the pitch. John
doesn't like it. The ball is too
high and he lets it pass. John's
friends tell him he should have
swung. "Hey John, you should
have swung," they tell him.
The second pitch is delivered.
John likes it, he swings, rips the
ball, takes off toward first
base, rounds the bag,
looks—foul ball. The catcher
says the ball landed left of the
maple tree that bends right.
John's team argues. "It landed
right of the oak tree that bends
left," they say. The catcher
wins.
Winded, John returns to the
plate. Another pitch arcs in his
direction. John drives the ball
directly backwards into Highway 19. An '81 Chevy swerves
to avoid the ball. A 76 Ford
swerves to avoid the first
baseman chasing the ball.
John steps back in the
batter's box and play resumes.
Because John is a smart softball
player, he notices the lef tfielder
is too deep, the shortfielder is
too short, and the third baseman is drinking too much beer.
John knows exactly where to
hit the ball. From the mound
comes yet another pitch. John
swings. John misses. John just
struck out. "Have a beer," say
John's teammates. Such is
Rotblatt.
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Carieton hosts Midwest Conference Tennis Championships today and tomorrow

Netters drown Ducks, favored at conference
by Tom Ferris
Penetrating the top ten for
the first time. Hardball
Bonner's forceful fuzzballers
slammed their nationally
eighth ranked team past a limp
St. Olaf flock 9-0, in their
quest for local dominance.
"We really crammed it down
their throats this time, without
any choking," commented
Bonner, "and on their own
courts, too."
Crammed it they did. At
first singles, surmounting a
tough Olaf quacker, Nick
"Muffstylo" Gustilo exploded
with his big ace wide to the
box, finishing the romp 6-2,
4-6, 7-5. It was a classic
"Server vs. returner" duel. Fortunately, Gustilo's return of
serve was too much for his big
serving opposition. Said Bonner, 'This is the kind of win
Nick needs going into the conference championships this
weekend."

Flailing his bruised opponent
without remission, Doug "Big
Daddy" Sauter defended his
domain by conquering at
number two singles 6-2, 6-4.
Sauter has finally broken his
bout of post-comps blues, and
if the prediction of Big Daddy's
personal coach. Dingles, comes
true, God will defend number
one singles at this week's conference championships.
The rest of the team had an
easier time pelting the Ducks.
Freshman Porter, "Fumus"
Loomis and John "Gaarr"
Flygare drilled at number five
and number seven respectively, never quite whetting their
weapons. Both veterans Andy
"Big Brew" Morrison and Rob
"Laob" Fuerst bated reedy Oles
with tactile drop shots and
volleys. Morrison's play was
particularly outstanding at
number three singles winning
6-0, 6-1, in one of the shortest
matches turned in by the senior
co-captain. David Flygarte said

of Morrison's play, "His cannon was short-fused today,
really short."
In the continuing saga of
senior, g r e e n h o r n Dave
"Steinus" Saltzstein, the big
number six singles player was
out of form after a rough night.
Despite Flygare's careful prodding, Saltzstein remained
flacid. Saltzstein did manage to
come into his own in the second set, putting asleep any
chance of a comeback, and
won 7-6, 6-0.
Last weekend, the stroking
Knights travelled to Iowa to
face Iowa State and Central
College on Friday, followed by
the Grinnell Open on Saturday. Of the 42 matches played,
the Knights prevailed in 41.
The team never expected their
senior greenhorn to be down
on Friday, but Saltzstein
scored the only blemish.
Loomis emerged the southern
hero, cutting up everyone in
his path, not losing a single set

Stickmen enjoy sound drubbing
by John Harris
• Keith Laidig to the contrary,
the Carleton Lacrosse Club has
always projected an image of
being a group of upright,
wholesome men. Yet last
weekend, the Carl "Stickmen"
displayed their perverse side,
when after being badly
defeated in both games played,
they responded to their opponents with a post-game
chant that begged:
"Masochism I
Masochism 1
Beat us AGAIN!"
After being beat on Sunday
by the University of North
Dakota by a score of 14-4 and
humiliated the day before by
the U of Iowa by a score tooobscenely lop-sided to print,
one would think that the Carls
would have had enough. Indeed, after flying high from
their second-place finish the
week before at the Beloit tournament, it is hard to imagine
how the team could have been
more forcefully brought back
to earth than they were last
week at their own tournament.
Since Carleton sponsored
the tournament with the Twin
Cities Lacrosse Club, the first
game was played Saturday in
Saint Paul. The main result of
Carleton's game against the
University of Iowa was a painful lesson in humility. Although Iowa trounced Carleton badly, it must be said to
Carleton's credit that they
played far better than the score
would indicate (a score which I
again refuse to divulge). The
main factors in this game were
Iowa's greater experience,
which gave them much
smoother team execution, as
well as their superior numbers.
Carleton looked more impressive Sunday against the
University of North Dakota in
a game played at Laird
Stadium. (Actually the most
impressive aspect of the entire
tournament was the girls sunbathing in the stands.) Carleton took an early 2-0 lead but
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then lost its momentum and
found itself down 4-2 at the
half. Shortly before the end of
the first half, goalie Mike Piazza was injured when he received a direct shot, which hit him
in his extreme lower abdomen.
More on this later. Doug Hodder played very commendably
as a substitute. Yet once again,
Carleton was beaten as a result
of the opponents' superior
stick skills and teamwork.
Credited with goals in the
game were Chris Borden and
Jim Montague.
The final results of the tournaments were as follows: First
place went to Iowa, while second and third places went to
the Twin Cities and North
Dakota respectively. Carleton
took its last place showing in
stride with a party at the Cave.
John Harris was named to the
all-tournament team from

Carleton. Although I'm sure
the Lord knows why, he was
not available for comment.
One should be wary of
painting a bleak picture for
Carleton lacrosse from the
results of this tournament.
Carleton lacrosse is continually growing and improving
skills, and there is no doubt
that Carleton can compete successfully against these teams.Things look better for the rest
of this season, and Carleton is
planning rematches against
both teams next year.
As for the emasculated Piazza, he is confident of a full
recovery, saying "Medical
technology can work wonders
these days." The operation will
be expensive, however, and
the team requests that donations be made payable to the
Brave All-star Lacrosse Lovers
Society.

all weekend.
The real drama unfolds today and tomorrow as Carleton
hosts the Midwest Conference
Championships, the last such
event before entering the
MIAC in '83. Everything is in'
the hands of our own fuzzballers as they put their na-

Ironperson contest moved
Carleton's second annual
"Ironperson Contest" will be
held on May 22, one week later
than earlier reported. The
revised schedule should allow
more people to prepare and
participate in this unique and
challenging event.
Anyone who has ever jogged, ridden a bike, or swam in
a pool is invited to enter the
contest by contacting Marge
Barnes at the Wcsi Gym before
May 15. There n> no entry fee.

The best thing
to happen to feet
since toes.

tional ranking on the line
against the defending champions and perenial sore thumbs
from Ripon. Don't take
Dingles' word for gran ted.
Take a break from the overrated Spring Concert, put in a
few cheers, and help the
Knights to victory.

but all participants will receive
a special award, satisfaction,
and a sense of accomplishment. For those with a more
competitive spirit, the contest
will provide an opportunity to
see what kind of shape you're
really in. Positions are also
open for timers, judges, and
race officials. Any questions
can be answered by Dave
Evans at x4582.
Join the few and the proud;
join the ironpeople.
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Knights sweep Ripon,
win conference
championship
by Tom Ferris
Only three weeks ago the
stroking Knights appeared to
be heading for another famous
conference letdown. After
their initial trodding of the
Ripon Redmen, it seemed the
netters had blown their cannons. Three time allconference star Doug Sauter
had not seen action for two
weeks while "U" Nick Gustilo's
confidence had withered after
consecutive fruitless misfires.
Was Hardball Bonner's two
year dream just a nocturnal
dream7 Was the team's national ranking unmerited
swank?
Nothing could have been
further from the truth. Sauter
came back strong as did the
rest of the team winning their
last 73 of 75 matches, pushing

their ranking to eighth in the
nation, and taking home their
first conference trophy in four
years. No team has dominated
a conference championship like
our fearless fuzzballers since
1973 when a Carleton team
won every match. Last
weekend, before a supportive
home crowd, our Carls conquered at every position except
one, tallying 70 of a possible 72
points. Nothing could be so
sweet for a team labeled the
"perennial chokers." 'This
team must now be considered
my best," exclaimed Bonner.
"They really played at their
peak at the right time."
If one player must be singled
out, Sauter's dramatic slashing
of Ripon's nationally ranking
defending champion was certainly the climax. Sauter simply out lasted his favored oppo-

CJ. Wojciechowski

CJ. WojciechowskJ

Nick GustUIo and Porter Loo mi 9, MWC second doubles champions.'

nent with willful determination. As coach Dingles assessed
the match, "Doug won it on
sheer guts. I think this match
proves Doug's potential/'
Not to be overshadowed,
"U" Nick avenged last year's
demoralizing defeat by chopping a lanky Redman down to
earth with amazing back court
play. After the first game it
was obvious no one in the conference was going to challenge
Nick's penentrating play.
Likewise, Rob 'Throb" Fuerst,
Porter Loomis, and John
Flygare all swept the lower
singles ranks as was expected.
Flygare, in particular, sent his
opponent into tantrums with
looping top spin drives followed by sticky
angles.
Carleton was equally dominant in doubles competition
winning championships at all
three positions. Surviving five
match points, Sauter and
Fuerst defended their title at
first doubles over Ripon's
undefeated pride and joy. The
second doubles team of Loomis
and Gustilo glided through the
entire tournament untested
and with enthusiastic crowd
support. Saltzstein and Flygare
proved their potency, too.
Once Saltzstein established service dominance in the first set,
Flygare's machine gunning
overhead assured quick conquest.
The relentless massacre of
the defending Ripon Redmen
was especially pleasing,
revenging the bitter insult of
not having any Carleton
players chosen to compete at
the national tournament. This
is the first year in who knows
how long that Carleton will
not be represented at Nationals

despite a high team ranking.
Ripon's two invited players
were demoralized by our
young defiant outcasts.
If this year's reign of the
Midwest Conference is any indication, the Knights will be
more than ready to move into
the MIAC in 1984. Despite the
loss of heavyweights Sauter
and Andy Morrison, the team

should continue to show improvement next year. The jinx
has been broken, dominance
invoked; next year should be
an easy repeat. Hardball Bonner's goals must now be
refocused on the national level,
both sending players to nationals and establishing
Carleton as a division three
powerhouse.
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Men's
tennis has
frustrating
start
by Pat Brennwald

r

It hasn't been an easy
spring for coach Bob Bonner
and his highly tauted tennis
squad. Though they've lost by
slim margins, they have had a
rather disappointing start so
far. The season opened wjth a
sixth place finish at the
Gustavus Invitational. John
Flygare's performance was
the highlight of the tournament for the Knights, as
Flygare, a sophomore, won
two of his three singles matches and was outstanding in
his doubles play. His play was
described by Bonner as one of
the
"more
pleasant
developments this season."
Since Custavus, the team
has gone 3-2 against its Division III opponents. Included
in the loss column was a
match last Tuesday against a
highly ranked St. Thomas
team. "It was a match we
should have won. We played
well enough overall but didn't
get the win in that close
doubles match. I really
believe we have a better
squad."
Last weekend the team
placed second in the
Carleton/St. Olaf Invitational,
only 4V2 points behind champion St. Thomas. Mick Gustilo
and Porter Loomis were the
bright spots for the Knights as
they took second in the
doubles competition after
upsetting Carleton's top
doubles team of Rob Fuerst
and John Flygare in the
semifinals. Loomis also captured the top spot in the consolation bracket by winning
three consecutive matches
after an opening round loss.
The struggle between these
two doubles teams for the
number one doubles seeding
has been going on all season,
as Gustilo and Loomis started
the season at number one, only to be ousted by Flygare and
Fuerst a few matches later. At
St. Olaf, their semifinal match
lasted three sets, and in a
previous tiebreaker, Loomis
and Gustilo emerged victorious, thus reclaiming the
number one seeding. The
outstanding play of Flygare
and Fuerst in recent weeks has
prompted coach Bonner to
consider a challenge match to
decide the seeding (there
must be a Michelob Light on
this one!).
Because of the loss to St.
Thomas, the team's chances
of qualifying for nationals is
slim. A slight glimmer of hope,
however, remains for the
Knight's number one singles
player, Gustilo, and for the
number one doubles teamwhoever they may be.
The team will be home
Saturday for a quadrangular
meet with Cornell, Grinnell,
and Coe. There will be action
on the Bell Field courts in the
morning and on the Arb courts
all day. The last home meet
for seniors Tom Ferris and Rob
Fuerst will be next Tuesday
against the University of
Wisconsin-Stout.

Carleton finally hosts meet on new track
by Beth Peterson
Bright smooth lines of the
track glistened in the sunlight.
Groups of runners contorted
themselves in various stretches while an occasional hush
occurred among them all in
anticipation of the next gunshot, a sound signaling the
start of yet another race. The
scene was an idyllic one,
reminiscent of a movies'
sunlit action. Yet before their
respective races, and indisputably during each race
itself, members of the
Carleton women's track team
felt far removed from the
perpetual painlessness and
glory seemingly experienced
by the stars of, for example,
Chariots of Fire. Rather than
floating along a track with
ease, to music no less, the
women Carls were left to deal
with the actual nervousness

and logistics involved in propelling normally inert limbs at
speeds greater than ordinary.
Yet the knotted stomachs,
temporary exercises in pain
capacity reception, and the
resulting sore muscles and
battle scars proved to be
worth the struggle. By the
conclusion of the ten-team invitational track meet on Saturday, the running, jumping,
and hurling women Carls had
rallied to a second place
finish, and in addition to this
effort three school records
were shattered and replaced.
Sprinters, those graceful,
fast-moving creatures, played
an integral part in the day's
success. The 4 x 100 relay of
Shah, Shields, Hamilton and
Pietenpol sprinted to a first
place finish and a record
breaking time of 52.00
seconds for the run. Melissa

Hamilton also broke a school
record while finishing third in
the 100 yard dash. Another
fast moving Carleton relay
team, the 4 x 200 meter group,
finished first with a time of
148.5 seconds.
Moving to the hurdling,
jumping
and
hurlin g
categories, a number of successes must be noted. Linda
Readdean sprang through 400
meter hurdles to finish sixth
overall. Carleton long jumpers
Hawkinson and Pietenpol
vaulted to third and fourth
place respectively. The
mighty throwers of objects in
a society-ordained manner
also had a great day. Laurie
McClaren flung a record
breaking javelin throw of
95'7". Kari Felien threw the
discus 107'3" for sixth place
among a fine field of athletes.

by Daniel Schnur
Although no team scores
were kept at last Saturday's
Carleton Co-ed Invitational,
Coach Bill Huyck was pleased
with his runners' performances. The 4x^00 meter
relay of John Winter, Loren
Henning, Rick Bollin and
Mark Winston took third
place with a time of 43.4
seconds, while the 4x400
meter relay of Dan Alster,
Scott Ritger, Joe Holzman and
Bob Taylor took fourth place
in 3:25.3 seconds.
Next weekend, some of the
Knights will travel to Iowa to
take part in the Drake Relays,
while the remainder of the
team will stay in Northfield to
host what Huyck refers to as
"The Other Meet."
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Warm weather means fun outdoors. And
easy care hair styles. Step into The Barbers
for a cut that's cool, care-free. And gets
noticed.
Maybe the sun needs a little help

HOURS: M 9-6
T-Th 9-9
F9-7
Sat 9-5

highlighting your outdoor life style. We do
coloring, partial and full perms and
texturizing too. Call for an appointment. Before you head out into the great
outdoors.

The Barbers in Northfield

Hwy #3 6? St. Olaf Ave.
663-0301
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Men's tennis continues
M WC domination,
sweeps quadrangular
meet
by Pat Brennwald
The men's tennis team continued their domination of the
Midwest conference last
Saturday in a quadrangular
meet with Coe, Cornell, and
Grinnell. They won the meet,
winning all nine of their matches while only losing two
sets in the process. The meet
proved to be a confidence
builder for the team which has
played against some of the
toughest teams in the midwest
the past few weeks. "It was
the first easy meet we've has
all season," said coach Bob
Bonner.
Unfortunately, the Knight's
only hope for a spot at Nationals was dashed earlier this
week as the team's number
one singles player Nick
Gustillo was not chosen for
the meet. The chance for the
team to be invited was lost
two weeks ago when they lost
a very close match to highranked St. Thomas. "We'll
have to wait for next year,"
said Bonner,; who believes
that not only Gustillo but the
whole team-who will graduate
just two members-will make it
next spring.

The meet should be a
preview of what's to come at
MWC championships this
Thursday and Friday. "If,we
play well we should win at
every spot," said senior captain Tom Ferris, who, along
with co-captain Rob Fuerst,
will be playing in his last college competition. "Our only
problem going into the meet
will be overconfidence," said
Bonner, who plans to make
sure that doesn't happen.
The only time the Knights
have lost any matches in,Cft""
ference play was against
Ripon where they lost at no.1
singles and no.2 doulbes. The
team plans to avenge both
losses.
Due to Fuerst's comprehensive exams, no chalenge
match could beVscheduled to
decide the doubles ranking.
Therefore, based on the two
teams recent performances,
Fuerst and John Flygare will
play number one doubles at
the conference meet while
Nick Gustillo and Porter
Loomis will play at the
number two *pot. / A t this
point I'm confident that
Fuerst and Flygare are my best
doubles tean," said Bonner
who has been switching them
back and forth all season.

Four Knights go to Drake Relays
by Scott Moede
The Carleton men's
track team sent four
Knights to compete in the
nationally
acclaimed
Drake
Relays
last
weekend; while here at
home, Carleton hosted
what has become known
as "The Other Meet." The
"Other Meet" is derived
from the fact that the
track members who do not
compete in the Drake
Relays compete in a meet
against opponents from St.
Olaf, St. John's, St.
Thomas, Hamline and the
University of Minnesota.
The four Knights that
traveled to the Relays
were John Winter, Rick
Bolin, Loren Henning, and
Mark Winston. The foursome competed in two
relays, the 4 x 100 and the
4 x 200, making an impressive showing by taking
fourth place in the 4 x 100
with their best time of the
season, 42.98 seconds.

Women netters look to conference
by Pat .Brennwald
Carleton will play host to
the Ml AC women's tennis
championships this Friday and
Saturday. The Carleton
women's team will participate
in the meet and is one of the
three teams favored to capture the conference title;
along with St. Olaf .and
Custavus. The team will be
strengthened by the return of
its number one singles player
Daphne Wong. Wong has
been out for two weeks with a
severe ankle sprain. Though
she is not yet fully recovered
from the injury, she will give it
her best as this is the last meet

There were also many
standouts for the Knight
team here at the "Other
Meet." Eric Hawksford
won the javelin throw with
an excellent toss of 186'4",
and Scott Ritger won the
400-meter run in 49.9
seconds; Loren Henning
won the 200-meter run,
and the 1600-meter relay
team of Dan Alster, Mark
Winston, Joe Holzman,
and Scott Ritger took first
place with a time of 3:23.
Coming up this weekend
on Friday, the Carleton
team takes on St. Olaf in a
dual meet, which will be
an informal affair for both
teams as they prepare for
their respective conference meets the next
weekend.
Also
this
weekend, Carleton will
host the interscholastic
high school track meet on
Saturday, which is the first
time the meeet has been
held here in more than a
decade.

by Beth Peterson
While most of the campus
entertained parents, flung
frisbees, soaked up sun, and
enjoyed a rare and ever
delightful Saga picnic, the
Carleton women's track team
encircled a track several
dozen times. In the process,
these running women sprinted
off to a fifth place finish at
the ten-team Macalester Invitational track meet on SaturdayApril 30. Several strong
performances by both individuals and relay teams
made this success possible,
and provoked the runners to
begin seriously thinking about
the upcoming conference
meet on May 13 and 14.
This week's coverage
begins with, a report on the
distance runners. These multi-

FREE SUPER BURRITO
with purchase of one at
regular price

Good May 6-27
Valid only at Northficld Taco John's

of t the season. Because of
Wong's injury the team has
been playing with all the
singles players advanced a
fight to make up for the
absence at the top spot.
"Daphne's return will really:
help the team out. As far as
winning the conference, I
think we're right in on it now,"
stated coach Pat Lamb.
At the Luther Invitational
last weekend six Carleton netters played exceptionally
well. The meet had open-draw
pairings with sixteen colleges
each contributing two singles
players and two doubles

teams. Freshman Leslie
Bingham made it to the
quarterfinals where she lost a
close match to the player who
eventually went to the finals.
Sonja Myhre lost in the first
round but went all the way to
the finals in the consolation
bracket before losting 4-6, 6-1,
6-4 to a highly rated player
from St. Olaf, The doubles
teams did equally well. The
number one team of Teri Mau
and Shannon McKenzie placed third out of thirty-two
teams and the tandem of
Molley O'Dell and.. Sue
Slocum made it to the semifinal round of the consolation
bracket.

Women tracksters continue pace
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ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

C. I- Wojciechowski

Two Carls battle on the Bell Field Courts.

miled, highly vocal individuals were overlooked in
last week's Carletonian sports
report due to lack of space
and editorial review. The foursome of Kathy Neff, Carolyn
Hunt, Karen Goodwin, and
Carrie Wreri combined to win
the two-mile relay. Fellow
distancers Lyri M e r r i l ,
Christine Lehman, Kathy
Malville and Catherine Caley
placed third in the same
event. Malville's 2:26 split
proved to be the fastest of all
Carls in the relay. Teammate
Caley, in another mighty effort, shaved twenty seconds
off her previous 1500-meter
time.
Melissa Hamilton, decidely
a sprinter, indeed had a day in
"the fast lane." The sole Carl
to win an event, Hamilton
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completed the day finishing
top three in all of her events.
First in the 100-meter with a
12.7 second time, and second
in the 200-meter at 26.6
seconds, she also participated
on two relay teams. The 440
relay team of Jennifer Shah,
Karen Ballentine, and Jennifer
Pietenpol finished second
despite bad handofrs , while
the mile relay team finished
third. Members of this team
included Linda Shields,
Ballentine, and Lisa Hawkinson. Hawkinson also placed
second in the long jump with
a spring of 16 feet, six inches.
Friday, the Carleton women
look forward to a dual meet
with St. Olaf. This will be the
final meet before conference.

Book
Sampler

Good used Books
For Sale or Trade
Also New Magazines

In the Stuart Hotel
212 Division
663-0408
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Team takes second straight title:

Men's tennis captures MWC title
by Pat Brennwald
The men's tennis team has
done it again! For the second
year in a row they have won
the championship of the
Midwest Conference. While
last year's touney was hardfought and fairly close, this
year's championship turned
out to be cake-walk for the
Knights as they took first all
but two of the nine spots.
They won the meet with 66
points while their closest competitor, Lawrence, had a mere
38 points.

The winners for the Knights
included Nick Custillo, who
won first singles and combined with Porter Loomis to win
second doubles. Rob Fuerst
and John Flygare won at third
and fourth singles repectively, and the two also captured
the first doubles crown. The
other first place finishers were
Tom Ferris at sixth singles and
Ty Priest who along with Ferris
captured the third flight
doubles championship. Priest,
who has been bothered by leg
problems, made it to the

finals at mtn singles but lost
the match in a tiebreaker in
the third set. His opponent
was a senior from Lawsrence
playing his last match in front
of the homecourt fans. As
coach Bob Bonner said: ''You
can't get too upset about losing in a situation like that."
While Fuerst and Flygare
played at first doubles this
tournament, the team of
Gustillo and Loomis could
probably have faired equally
well at the top spot. As Bonner put it:1 "They are probably

the two best coubles team in
the conference." Though the
season is over, the rivalry between the two pairs is still going strong. Thus, to determine
"bragging rights", the teams
will play a challenge match
this Saturday(2:00pm at the
Arb courts). "All the Michelob
Light in Rice county will be on
this one," said coach Bonner.
With next year's move to
the MIAC the competition
should increase considerably
from this year. However the
team will only two players to

graduation (Fuerst and Ferris)
and Bonner is expecting three
and possibly four very
talented freshmen to be with
them nexty year. " I expect
next year's team to be as
strong or even stronger than
this year's squad. Along with
Custavus we should be one of
the top teams in the MIAC,"
said Bonner with his eye to the
future. Whether or not they
win the MIAC next year the
team has provided Carleton
with a winning tradition in
men's tennis.

Women take
third at MWC
tourney
by Anne Butlgan
Playing host to the MIAC
Women's Tennis Championships on Friday and Saturday,
May 6-7, the Carleton team
placed third in what was "a
very
competitive
tournament," according to
Coach Pat Lamb. Custavus
Adolphus and St. Olaf came
in first and second, respectively. Several Carls played in the
finals of their flights in this
season-ending competition.
Rains and winds forced most
of the matches to be played
indoors.
At number one singles,
Daphne Wong did a respectable job after having missed
most of the season with a
severe ankle sprain. She won
the consolation bracket, losing only her opening match to
the eventual winner's bracket
champion. At second singles,
Teri Mau lost in the semifinals
to the eventual flight champion.
Freshman Shannon McKenzie made it all the way to the
third singles championships
before losing 2-6, 3-6.
Freshman Leslie Bingham was
the sole Carl to win a title,
downing a Custavus player
6-4, 6-4 in the final round.
Molly O'Dell at fifth singles
tost in the finals to a St. Olaf
player 6-2, 5-7, 2-6. Number six
Sonja Myhre lost in the
semifinals to the eventual
sixth flight winner.
In doubles action, the
number one dual of MauMcKenzie went all the way to
the finals before falling 2-6,
2-6 to a team from Gustavus.
En route, they upset the
number one seeded team in
the tournament in the
semifinals.
Wong-Courtney Schnell
teamed up at the second
doubles spot. They lost to the
eventual champions in the
first round, but then went on
to win the consolation bracket
title 6-1, 6-0. The tandem of
O'Dell-Sue Slocum also went
to the final round. They lost a
2-6, 6-1, 5-7 heartbreaker to
take second place in the third
doubles flight.
The Carls will lose only
Slocum to graduation this
year, so next year's team will
be one of seasoned players.

Special student rates on hair styles and cuts.
At The Barbers we believe your hair
shouldn't suffer from lack of funds. Thaf s
why we're offering special rates to students
on hair styles, perms, colors and cuts.
Our expert stylists can offer you a
wide range of services—from the latest

HOURS: M 9-6
T-Th 9-9
F9-7
Sat 9-*

fashion cuts, partial and full perms, highlighting and coloring—to hair cuts that
make a statement about who you are.
Look your best. And impress someone.
Call today for an appointment,

0S.BO STUDENT DISCOUNT

HWY 3 and ST OLAF AVE
668-0301 for appt.

Haiwvtyhng lor M*n & Womrn Inf
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Preseason training trips

b?

Who picks up
by Ann-Marie Davis
and
Linda Larson
This year, three men's varsity teams have planned or
taken pre-season training
trips: the tennis team is going
to Mississippi over spring
break, the baseball team is going to Arkansas during spring
break, and the swim team
went to Florida during winter
break.
It sounds like a great vacation. Catch a litle sun by the
pool...play a little tennis...toss
a ball around. The perfect
way to escape Carleton and
Minnesota in one shot. This is
most Carleton students' impressions of pre-season training trips. But as Director of
Men's Athletics, Coach Jack
Thurnblad, so emphatically
states, "These are not
glamorous trips." The whole
purpose of these trips, according to Thurnblad, is to increase the competitive potential of the different sports
teams. The abuse of this
privilege is prevented by
guidelines set up by the College. Among these, athletic
teams must gain prior approval from the athletic director for an out-of-season trip,
transportation is provided by
college vans at the athletic
department's expense, half
the cost of housing is provided by the College-students
are responsible for all other
expenses,
the
most
economical way of traveling
must be chosen, local fundraising is permitted, and out-

side solicitation is subject to
approval by Dan Sullivan,
Vice President for Planning
and Development.
The baseball team was the
first to take advantage of this
privilege five to ten years ago
due to the inclement and unpredictable weather during
the baseball pre-season. The
team went to Georgia until
1960, when, because of
distance, they opted for other
locations. This year, the team
will venture to Russelville and
Clarkesville in Arkansas.
When asked about the
reasons for taking a southern
trip. Coach Sullivan stated,
"All the other teams in the
MIAC do it." In order to be
competitive in the conference, the team must be
able to practice outdoors
before the season begins.
Another reason regarded by
Sullivan as important was
recruiting-if a prospective
Carleton student and. baseball
player hears that St. John's
and Custavus are taking
spring training trips but
Carleton is not, he may be influenced by this in choosing
an undergraduate institution.
This is not to say that these
trips are taken for fun. According to Sullivan, these trips
are hard work and involve
many sacrifices. The baseball
team not only sacrifices their
spring break to play in Arkansas, but they put time and effort into fund-raising, i.e., selling chances to win the
Homecoming football, sponsoring a football throw, and
placing a box for donations at
a football game. One advan-

tage that the baseball team
has is the patronage of an interested alumnus who
donates $500 for the baseball
team's spring trip every year.
This by no means finances the
entire trip; the players
themselves finance most of
their own expenses (most
food, half housing cost, and
incidental expenses).
Despite all the hassle,
Sullivan feels that the trip is
necessary: "If the weather in
Minnesota is good when the
team gets back, then the team
benefits." Even if the weather
is unfavorable, he feels that
the team still benefits through
the time spent as teammates
getting to know one another
and developing team unity.
The necessity and possibility for more teams to participate in pre-season training
trips is used tc justify both the
men's swim and tennis team
trips as well. Due to changes
in pre-season training dates,
and an increase in total playing dates for the tennis team,
doors have opened for both
teams.
Coach Willard Tuomi took
ten of his varsity swimmers to
Lake Worth, Florida, for three
weeks of extensive training
during this past winter break.
Why Lake Worth? Tuomi
stated that Ripon had used
these facilities in previous
years for pre-season trips and
had been thoroughly satisfied.
In an effort to cut costs, they
rented efficiency apartments
and worked out in double sessions in the Lake Worth
Municipal Pool. The swimmers paid for all their own

food and lodging and the
team's budget covered the
travel expenses. The team's
expenses are lower than usual
this year due to the move to
their new conference. In the
MIAC, Carleton will, not have
to do the extensive traveling
or spend any overnights during the season, thus saving
money. Also, in the previous
conference
(Midwest),
Carleton could not begin
training until the beginning of
the new year, disallowing any
kind of pre-season trip. Now,
with training beginning officially in October, Carleton
has the chance to take advantage of the six-week winter
break with some intense training, preparing for the first
meet two weeks into the
winter term. This first meet
date has not changed with the
conference switch, but the
date for the MIAC meet is two
weeks earlier (Feb. 16, 17, 18)
than the Midwest Conference
meet.
This change, along with the
stronger competition has forced the swim team into training
over break. According- to
Tuomi, the team accomplished "as much in training 3
weeks over break as in seven
weeks h e r e . ' This t r i p
motivated the kids to train
and really helped to gear up
for the.season."
The Carleton men's tennis
team, coached by history professor Robert "Handball"
Bonner, hopes to gain an invitation to the NCAA Division
111 Championships this year by
getting the early season boost
of a training trip over spring

UPCOMING EVENTS'

Men's Basketball-CARLET0N 90, Gustavus 80.
Carleton at Bethel, night.

Men's B a s k e t b a l l —
SATi a t Hamline
M0N: Macalester here
THU: S t . Mary's here

Women's Swimming—
St. Olaf 76, CARLETON 64.
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THIS WEEK'S RESULTS

Women's Basketball-CARI£T0N 72, Gustavus 68.
St. Mary's 67. CARLETON 62
Carleton at Bethel, night.
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break. Eight members of the
team and Coach Bonner will
travel to Illinois, Missouri,
.Mississippi, and Indiana, playing highly competitive teams
such as Belhaven (1983 NAIA
champs), DePauw and Milsaps
(ranked 8th and 9th in Division III), and Eastern Illinois
University (member of Division I).
Funding for this trip is the
same as for the swim team:
travel expenses will be
covered by the budget, and
.each player will have to pay
for room and board. Bonner
estimated these costs at
$200-250 per player but said
that the players are defraying
personal expenses through the
sale of racquet equipment.
They will also take advantage
of the hospitality of a few of
the players' parents and of
Milsaps, who will provide the
team with room and board at
a few of the stops along the
way.
Bonner ctrp<sed the importance of this trip for his team,
which is presently ranked 7th
in Division III tennis. The entrance of Carleton into the
MIAC has relaxed the team's
former playing dates limit to a
fifteen match season, with
unlimited competition during
vacation. This frees the tennis team to take such a training trip, which is highly common among the other top
Division III teams. This trip
will also be important for
Division III tennis since the
outcome will give some indication of the teams to be invited to nationals. Eight teams

THREE-POINT C?0ALS—TEAM

Downhill Skiing—
Women 3rd of 3 at
Welch Village Invite
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MIAC STANDINGS—MEN'S BASKETBALL
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Team—
Augsburg
St. John's
Haraline
St. Thomas
Concordia
St. Olaf
Bethel
CARLETON
St. Mary's
Gustavus
Macalester

w
1
con
8
2
8
2
7
3
7
3
6
if

~b 6
if
6
if - 6
3
7
2
8
2
8

O

w
1
all
10 6
10 5
11 5
8 7
9
7
7

8

7
9
9

S t . Mary's
S t . Thomas
CARLETON
"
S t . John's
Concordia

39
25
21
18
16

THREE-POINT GOALS--INDIVIDUALS
1.
2.
3*
if.
k.
if.
7-

Kenney, SM .
Amraann, Aug
Green, SM
Boardman, CAR
Smith, SJ
Buerkle, ST
Meyer, ST

22
21
16
12
12
12
11 '

8

if 12

3 11
3 12

WIAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK-Mark Wa/idraacher, CARLETON

Women's B a s k e t b a l l —
SAT: Haraline here
MONi a t Macalester
WEDJ S t . Mary's here
Hockey-FRIi St. Olaf here
SAT: St. Thomas here
4
Indoor Track-FRIi UW-River Falls here
(coed meet)
Women's Swimming-FRIi at St. Benedict
TUE: St. Cloud State here
T-F-S: MIAC Championships at
-Haraline
Nordic Skiing—
S-Si Virginia/Jonathan/
Carver Invite
Men's Swimming—
SATi at Loras-Luther Invite,
Decorah, Iowa
TUE: at St.. Olaf

Wrestling—
SAT: at UW-Eau Claire
Tourney

Doubles Team Leads
by Kathy Kallnowskl
A disappointing loss to St.
Thomas, 4-5, last Friday has
caused the men's tennis team
to fall just short of their
season's goal — to be invited
to the National Tournament
as a team. Despite strong
doubles playing by David
Treichel and John Flygare
who won 7-6,6-1, and Nick
Custilo and Porter Loomis,
who won 6-2, 7-6, the only victory in singles matches was
Loomis', who defeated Tom
Crocott 6-2, 7-6. "Our season
was so pointed toward
reaching that goal (Nationals)
that to lose our chance only
one week before the invitations come out is extremely
frustrating/' coach Robert
Bonner said. He added that
theywereknockedoutbecause
they played poorly, not
because Thomas was a better
team. Flygare also felt the
d i s a p p o i n t m e n t , saying,
''We'd been working up to Nationals all season, and now
there's nothing we can do
about it."
The loss undoubtably had a
big effect on the players. On
Saturday, they faced a rather
weak Macalester squad and
played several matches that
were close before winning 6-3.
"It's been really hard to get
motivated again," the coach
explained. "However, we're a
good team and have had a
good season, even though
we're disappointed now."
The tennis team seems well
on its way to recovering from
the loss and stacked up two
more victories this week,
boosting its record to 16-7
overall and 6-2 in the con-

ference. Monday UW-Stout
was defeated 8-1 and Wednesday St. Olaf lost 6-3 to the
Carls. Strong performances
were put in by Treichel who
won singles 6-0,6-2, and Ty
Priest who beat his opponent
6-3, 1-6, 6-3. Treichel and his
partner Flygare also went 6-2,
6-4 to overcome their opponent in doubles.
Flygare and Treichel have
been one of the major assets
of the team this year posting
an 11-5 record. Bonner noted
that they have played only
one really bad match and the
other losses were close
games. "They complement
each other," he said, adding
that they will have the opportunity to pair up again next
year since Flygare is a junior
and Treichel only a freshman.
"Dave is a powerful player,
and I really like playing with
him," Flygare said. Treichel
added, "We usually go out
and have fun when we play."
The pair is currently ranked
19th in the nation and will
probably go to Nationals, held
in Atlanta on May 7-11, since
the top 32 pairs qualify. "It
will be nice to go to Nationals,
but would be better if the
whole team could go," said
Treichel.
Along with these two, captain Custilo, Priest, Loomis,
and freshmen Ross "the
Count" Erickson and Mike
Forstrum have played well
this year. "I think we have
three of the best doubles
teams that
I've ever
coached," observed Bonner,
who has been coaching at
Carleton for the past four
years.
The only problem the team

On Sports
Quest for the Mysterious
by Gordon Moore
Last week I mentioned
something about "mysterious
sports" at the end of this column. Well, originally I had only one candidate in mind, but
as the week went along I
realized that Carleton seems
to be a breeding ground for
eccentrics in the sporting
world; witness the notices in
the NNB about the individual
trying to form an intercolNegate croquet team, and
the people running to Chicago
after spring term.
. Therefore, In the effort to
provide diverse sporting
coverage, this week will
stick to two activities which
their participants consider
sports, but which most
would call complete wastes
of time or stupid, perhaps
even
both.
These
beleagured people deserve
recognition, too.
The first of these activities
pccurs only in certain grottoes
of the campus, mostly
because the participants are
usually trying to avoid trying
to explain the rules of the
The CarfetonUn
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game or their bad play to
others. This game is the same
one that many parents claim
took up inordinate amounts of
time in college; namely, the
card game bridge.
/ know the reaction here
will be one of disbelief and
outrage. "Why do you give
time to such a boring oldfolks game," some will say,
"when you should be concentrating your efforts on
the truly creative sportspeople at Carleton — you know,
like the guys running to
Chicago this spring, or the
guy who wins the Rotblatt
bat relay during the 118 InnIng game after drinking 10
beers?
Now
that's
something!"
Yes, I will grant you that
such accomplishments merit
attention, and all the power to
those who participate in such
endeavors. Unfortunately,
however, those activities are
not in the same "Lifetime
Sports" classification as the
ability to play that proverbial
good game of bridge, or the
ability to sit down some sunday morning after church and

has is a lack of practice time
in the spring. Usually three
meets are scheduled, leaving
only three days of practice.
Often a player will have to
miss at least one of these
because of labs or other
academic pressures. Even
Bonner, who has the additional responsibility of being
the chair of the History
department, admits that there
are times when he can't make
it to practice. He explained
that although competitions
are good for the mental
aspect of the game, it will not
help a player correct a stroke
problem. I would really like to
have a regularized practice,
but we all realize that tennis
takes a distinctive second to
academics," he said.
Additional practice was
gained over break when, for
the first time. Bonner took the
top seven players south. The
Carls got pre-season experience on outdoor courts
by playing matches in
Jackson, .Mississippi against
Jackson and Bel haven, and in
Millsaps against Millsaps and
Principia. Stops were also
made at Eastern Illinois
University and Depauw, in
Green Castle, Indiana. "This is
the first time we've taken a
southern trip and it's really
helped the team/' the coach
commented, explaining that
the players were used to competing when the real season
began. Flygare echoed this
thought, saying, "last year we
didn't take a trip and lost our
first few matches. The trip
made a big difference, and
this year we were more
prepared." Looking at the early victories over Concordia,
discuss that morning's "AllStar Wrestling" antics with
anyone in earshot. Now there
we're talking universality, at
least in America.
When you graduate or
leave Carleton, those crazy
college
hy Jinks
like
Rotblatt, Wombat, Ultimate
frlsbee and Mai Fete raft
races will be only good
memories, but bridge and
All-Star Wrestling will prove
much more useful. Being
able to play a good game of
bridge can get you Into
prestlgous social niches,
especially
In parts of
Europe where people take
their bridge really seriously.
Cynics may percieve a college student's Interest In
professional
wrestling
merely a prepple need to
"slum", but this Is not the
case. In fact, talk to
anybody who Is a fan of pro
wrestling, and they will tell
you that at times It Is easily
one of the funniest events
on television. This of course
Is not saying much, looking
at the dlsplcable quality of
"humor"
on
American
television, but the essential
point nevertheless should
be clear; simply said, that If
you are looking for quality
low cost and low mentally
demandln
humor
pro
wrestlln Is tough to beat on
American television.
If you doubt my words

Dave Treichel looking good
Augustana, and St. Cloud
State, all won 8-1, and an early National ranking of
seventh, the value of the trip
is obvious.
The only problem was to
finance the trip. Since it was
not an MIAC event, the college could not pay the expenses, although it did supply
a van and the gas. To raise the
money^he men's tennis team
raffled off a $130 racket, won
by Mike Wanta. Some
members of the team also
sold tennis shoes and rackets
to help finance the trip. '
The Carls have come a long
way since their spring trip and
are hoping to make a bid for

the MIAC Championship title
May 4-5 at St. Peter. Currently
the squad is ranked behind St.
Thomas and Custavus, but
Bonner feels they are all very
close and anything could happen.
This weekend April 27-28
Carleton and St. Olaf will cohost Gustavus Adolphus, St.
John's, St. Thomas, and
Augustana from Rock Island,
IL in the Carleton-St. Olaf Invitational at 9 am Friday and
Saturday on the Carleton and
St. Olaf courts. "St. Thomas
and Gustavus will be tough,
but I wouldn't be too surprised if we won," Bonner optimistically summed up.

about the worth of these two
low-key "sports", I don't
blame you. For those who are
interested, however, be
forewarned. If you like card
games but would like to stay
in school, bridge may not be
your game. It is difficult to
learn in detail, but once learned is remarkably addictive. In
fact, I've heard rumors of
bridge marathon sessions up
on second Severance, where
hours of bridge, cases of Cold
Spring or Schell's beer and
many : large Bill's double
cheese pizzas are the rule.
Believe me, you don't want to
get addicted to this lifestyle
— it is exhilirating but fattening and tiring. If you are interested in Wrestling, I've
heard enthusiasts exist in
Musser, Parrish House, Davis,
Goodhue and Sevy. Curious?
Saturday and Sunday mornings, Channel 9, 11:00.

women's physical education staffs look a bit taxed
In a few weeks, It will be
because of the enormous
effort involved In making
this event a success. Be
nice to them I
One has to admire Olympic
Men's basketball coach Bobby Knight for making the
selections he has so far in
preparation for this July's
competition in Los Angeles. A
team with all big-name
superstars won't necessarily
win the gold medal, but a well
d r i l l e d c o m b i n a t i o n of
superstars and solid players
just might. This is the reason
why there were some obscure
players selected, such as the
unknown guard from University of Wisconsin-Steven's
Point, Terry Porter. It is peo.ple like this who" will play for
Bobby Knight, a coach who
demands as much mentally
and physically from his
players as any coach in the
country. The team will
naturally have it's ups and
downs, but if they get on track
they will be unbeatable — I
don't care how many professional seven-foot plus players
the Russians or Italians or
Yugoslavs come up with.
Knight will outcoach the rest
of the world on paper; the only problem will be getting a
"chemistry" out of such a
talented group of athletes in
such a short period of time.

Now that my reputation Is
on the wane, a few comments on some sporting
events here and elsewhere.
If you aren't aware, Carleton
and St. Olaf will be hosting
the co-ed Division III track
and field national championships later this spring.
Plan ahead so you'll be able
to see some of this action;
some of America's finest
track stars have started as
Division III atheletes, and
this should be a fantastic
meet. If the men's and

Natters top ten in nation
by Jeremy Lang

Finishing the season as the
10th ranked tennis team in all
of Division 111 as well as sending two players to compete in
the Nationals as a doubles
team would normally please
the tennis program at just
about any school. Carleton's
men's tennis team did just
.that, but for a squad that had
originally intended to travel
to the Nationals in Atlanta
this week as a team, this
year's finish had to be disappointing.
Going into the beginning of
the season, the tennis team
was ranked even higher than
10th. For the year, Carleton
was 15-5 among Division IN
programs and 17-7 overall,
which, even though it may appear to be unbefitting a team
predicted to do so well, is a
fine record considering the extremely high quality of competition
encountered
throughout the season. Coach
Bob Bonrier described the
MIAC as "the toughest conference for tennis in the coun-

try, even tougher than those in
California."
The nucleus of the conference's claim to tennis
fame, the teams that prompted Bonner to make so
definitive a statement, are
Carleton, Gustavus Adolphus,
St. Thomas, and St. Olaf. As a
prelude to this week's NCAA
Division III National Tournament, these four teams as well
as the rest of the conference
participated last weekend in
the MIAC Championships.
Held on the campus of the
favored school, Gustavus, the
tournament saw a tough battle fought out in the
semifinals; the winner,
Gustavus, advanced to take
the overall championship
while the loser, Carleton, fell
to a disappointing fourth
place finish. Coach Bonner
commented that he and his
players had "expected to
finish in the top three. We, St.
Thomas, and Gustavus all had
equal chances to win the tournament. I thought that the
team that played well would
win it—we just didn't play

well."
In
the
tournament,
Carleton's lone bright spot
was the number two doubles
pair of team captain Nick
Gustilo and junior Porter
Loomis, as they beat
Gustavus' number two
doubles team in the finals,
6-4, 4-6, 7-5. Junior John
Flygare, favored at the
number four singles spot, lost
a heartbreaker in the finals to
Gustavus, 6-4, 6-7, 3-6. At
numbers one and three in
singles, senior Gustilo and
sophomore Ty Priest shook
off opening round losses to
win the consolation bracket
and each toot fifth place
overall. As for the rest of the
team,
which
includes
freshmen David Treichel and
Ross Erickson at numbers two
and six, respectively, and
Loomis at number five, as well
as Flygare/Treichel (number
one) and Priest/Mike Forstrom
(number three) at doubles,
"they had an awful lot of
semifinal losses," according
to Bonner.
Now that the season is over,

the tennis program at
Carleton is represented by two
lone survivors, the doubles
combination of Flygare
(whose 22-5 singles record
established a Carleton record
for most wins in a season) and
Treichel, who earned a trip to
Atlanta by virtue of their impressive 18-5 record for the
year. Going into the opening
day of play yesterday, neither
Bonner nor the players knew
how far they would advance
due to a late draw for opponents from the field of 32
pairs. As of the last official national rankings, the team of
Flygare and Treichel was
ranked 19th. Following the
release of that ranking, the
two players went on to win
some big matches before
eventually losing to St. Olaf
last Saturday in the semifinals
of the MIAC Tournament.
One win in the Nationals
would mean at least a Top 16
finish, and two wins would
mean a Top 8 finish that
would far exceed expectations for Carleton's number
one doubles team.

As for the entire season, not
making the Nationals as a
team "took the flush off the
rose" for Carleton's men's tennis team. They had aimed for
Atlanta all year long, but a
late season loss,to St. Thomas
gave the edge for the eighth
and final spot to Emory
University, which also happens to be host to Nationals
this year. Bonner believes that
the team " c o u l d have
recovered a lot of self-respect
in the conference tournament, but didn't." Bonner also
commented, though, that
"winning the MIAC is a lot
tougher than making Nationals."
As for his own personal
feelings, Bonner notes that it
is "really strange to feel
dissatisfied about a 17-7, Top
10 season." Because the team
was expected to do better
than it actually did,- the
number ten ranking is bittersweet for Bonner and his
players, as is evidenced in his
comment, "I don't feel bad
about this year, but I certainly
could feel better."

From Intramural to Intercollegiate
by Julie Kaster
In the past few years, intramural frisbee has become
increasingly popular, and with
this surge has occurred the
formation of both a men's and
a women's intercollegiate

Mother's Day!
Graduation!
Anniversaries!

team. The men's team has
been around for about five
years, but the women started
competing in tournaments
more recently. They began
when the intramural women's
team, the Marines, was
formed to give women a
chance to be, according to cocaptain Kathy Rowe, "the
mainstay of the team and not
just the hangers-on," a problem that occurred with co-ed
teams. Last fall the Marines
felt they were good enough to
try competing at a higher
level, and became a successful intercollegiate team,
placing third at the regional
competition in Carbondale, Illinois.
This spring the men and
women practiced a great deal
in preparation for a tournament in Madison, Wisconsin,
held over mid-term break. In a
field of twenty-two teams the
Carleton men took first place
in their division, compiling a
5-0 record in the course of two
days, and defeating teams
from Mankato, Oshkosh,
Chicago, and Detroit, while
the women placed third. The
men's club won $125, which
they used to pay expenses,
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donating the remainder to the
band Riverbeast, who performed free of charge at the
Madison student union frisbee
party. According to Jenni Fletcher, a member of the
women's team, "Carleton
showed a lot of people how to
party" during their stay.
Among the ptayers who
competed for the Marines in
the Madison tournament are
Linda Shields, Rees Warne,
Michelle Hoffman, Anne
Kitch, Lynne Freeman, Ellen
Pyle, and co-captain Faye
Lufkin. Unfortunately, many
of the team members will
graduate in June, but with the
help of promising freshmen
Kristen
Holden,
Kara
Beauchamp,
and
Erin
Thomasson, the team will
hopefully still be strong next
fall. The men's club is facing a
similar dilemma, with the loss
of seniors John Estey, Steve
McCormick, Chris Borden,
Stanley Stohr, Jonathon Benson, and Jeff Baumann. With
the end of this year's inter*
col legiate season, however,
both teams are looking forward to next fall and the arrival of many newcomers.
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Ann Wescott displays her tennis form

BIUCAVANAGH

Women's tennis
BySheilah Hayden
The Carleton women's tennis team capped a successful
season by taking third place at
the Minnesota Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference Championships. The Carls earned 46
team points, two points
behind second-place St. Olaf
College. Custavus Adolphus
College won the team championship.
Individually, the Carls won
conference championships at
the number-three
and
number-six positions. At
number three, Lynnfe Nakano
(freshman, Honolulu) played
what Coach Pat Lamb called
"gorgeous tennis" to defeat
her Custavus opponent, 7*6,
6-3. At number six, Sonja
Mygre (junior, Cincinnati),
seeded third in the tournament, beat her Custavus opponent, 7-6, 6-3.
In other individual action,
Carleton also played some
very fine tennis. Shannon
McKenzie (sophomore, Fargo,
N.D.) advanced to the semifinals, as did her teammate

Leslie Bingham (sophomore,
Portland, Ore.) at number two,
and Teri Mau (senior, West St.
Paul, Minn.) at number four.
Playing at number five,
Elisabeth Walker (freshman,
Tucson) was upset in the
finals by her St. Olaf opponent. At an earlier meeting,
Walker had beaten the Ole in
three sets.
"Most of these kids could
play each other six straight
days and it would turn out differently every day," said
Lamb. " A t
conference
sometimes it just happened to
be the other girl's day. Most of
the matches came down to a
net ball here, a service break
there."
In the doubles matches,
Carleton also played well,
reaching the semi-finals or
finals at all three positions.
Lamb was pleased with her
team's work this season. "It
has been a very good year. We
really played some tremendous tennis this year. Plus,
we're graduating relatively
few seniors so there is a lot of
strength remaining for next
year."
The CvlctooUn May 11. 19M
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takes honors
by Jeremy Lang
When the men's doubles
team of John Flygare and
Dave Treichel travelled to
Atlanta, Georgia last week for
the NCAA Division III Tennis
Championships, they sported
an impressive 18-5 record as
well as the number nineteen
ranking in the country.
Nevertheless, neither player
knew just how they would do
among the field of 32 teams.
Not only were they the last
team invited to participate in
the tournament, but they also
had no idea where they would
draw and which doubles team
they would be playing. In addition,- eight pairs had already
been playing in the team competition during the previous
week, and the Carleton pair
had a good chance of drawing
one of those eight in the first
round.
Flygare and Treichel did
draw one of those doubles
teams —the number one
doubles team from Swarthmore —in the first round. That
the Swarthmore pair was
ranked twelfth apparently did

not matter, though, as
Carleton's number one
doubles team over-came a
poor first set to breeze to a
three-set win (3-6, 6-2, 6-1),
then knock off Gustavus'
fourth-ranked team in the second round (6-4, 6-4) before
finally losing in the quarterfinals to the doubles team
representing the national
champs, California's College
of the Redlands (6-7, 6-4, 5-7).
The national championships being a new experience
to Flygare and Treichel, the
first match against Swarthmore's Tim Krieger and Shep
Davidson started out very
poorly: "We were nervous as
hell," notes junior Flygare.
"We were weak the first set
and lost it, but once we got
settled in, we played a lot better." That first set proved to
be all the breaking in the duo
needed, as indicated by their
domination in the final two
sets.
With that match tucked
under their belts, the
junior/freshman combination
was more comfortable for the
second-round, in which they

beat Gustavus' Duke Paluck
and'Mark Kruger, a pair who
had previously beaten Flygare
and Treichel in their only
other meeting of the year (6-4,
6-4). The team which finally
did beat Carleton's only
representatives in Atlanta this
year, the doubles team of Roy
Chow and Kevin Gillette from
Redlands, did so only after
^Ivgare and Treichel gave
them what appears to have
been a very tough three-set
match.
While no one really knew
how well this pair of players
would do at the Nationals,
very few people would have
expected them to finish in the
Top 8 in the country. And if
the surprise and satisfaction
of going farther than anticipated isn't reward enough,
Carleton's doubles team also
received All-American honors
for finishing so high. All in all,
what was expected to be a
day or two in the sun down in
Atlanta turned out to be a few
days in the national spotlight
for John Flygare and Dave
Treichel.

Men long for MWC
by Pat Field
This week Carleton was
host to the MIAC Track and
Field Conference Championships. Out of the nine teams
participating, Carleton came
in sixth. This placing is admirable considering that this
is Carleton's first year in the
MIAC. Coach Huyck commented that in the old
Midwest conference Carleton
would have placed anywhere
from first to third with the
same effort that was shown
last Friday, and Saturday.
Coach Huyck commented,
"We will have to improve to
enjoy this new conference,
but the kids ran well and had
a good season. In such quantitative sports as track they

can not only compete against
others but against themselves.
In the Midwest conference we
often had runners place high
but not be satisfied with their
performance. In the MIAC not
only do we run against
challenging competition but
as well, we were able to allow
more people to participate in
the conference meet."
The strongest finish of the
meet was the 4x100 relay
team. Loren Henning, Mark
Winston, John Winter, and
Rick Bollin came in second
with a 42.69 finish. The relay
team is only .2 seconds off
from qualifying for nationals.
"With a little work on their
hand-off," Huyck said, "they
should be able to qualify this
weekend." In the javelin Kirk
Weidner threw 159'2" for a

fith place. In the high jump
Mike Heim also came in fifth
with a jump of 6'4". Loren
Henning ran a 22.61 200-meter
dash to place fifth. In the
3000-meter steeple chase
Mark Johnson ran his career
best in a time of 9:29.64 to
finish sixth. Rick Bollin completed the 110 high hurdles to
place sixth with a time of
15.48.
Though Bollin d i d n ' t
qualify in the hurdles he will
be attending Nationals in the
decathlon. With
little
knowledge of the other national competitors in the
event, Huyck mentioned that
they were "going in blind":
Bollin and his coaches aren't
certain what to expect. Coach
Huyck did say, "It seems in
looking back over past results

Henning and Bollin sprint out in the 200m.
that it isn't so important to do
something dramatically different but to repeat the things
that got the decathlete to nationals." This competition, only Bollin's second decathlon,
will be spread out over nine
instead of five hours. He will
be faced with more exciter
ment but also will have more
confidence because this is his
second try. Huyck said,
"Rick's will be a task of
duplicating what he did in his
first decathlon. We hope he
approximates his best."
The decathalon will start
off the NCAA Division III Nationals here at Carleton on
Monday the 21st. In conjunction with the women's heptathlon these two events will
run until Tuesday. On
Wednesday and Thursday
most trials will be held along
with finals in the longer
distances. The finals for the
rest of the events will be held
on Friday and Saturday.
Though Carleton and the
track staff are playing an integral part in the meet,
students will be required to
pay a dollar admission each
day. Regardless of the admission fee Huyck mentioned
several benefits for hosting
the Nationals here at
Carleton. Huyck said, "The

event will focus some attention on the College as well as
here, focusing attention on
the track and field events. The
competitors and spectators
will have the opportunity to
be impressed with the new
track, the campus, and the
people. This meet will show
just how good small college
track can be, especially if the
weather is nice. There should
be some great, high quality
races next week."
While gearing up for the
Nationals, Carleton will host a
"Really Last Chance Meet"
this Saturday at 1:00. Fifteen
to twenty teams bringing their
best from South Dakota,
Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota will participate. This
last meet gives competitors
like Carleton's 4x100 relay
team a final chance to qualify
for nationals. Those already
qualified can hone their skills
and others can enjoy one last
opportunity to compete.
Huyck said that it could prove
to be the best meet of the
year. Indeed, the best of small
college track and field will be
displayed here this weekend
and next. Take a break from
studying and enjoy the action
of some of the nation's finest
athletes!
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Tennis team takes Southern
California by storm
Members of Carleton's Men's tennis
team, like members of the student
body who headed West or South to hit
the beaches for spring break, returned
to campus with a ruddy, sun-kissed
glow. Unlike their sun-basking counterparts, however, the tennis team had to
labor to achieve that "natural," healthy
glow. They spent their spring break at
Claremont College in California, playing a total of seven matches.
Coach Bob Bonner reported a great
success for the team, as they emerged
with a total of five convincing wins
against only two losses, one of them
being a narrow defeat to defending national champion Redlands University
The five victories included: 6-3 wins
against Luther College, California
Polytechnic/Pomona, Azusa Pacific
University, University of California/Riverside, and a <H) rout of Whittier. In addition to their 4-5 defeat at
the hands of Redland University, the
Knights fell 0-9 to Division II power
California State/ Northridge. Overall,
Bonner stressed the fine play and depth
of the entire squad.

Joining the no. 1 doubles team of
.Treichel and Flygare is the no. 2
doubles team of Porter Loomis and
Custilo, and the no. 3 doubles team of
Priest and Erickson.
When asked to predict the outcome
of conference play for the season,
Coach Bonner pointed out that
Carleton is ranked third in the conference behind perennial contender
Gustavus'and powerful St. Thomas. All
three teams are ranked in the top ten in
the nation, Carleton holding the tenth
position. Bonner stated that on any
given day, any of these three teams is
capable of beating the other two
teams. He added, "It is possible that
three teams from the Midwest will advance to Nationals in Lexington,
Virginia" (May 13-18).
Contrary to what many people have
believed in the past, the days of the
supremacy of tennis players from the
West Coast (and the areas where yearround play is standard) have disappeared. As1 attested to by their success
against talented California teams over
spring break, Carleton's Midwestern
clan has established itself as a force
with which to be reckoned. Stated Bon-

Young lacrosse team
predicts exciting season
by Lou Traliho
Inclimate weather, in the form of a
blizzard, forced the cancellation of the
Lacrosse Club's^irst match. The contest
was to be held in the Twin Cities,
against North Dakota, on Sunday,
March 31.
Although the team's next match is
not for a couple of weeks, they continue to prepare. Rpnning through
plays, working on technical skills
(passing, etc.), and getting in shape add
up for the players, who practice 3 to 5
times per week.
Coach Doug McGuire's starting lineup includes three freshmen. Two of
these are cjassmates from Milton
Academy in Massachusetts, Dave
Butzel and Ed Foley, who along with
Dave Christianson form
the
attackmen's line. The other freshman,
Ed Ford, joins Wes Lofgren and Steve
Weissmann in the midfield. On
defense, protecting goalie Mike
Alvarez are Keith Burke, Dave Eddinger, and Steve Knox.
According
to
sophomore
defenseman Keith Burke, a strong turnout in numbers-approximately 3O35
players-will add depth. Coach
McCuire notes the improvement of the
freshmen. And Burke recognizes the
strength that the football players. Ford,
Dan Nienhuis, Steve Six, and Dave
Wahbeh add.
On the season, the player consensus
is that.this season with the great potential they possess could be the best
season ever. Burke and Lofgren attribute much of this confidence to their
"desire" to do well. And, according to

the two sophomores. Coach McCuire
creates more of a varsity atmosphere,
rather than a club feeling, which brings
out more competition within the team.
One of the important aspects of the
team, say the players, is that they enjoy
what they are doing.
For fans, Burke states, lacrosse is an
exciting game: "Expect a lot of hitting,
action, and, hopefully, precision
passing." The sport is new and growing,
asserts Lpfgren, and is something different thian other sports. Players feel
that a good spectator turn-out
positively affects their play, and they
promise that fans will get their money's
worth of action
The team is especially looking forward to Parent'* Weekend when they
will host a number of teams for an invitational. For the near future,
however, the team will prepare for two
matches in Wisconsin against Beloit
and Lawrence on April 13, providing
that the weather agrees with the
season.
Much of the teams growth in size
and competitiveness can be attributed
to the serious and exciting action that
lacrosse offers. On the lighter side,
though, newcomer Dan Neinhuis
knows the importance of having fun,
realizing lacrosse was a game for him
when "Wes Lofgren used a lacrosse
stick to stir a pitcher of Kamikazees."
The club hopes to see an abundance
of spectators at their matches,
especially on Parent's Weekend.
Throughout the season, the team plans
to being out their competitive nature,
and along with the "desire" to win, victories will hopefully come their way.

California competition
benefits women netters
ay rail Zfflnssk

When asked about the particular
strengths of the team, Bonner mentioned the impressive record (8 wins, 1 loss)
of his no. 2 singles player, Ty Priest, the
consistently strong play of his no. 3 and
no. 4 singles, senior John Flygare and
Senior captain Porter Loomis. He was
quick to re-emphasize, however, that
the team's primary strength is its-depth
in both singles and doubles play (last
year's doubles team of Flygare and
sophomore Dave Treichel earned AilAmerican honors). Bonner stressed the
competitiveness and experience of
each member of the team, noting that
the majority of players held the
number one or two varsity positions on
high school teams of excellent caliber.
In fact, he has two members on his
team who are former state doubles
champions and another who was a
state singles champ. In addition, Bonner added that these players are all
seasoned veterans, most of whom were
U.S.T.A.-(United States Tennis Association) ranked juniors. Completing the
lineup of the rest of this talented squad
is at no. 1 singles, Treichel, at no. 5
singles, freshman Chris Custilo, and at
no. 6 singles, sophomore Ross Erickson,

ner, "We beat many of the powerful
Division II schools easily, and we could
have beaten California State/Fullerton,
a Division I school" (the match was
rained out). He added that Carleton's
team is competitive enough and
talented enough to play with almost
any team, concluding "I'm no longer in
awe of Southern California's tennis."
This is not to say, however, that the
team will have an easy going during the
1985 season. Bonner cited that the next
three weeks would require consistently
fine play by his team. In particular, he
envisions especially difficult matches
this weekend in Milwaukee, where the
Knights will confront Kalamazoo-"an
extremely talented team"- and Division I Marquette. Carleton is considered the underdog in both matches.
The following weekend, April 12 and
13, Carleton will face Custavus and a
very tough University of Wisconsin/Stout team.
The team is coming off an 8-1 win
over Concordia and anticipates further
success. It is the hope of both Coach
Bonner and the players that the entire
team will "rise to the occasion" and
emerge a smashing sensation.

Thus far, the women's tennis team
has gotten off to a fine start. Under the
coaching of Pat Lamb the team has enjoyed a great amount of success in the
early going. The team started its winning ways early in March over at St. Olaf
in a six team invitational tournament.
Facing extremely tough competition in
the form of Gustavus Adolphus, Luther
and St. Olaf, the Carls prevailed and
finished first.
During Spring break the team went
on a training trip to the warmth of
California. According to Lamb, this trip
was more for practice than competion.
However, they did try to play a match a
day against some very tough competition. There is a lot of tennis talent in
California and Lamb said that the community colleges they played agains.
were very strong. There was no
pressure in these matches because the
results do not count towards Carleton's
record, The team managed to hold its
own and won several matches including victories over Golden West
Community 'College and Pasadena
Community College. Standouts from
the California trip were sophomore
Lynne Nakano and senior Sonja Myhre,
• who both went 7-1 in singles matches.
The trip consisted of a lot of hard work
but also fun in sightseeing and hitting
the beaches. This was the first year that
such a trip has been undertaken, but

with such good results, Lamb said,
"This may become a tradition." The
players initiated this trip themselves
and had to pay most of the cost. This
shows the great dedication the team
has toward the game and winning.
The trip seems to already to be paying dividends, as the netters have won
three out of the four matches they have
played. Since returning they have taken
down Mankato State 7-2, feethel 9-0, St.
Benedict's 7-2, while losing to J_uther
3-6. Lamb said, "This team is unusually
deep." Leading the way has been
freshman Hanan Heakal who has-taken
over the top spot while senior cocaptain Daphne Wong, who won the
conference tournament as a freshman,
is the number two player. Nakano, at
nurnber three, is described by Lamb as
being very dependable and steady.
Other team members include senior cocaptain Sonja Myhre, junior Sbanon
Mckenzie, sophomores . Elisabeth
Walker, Kim Feldt, and Susan Vobejda,
and freshmen Sara Cambell, Liz
Leibold, and Pam Zucker.
Lamb is optimistic and believetthe
team will have a very successful season
with a shot at the conference championship. The Carls will return to action
on April 12-13 at the Macalester Invitational. They will return home for action
against St. Mary's on April 15 and then
•face St. Olaf April 17.
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Nationally ranked men
gear up for championships

Gustito and Loomis: Swan Lake today. Nationals tomorrow.

by Tom Bur
The Carleton men's tennis team has
risen to national prominence this year,
and with a ranking of seventh in the nation, the team seems secured a spot at
Nationals. Their record is currently
twelve wins and six losses, after
defeating both Central College and St.
John's 9-0 in respective meets on April
19th and 20th. In addition to the team's
national ranking, several individual
players are also nationally ranked, including Dave Treichel who is ranked
15th, Ty Priest who is 39th, John
Flygare who is 41st, Porter Loomis who
is 47th, and the doubles team of
Treichel and Flygare, who are ranked
sixth in the nation. The team consists of
14 players overall, the top six playing
both singles and doubles at the varsity
level. Varsity is not very clearly
delineated, however, as other members
may play if Carleton competes against
a team with more members. In addition to the above nationally ranked
players, Chris Custilo and Ross
Erickson make up the top six of the
Carleton team.
The men's team will automatically
compete in the MIAC championships
which will be held at Carleton on May
3-4. The men will almost certainly go to
Nationals as well, as a result of their
national ranking. The National championships will be held in Lexington, VA,
on May 13-18. The top eight teams in
the nation are invited to compete in the
tournament, as well as the top 64
singles players and 32 top doubles
teams who compete in the individual
tournament. In reference to the team's
position for the National meet, coach
Bob Bonner stated that he is
"reasonably confident that we'll be invited." Nevertheless, Carleton will
have to contend with the University of
California at San Diego and the University of California at Santa Cruz, both of
whom went to Nationals last year, and
are now ranked behind Carleton. According to Bonner, today's (Friday)
meet against St, Thomas could be a
decisive one: "If we beat St. Thomas
we virtually assure ourselves a place (at
Nationals)." He adds however: "If we
play badly this weekend, we could ruin
our chances."
Nevertheless, Coach Bonner hopes

to set up what he calls a "winning expectation" for the team. According to
Bonner: "Carleton has always played
good tennis - but never at this level."
This is the first time that Carleton has
ever had four nationally ranked
players, and such high hopes for Nationals are rather new to the team. Bon-

John Libbey struts his stuff on the
court.

Sharp cuts out
DV s t m Elliott
Women's basketball and field
hockey coach Eileen Sharp will not be
returning to teach at Carleton next
year. Instead, she will be an assistant
professor of physical education and the
head field hockey coach at Wilkes College in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
Wilkes, located on the Susquehanna
River in north-east Pennsylvania, is a
member of the Penn Athletic Conference and competes against schools
with much stronger hockey programs
than are found in the MIAC. In an interview, Sharp said the field hockey
possibilities were one of the major
reasons for the change. Wilkes competes against 25 to 26 other teams, including four that are ranked in the top
twenty in the nation for Division 3
schools.
Coach Sharp said that teaching at
Wilkes will be "a real challenge." One
of the challenges Sharp will have to
face is the higher quality of field
hockey that is found in the East. Sharp
attributes this to the feeder programs
that extend from the elementary level
through the high schools. In the
Midwest there is no established feeder
system, so colleges here don't have the
skill level found in the East simply
because the girls haven't been playing
as long. Sharp said there are two
methods of fielding a hockey team in
this conference; using east coast
players recruited for academic reason
rather than athletic prowess, or
teaching the female athletes field
hockey once they get into college.
Sharp said that at Carleton, because
the high academic standard attracts
many easterners, the first method is
primarily used, and the style of play
here differs as a result. Much of
Carleton's success Sharp attributes to
this different style.
A second challenge Sharp said she
will face will be coaching a different
class of players. Sharp said it is very
possible that Wilkes will be getting a
Division 1 player next year, which will
present a new coaching experience for
Sharp. Sharp said, "I've coached some
good players, but not necessarly one
who could play at Old Dominion."

Another reason Coach Sharp will be
at Wilkes next year is that she "was impressed with the commitment the
school has to excellence in athletics.
From the administration on down there
is a desire to make the school good
through athletics. They recognize
athletics as part of a quality
college...very different from here."
Women's Athletic Director Pat Lamb
has said that the search for a new
coach has already been iniated. The
college is advertising nationally for a
coach to teach both softball and
women's basketball. Lamb said that it
was felt that now is a good time to hire
a full time softball coach, "to get a little more consistincy in the attention
paid to softball." Lamb also said that
they were "looking for a coach strong
in both basketball and softball, not one
over the other."
When asked about the timeline guiding the application process, Lamb
said that the applications are expected
in by May 15 and interviews will be
conducted before the term ends to insure students' and athletes' input in the
hiring process. Lamb admitted that the
"timing is a bit tricky" because Eileen
Sharp is leaving right at the end of the
year, but she is still optimistic about
finding a coach qualified to teach P.E.
and coach both sports. Lamb said it
was decided that because there is not
enough full-time staff to coach each individual sport, that a part time coach
will be sought to coach field hockey.
Field hockey captain Ruth Alpers
said the depature of coach Sharp
"takes a lot of wind out of our sails"
but they would be really striving hard
next year "to make it to Nationals so
we can beat Eileen's new team."
- Members of the basketball ..team,
coming off a 1-23 season, admitted that
were personality conflicts that hurt the
team during the year, but that "a
workable relationship and friendship"
developed between Coach Sharp and
the team. The team also recognized
that field hockey was Coach Sharp's
speciality, but stated, "We definitely
saw improvements in her coaching
over the year and we will be sorry to
see her go. However, we are looking
forward to a new season and getting a
new coach."

Rugger's rally fails
tv Andrei Sgilli

ner points out that it is often difficult
for team members to concentrate on
tennis with the amount of schoolwork
and the pressure that come with the
ropes at Carleton. "There's a lot of
d i s t r a c t i o n , " Bonner remarked.
Carleton is also up against teams that
have already established that "winning
expectation" which the coach hopes to
instill in his players this year. The support of team captain Porter Loomis has
been helpful to the coach, says Bonner.
"He does a good job of keeping our
goals clarified." Overall, the coach
states that the Carleton men's tennis
team has a lot of talent and that he is
"cautiously optimistic" about their
hopes for Nationals. This tennis team
we can expect to go far.
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The Carleton women's rugby team
played an excellent, hard-fought match
against the St. Benedict's team last
Saturday, April 21. However, the team
narrowly lost by a frustrating two
points, 12-14. In spite of this, loss, the
team is very pleased with their performance, and witrj their improvement
even from the fall season. St. Ben's has
a very strong rugby club; for Carleton
to have come so close to beating this
traditional rugby power is definite proof of the Carls' ever-improving prowess.
The Carleton ruggers took a while to
warm up, letting the "Bennies" slip by
with three trys and a successful kick attempt, making the score at the end of
the first half 14-0. In the second half,
however, Carleton came back fighting
strong. Jessica Dunnagen scored the
first of the Carleton trys with an im-

pressive run through the St. Ben's,
ranks. Carron Perry's kicTc was blocked
by a brave Bennie, to make the score
14-4. Sarah Parecca's sneak run scored
the second try soon after the first, and
senior captain Beth Krieger scored the
last try by breaking out of the scrum.
Again, both of the kick attempts failed,
making the final score 14-12.
Although all the ruggers played a
good, hard game, there were a few who
played exceptionally well. Notable
among them is sophomore Ann Kitzmiller, who played fullback very well
the first half of the game, and provided
great leadership at scrumhalf in the second half.
The next game for the women is this
Saturday, April 27, against U-W, Eau
Claire. The team is greatly looking forward to this upcoming challenge, and is
very optimistic about,the rest of the
spring season
The Carletonian
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Netters serve up victories
by Jtodraa Spalia

Daphne Wong displays serve that has
earned her a place at Nationals this
year.

Carleton has a long tradition of excellent women's tennis, and this year's
team is no exception. In fact, coach Pat
I amh calls it "One of the finest teams
fiver/' and she should know-this is her
25th year coaching women's tennis at
Carleton. The women topped off their
extremely successful spring season
with an easy win over St. Thomas last
Tuesday, April 30, making their season
record 13-3 to remain undefeated in the
MIAC.
The Carls won every individual
match against St. Thomas. Notable
among the players is sophomore Lynne
Nakano, who has been playing consistently well all season. Nakano
played at the first singles' position
against St. Thomas, handily beating her
opponent 6-3, 6-3; her season record at
her usual position, third singles, is an
impressive 18-2. Nakano is modest
about this outstanding record, though.
She says, "Most of my matches were
really close, and I just pulled through
somehow.". This ability to "pull
through" results from the "determination and tenacity" with which coach
Lamb credits her.
Nakano is seeded first at the third
singles position in the upcoming MIAC
championship. The tournament will be
held at Gustavus this weekend, May
3-4. Other Carleton players with excellent season records who are seeded
first in this tournament are Elizabeth
Walker at the fourth singles position,
Sara Campbell at fifth singfes, Sonja
Myhre at sixth, and Daphne Wong and
Shannon McKenzie at the first doubles
position. In fact, Carleton is favored to
win over the other nine teams there;
having beaten the two other traditionally dominant teams, Custavus,
and St. Olaf. However, coach Lamb,
although hopeful, refuses to get overly
confrHont about the upcoming championships. She said, "We can't go in
hcll-d>let;p," and noted that since

Carleton has previously defeated
Custavus and St. Olaf, the two strong
teams will probably be looking to beat
the Carls in particular. She also noted
that the support and well-wishes of the
rest of the student body really helps to
boost the team's spirits and are sincerely appreciated during the matches.
Another mark of excellence this
year's team shows is the first doubles
team of Daphne Wong and Shannon
McKenzie. They were selected by a
NCAA committee to compete in the national championships at Haverford College in Pennsylvania. They were chosen
because of their outstanding 16-4
record and will be competing against
31 other double teams. Carleton narrowly missed being selected to compete in the national team competition,
but all the players are extremely prouo*
and they will do a great job representing the entire team.
Lamb feels that this unity and support among the players has been a major factor in the team's success this
year. She notes that there has always
been a real "team effort," with every
player contributing. Another important
success factor, one she feels will help
decide this weekend's conference
championship, is the amazing depth of
the team. Lamb says, "There are no
weaknesses in the lineup," and says
that all the players are skilled and consistent, making it difficult for her to
decide how to position the players. She
feels that many players who don't play
regularly for the team could easily be
starters on almost any other team.
Finally, Lamb says, "They say you can
judge the depth of a team by the
strength of your third doubles player.
Well, our third doubles players, Lynne
Nakano and Sara Campbell, won the
whole Luther Invitational Tournament
last weekend-out of 32 doubles
teams." This is certainly a clear indication of the team's ability and seems to
predict success in this weekend's conference tournament.

Tennis bows to St. Thomas
by Felicia Cruz
Prior to their confrontation with
powerful conference king St. Thomas,
Coach Bob Bonner stated that the outcome of the match could determine
whether or not the tennis team would
be invited to Lexington, VA for the
NCAA Championships (May 13-18). A
victory would have been delightful, but
such was not the case, as Carleton
bowed to the undefeated Tommies on
April 26
Thus, the team finds itself in an exciting albeit nerve-wracking position.
As senior captain Porter Loomis states,
"It's somewhat complicated. There are
three teams vying for
two
undetermined spots (from among the
eight positions that will advance to nationals)." He continues: "One of the
three (teams) is the host school, and
one team may have a better record
than us, but they are believed to 'stack'
their players for certain matches."
(Stacking involves the deliberate,
strategic shifting of players in order to
increase the chances for a win at a particular position). Because of such factors, the tennis players continue to put
forth their finest efforts in their matches.

Their match against St. Thomas was
not as lopsided as the 2-7 score indicates. Ross Erickson won at sixth
singles 6-0, 6-3, and the second doubles
tandem of Loomis and Chris Gustilo
eaked by their foes 6-2, 6^7, 6-3. Meanwhile, at fourth singles, Loomis
narrowly lost to his opponent by the
score of 2-4, 6-2, 4-6, and the nationallyranked first doubles duo, Dave Treichel
and John Flygare, fell to their opponents 3-6, 6-7, finding themselves on
the short end of a 6-8 tiebreaker.
The following day, the Carls played a
pair of matches against Augustana and
Iowa State at Iowa State. Carleton
smashed Augustana 8-1, as their lone
setback was number one singles
Treichel's three-set heartbreaker, 6-7,
7-6, 4-6. However, when Carleton
clashed with Division I monster Iowa
State, the team finished on the loser's
end of a 2-7 score. Winning at fourth
singles was Loomis (2-6, 7-5, 6-4) and
winning at third doubles were Ty Priest
and Erickson (6-4, 6-4). Noted Priest:
"They were just too tough; we didn't
expect to do very well."
The tennis team's victory over
Augustana and their pair of losses to St.
Thomas and Iowa State put their
overall record at J 5 wins and 8 losses.

With their sights set on being one of the
eight Division 111 teams that will be invited to Nationals, the players hope to
make a strong showing at the MIAC
Championships on May 3-4. Says
Loomis: "Our goal is to finish ahead of
Gustavus, which is fairly attainable"
(Carleton is third behind St. Thomas
and Gustavus at present). He adds that
Carleton has an outside shot at winning
conference if they have an
exceptionally good day.
It seems logical to conclude that a
strong performance at the conference
championships would assure the team
of a trip to nationals. However, both
Priest and Loomis inferred that the
selection process is somewhat subjective. If, by chance, the entire team does
not make the trip to Lexington, at least
two of the players would be there to
represent Carleton:, Dave Treichel
would play singles and would be joined
by John Flygare in doubles play. Some
of the other players would have the opportunity to play at nationals if they
were to finish within the top 64 singles
slots or within the top 32 doubles positions in the two open qualification
tournaments. This route is, of course,
the second choice of the players. Admits Priest: "We're hoping to go as a
team."
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Spikers win NW
Conference
championship
Dy Lou Traiano
Said the University of Minnesota
Men's Volleyball coach, "This is the
best Carleton team I've ever seen."
NearLy two weeks ago, the men's
volleyball club competed in their Northwest
Conference
Championships.,.and they won. Plenty
of time has gone by since the win, but
the championship is well remembered.
Total success throughout the tournament allowed the Carls to complete the
tournament with an 11-1 game record.
Once again, very good passing and excellent hitting paved the Carls' way to
success. In the preliminary round of
the tournament the club faced four
teams, playing two games against each
to establish a record for final seedings.
The Carls defeated Luther College, the
Univeristies of Wisconsin at Stout and
Eau Claire, and finally St. Olaf. Their
only blemish came in one opening
game against Stout, that according to
Captain Carl Weissman was "no big
deal."
Through an elimination process, the
field of seven teams was narrowed
down to a final four. While top-seeded
Carleton defeated St. Olaf easily, the U
of M played a tough three game match
against Bethel, surviving on good hitting.
Matched for the third time this
season, Carleton and U of M battled for
the conference championship.
Memories of past victories and defeats
against each other were erased, and the
outcome of this new match would
decide who would emerge as conference champion.
Overwhelming success and confidence gave the Carls the extra push
needed to shock the U of M in two
games. In the best of three series the
-Carls ousted the U(15-9, 15-6), bringing
home the conference trophy.
When this reporter asked about
Carleton's play in the tournament, the
common response was, "Kirk (Weidner)
was awesome." Awesome. Weidner
was voted Most Valuable Player of the
conference by the players. Werdner's
hitting was nearly perfect-not to mention, very hard. Out of all hits by
Weidner, whichwas 75%of the sets ac-"
cording to setter Weissman, Kirk was
blocked once and hit one out. The rest?
The rest of his hits all accounted for
Carleton points.
Captain Weissman played just as
amazingly as Weidner. "Icedog" was
voted second in MVP ^ballots.
Remarkable setting aided Weidner and
the other hitter.
Carl, Kirk, and Steve Young will
graduate this spring. But many other
players will compensate for the loss.
Junior Ted Montgomery was voted to
the second all-conference team, and
Jim Nouanshaur and Mike Heim, along
with young, were voted honorable
mention.
The teams record speaks for itself.
11-1 on the season in matches, 35-10 in
games, and 11-1 in championship play.
this is the first year that Carleton has
won the Conference championship
to page 1&ihi-(.uli'ionian
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Women runners nab sixth
% by Nat Longley
i
Anybody who attempted to toss a
Irisbee around the Hill of Three Oaks
-£ during Saturday's Spring Concert can
1 testify to the fact that the weather conditions were less than perfect. A halfmile away the story was no different as
Carleton hosted 1985 MIAC Women's
and Men's Conference Championship
Track Meet. Any breeze was a
welcome respite during Friday's qualifying heats run in eighty-five degree
weather. But on Saturday the atmosphere stirred itself up with a
vengeance: a rapidly appearing and
disappearing sun drove wind gusts of
up to forty-five MPH, destroying many
hopes for posting record-setting performances as truly brilliant efforts were
battered into mediocre performances
by the harsh winds.
The Carleton women ended the meet
with a sixth place finish in a ten-team
field completely dominated by a
powerful St. Thomas that charged to
their second straight conference championship with a team total of 166
points. Concordia followed (distantly)
with 90, and the Ducks (St. Olaf) quacked into third with 78. Macalester had
73, and Augsburg's 45 points paced
Carleton, which had 35. Following in a
tie for seventh were Bethel and
Hamline (33 points each), eighth was
Custavus' total of 28, and St. Kate's
trailed the field with a scant 3.
But do not believe that the Carls
l*?nnif«r Ptetenpol shows the deter mination that boosted the Carls to a 6th
U
in last weekend's MIAC Championship.

Tennis sixth in U.S
by Steve Elliott
The Carleton men's tennis team
achieved national prominence this
week with a sixth place team finish at
the Division III National Tennis Meet in
Lexington, Virginia, The team will remain in Lexington until Saturday, May
18, as the individual and doubles competion is played.
In their first match, against
Kalamazoo College from Wisconson,
the Carl netters were handily defeated,
7-2. The loss to Kalamazoo (who would
go on to take second at the meet) forced the Carleton team to play the rest of
their matches in the consolation round.
Their next opponent was Gustavus,
who they defeated by a score of 5-4.
This set up their final match against
Claremont College to decide fifth and
sixth place in the nation for Division III
tennis. The Carls lost the Wednesday
match 6-3 and had to settle for sixth
place.
The final team standings were Swarthmore, Kalamazoo, Redlands, St.
Thomas, Claremont, Carleton ,
Gustavus, and Washington and Lee
University, What is so amazing about
the final placing is that the Minnesota
Intercollegite Athletic Conference
(MIAC) placed three of the final eight
schools in the competition. Southern
California, famed for its tennis teams
because they can play twelve months a
year, only had two top-eight finishers.
Statistically then, Carleton has been
playing in the toughest Division III tennis conference in the nation.
The players who put together this impressive preformance are Dave
Treichel, Ty Priest, John Flygar, Poter

Softball ends
best season ever
by Louise Schneider

John Flygar helping volly the tennis
team to their sixth place finish.
Loomis, Ross Erickson, and Chris
Gustilo. They will be competing the
rest of the week for singles and doubles
honors in an open draw against the rest
of the field. Unfortunately, no results
were yet known when this issue of the
Carletonian went to press.

were completely daunted by the stiff
weather and the stiffer competition;
Saturday witnessed many good hometeam performances. Lisa Kelly, a standout all year, once again supported the
Carleton effort with a high jump of 5'
4" which gave her second in the conference. Brigette Bruer took third a
41:32 in the grueling 10,000 meter run,
while Amy Fitzgibbon and Carolyn
Hunt placed fourth in the 1500 and
3000 meter races, respectively, with
times of 4:50 and 10:41. Jennifer Pietenpol also had a fourth place finish in the
200 M, as well as taking fifth in the 400
M. Other fifth place Carls were Kari
Felien in the shot and Tudi Allen in the
Heptathalon. Jan Schlamp picked up a
point in the 100 meter hurdles, accompanying her sixth place finish on the 4 X
100 and 4 X 400 meter relay teams.
One Carl who was definitely missed
this last weekend was Senior Melissa
Hamilton. Although she was fast
enough last year to be named an AllAmerican, leg injuries this season have
kept her out of competition. But
Hamilton will get her opportunity to
run for the nationals this year in
Carleton's aptly named Last Chance
Meet held at the stadium this Saturday
afternoon. She will be running the 100
meter dash, and anyone with no plans
for tomorrow should stop by the track
to catch a few rays and cheer her on along with other Carleton national
meet hopefuls Pietenpol, Hunt, Fitzgibbon, Allen, Schlamp, and Kelly.

The end of the year is a great time to
look back on a sport season and to pick
out all of the events that make a team
experience so special. For the Carleton
women's Softball team the past year
was special, indeed. Under the
watchful eye of coach Marv Johnson,
the team gradually improved over the
course of the season to a final record of
7-9 in the M.I.A.C. (9-11 overall), which
gave them sixth place in the conference, their best finish ever.
The softball squad was fairly large
this year with fourteen players, all of
whom worked hard toward making the
team a success, junior outfielder Salli
Wood commented that highlights of
the season included winning a double
header at St. Mary's on April 27, and
the Carls' strong effort against St. Olaf,
a national qualifying team, on April 30.
"Olaf won, but only by one run in the
last inning. We had them scared." She
also noted that the team had
"improved a little too late" because
teams that had beaten Carleton earlier
in the season would probably have
fallen to the women later.
The Carleton squad is losing quite a
few fine players following this year. Of
the first 13 players, five seniors and two
women enrolled in off-campus programs will not be returning. Johnson
had only nice things to say about the
graduating members of his line-up.
Senior Ann Butigan was described as a
"fine player and athlete" with a "great
deal of savy and determination."

Muriel Cunningham, said Johnson,
"knows how to win." Other seniors,
Kathy Suhm and co-captain Shannon
Hofstrand were praised for the
efficiency and success with which they
handled position changes this season.
"Mary Carroll (co-captain) got hurt in a
scrimmage in the last week and the bottom fell out of the team. She showed us
how to play with pain and how to make
winning an important thing. Mary will
be missed." „ Sophomore, Karen
Menghini, described as a "softball officienado", and Tina Blake are leaving to
go on programs next year. Their talents
as an infielder and outfielder/pitcher
will be missed.
Despite the hole left in the softball
team by graduating members, there is
much to look forward to in the coming
year. This past season was a learning
experience, and those who return next
year have a lot of potential to play
well. The women have a strong base in
players like Salli Wood, Laura McCaffey, Diane Palkert, Monica Norwick,
and Nancy Lee. Freshmen Kristine
Kuntzman and Carol Schachet,
benefiting from their year of experience, should bring a lot of energy
and growth to the team as well. The addition of a softball/basketball coach to
the women's P.E. department, the first
time such a position has existed, can
not be ignored as a factor in favor of
the team's future success. In summary,
things look promising for women's softball, Keep your eyes peeled for batting
action in the coming years.
The Carletonian
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Nationally ranked men's tennis returns
from CA to split weekend matches
• by Kristen Lindemer
Bob Bonner, Carleton men's tennis coach,
has two goals for his 1986 team; to win the MI AC
championship and go to Nationals. The Carleton
team, armed with what Bonner termed "a lot of
self-respect, their want to play well, and their want
to be recognized as a team who has the right to play
for the national championships," may well have
their season goals within reach.
The Carls have already commenced their
season with three decisive victories. In a March 4
match against Bethel, Carleton came out on top,
8-1. Before Spring Break, the Carls dealt sound 6-3
defeats to both Macalcster and Claremont (Calif.).
But the season's high point so far was the
Carls' trip to California during Spring Break. As
Coach Bonner explained, the cross-country trip
gave the team the opportunity to play against topnotch teams from Division III, as well as to get
themselves prepared for the season.
"California gave us the chance to concentrate on tennis. We practiced mornings and played
afternoons," Bonner said. "For the past two or
three years, we and a great number of other colleges have taken the opportunity to have intersectional competition. This helps establish national
ranking, and the best teams are invited to the
Nationals. It gives us a much better idea of where
the teams stand than what we had at the beginning
of the year."

In their California matches against Dartmouth, Whitman, Redlands, and the University of
California-San Diego, the Carls got the tough
competition they expected, and then some.
Carleton fell to top-ranked Dartmouth, 1-8, and
then again to Whitman, 3-6. The blue and gold
came back in their last two matches,fightingfor
two 5-4 victories over Redlands, the 1984 Division
III champs, and the University of California.
"I expected us to lose to Dartmouth and
finish 4-1. We had an unexpected loss to Whitman
and finished 3-2," Bonner explained. "There were
no easy matches. They were all close, hard-fought,
and pretty intense. Every time out, we'd go out
against a tough team. We defeated all the other
California schools (except Whitman) and felt very
good about accomplishing that"

consistency—they almost never played a bad
match. This year's team has still to achieve that.
We've lost some seniors from last year who were
the heart and soul of the (earn. We need tofinda
way to get ourselves stabilized."
Last weekend's home dual match against
Wheaton and St. Cloud gave evidence that the
Carls have not yet found that needed stability. In a
disappointing and unsuspecting encounter with
Wheaton, Carleton got itself into an underdog
position but was unable to rise to the occasion and
come out ahead as Wheaton squeaked by Carleton,
5-4-.
"We lost four of oursingles. We had to win
all three doubles and won two/' said the Carl
coach. "We lost two tie-breaker sets in the number
one doubles. It would have been very hard to come
back from being down 4-2, but I thought we could.
We should never gave been in the position where
we had to win all three doubles."

Although the California trip gave the
Carleton team a taste of superb and competitive
Division HI tennis, Bonner felt the team could have
accomplished more on the west coast than it did.
"I hoped to come back with everyone playing well. We didn't accomplish this. We didn't
achieve team confidence and playing confidence as
I expected. We're having a little bit of difficulty
getting going this year."

Carleton's number one player junior David
Treichel, lost his singles match against Wheaton's
number one player, but Carleton's number two
man, freshman Tom James, won a tie-breaker to
clinch a victory over his Wheaton opponent. CapHowever, Bonner has no doubt of his tain Ty Priest, who holds the number three spot on
team's potential.
the Carleton team, won his match against Whea"We have the potential to be as strong as ton. The double team of Treichel and Chris Gustilo
last year's team (which finished sixth in the nation). also added a win to Carleton's score.
Last year's team had great competitive
Carleton's performance improved against

Final Deadline: Friday, 11 April

St. Cloud. The Carls came out on top, 6-3, bringing
their season record to 6-3 as well. James and Priest
chalked up two more wins in their singles matches,
while Treichel was defeated by St. Cloud.
With the first nine meets of the season in
the net. Coach Bonner reflected on the outlook for
his team.
"We were ranked third in the nation in the
pre-season rankings, and I thought we might be
overrated. But when we went to California and
defeated all three California schools, 1 thought we
deserved to be in at least the top four or five. But the
Wheaton loss put a problem in this. It tempered my
outlook to see that we could win in California but
lose to a team as weak as Wheaton."
"What I'd like to see is some evidence that
well get to the point where we'll play consistently,"
Bonner continued. "A mark of our team has been
that we're able to soundly defeat the weaker team,
and. in every match we've won more than we've
lost."
After a relatively easy road trip this weekend against St. John's on Friday and Concordia/Moorhead on Saturday, Bonner said every match
will be of great importance and have bearing on
national ranking. "I'd like to see us start this string
well," he said.D
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Men's tennis slips
in national rankings
after narrow losses
• by Kristen Lindemer
The past week has been one of dose, down
to the wire matches for the Carleton men's tennis
team. Going head to head against some of the
season's toughest competition, the Carleton team
came out of their matches against Marquette,
Washington University (St. Louis), and Gustavus
with one win and two losses. The Carls had little
trouble stopping Marquette with a 7-2 victory, but
Carleton's talent and determination were not
enough to prevent the nationally-ranked teams of
Washington and Gustavus from stealing 5-4 wins
from the Carls. Carleton currently boasts a 4-1
MIAC record.

With the weekend loss to Washington, the
Carls had to clinch a victory over Gustavus on
Wednesday in order to maintain a spot in the top
eight teams in the nation and therefore ensure a
team trip to Nationals. The Carls came oh-so-close
to defeating Gustavus, their conference rival, but
fell just short of the goal in the last doubles match.
"We lost four of our six singles and knew
we would have to sweep doubles to win it," said
Bonner. "We won the first two double matches and
it looked like we might sweep it. Our number three
doubles pair (James-Suk) was undefeated, but so
was the number three doubles from Gustavus."
James-Suk lost the match, but not without a fierce
three-set effort.

V
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The Week
in Sports

Friday
Men's Tennis at Carleton Quad: Principia. S t Thomas, Gustavus, home, 9:00 a.m,
Men's Golf at Mankato Invitational, away, 9:00 a.m.
Women's Tennis vs. U. of Wisconsin-Whitewater, Mankato, 2:00 p.m.

Saturday
MenTs & Women's Track at Carleton Relays, home, 9:00 a.m.
Men's Baseball vs. S t Thomas, away, 12 Noon
Men's Tennis at Caricton Quad, home, 9:00 a.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Priodpia, at Mankato, 10:00 a.m.
Men's Intercollegiate Frisbee at Sectionals, Twin Cities, AH Day
Men's Golf at Mankato Invitational 9^)0 a.m.
Men's J.V\ Lacrosse vs. Twin Cities Lacrosse Club r away* 11:00 ajn.

Sunday
Men*s Lacrosse vs. U of North Dakoia* borne, 11:00 a.m.
Iowa State Lacrosse vs. Twin Cities Lacrosse Club, here, 2:00 p.uu
Men's Rugby at Black Sheep, Fort SnelKng, 1:00 p.m.
Men's Frisbee at Sectionals, Twin Cities, All Day

Monday
Men's Tennis vs. U of Wisconsin-Stout, horn*, 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Men's Baseball vs. Concordia-Moorhead, borne, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Softball vs. Macaiester, away, 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Men's Tennis vs. S t Thomas, borne, 3:00 p.ra.
Women's Tennis vs. St. Olaf, away, 3:00 p m

Thursday
Women's Softball vs. S t Benedict's, borne, 2:00 p.m.
Men's Baseball vs. Bethel, away, 130 pM.

"Washington University was coming up to
Minnesota on a mission," explained Carleton tennis coach and history professor Bob Bonner.
"Washington wanted to strengthen its schedule this
year. Carleton and Gustavus were both teams they
wanted to try to beat to get national respect."
The Washington team got their wish, to the
surprise of Bonner and his team. "I didn't believe
they could beat us," the coach said. "I was more
surprised by this loss than I was about the loss to
Gustavus. There were some unexpected losses to
Washington. The last doubles match (David
Treichel-Chris Gustilo) was played almost entirely
in the dark. Washington was better at seeing the
ball in the dark than we were."
The winning singles players for Carleton
against Washington were Treichel, Gustilo, Tom
Suk, ana" the doubles combination of Tom JamesSuk also earned a victory.

"If we had won against Gustavus, we
would still be in the running for Nationals," Bonner
said. "There are twelve very good teams in the
country and we're one of them. After the loss to
Gustavus, we lost our ranking in the top eight
teams—we've probably moved down to number
ten. It's unlikely that we'll be invited to Nationals."
Bonner and his team still have high hopes
for the remainder of the season. "We still have a
good chance to win the MIAC championship. It's
still a legitimate goal. It will be between Gustavus
and us, and we're extremely close. Gustavus won't
be able to win the conference championship just by
showing up."
Although Carleton as a team may not be so
lucky as to travel to California for Nationals, three
individual Carls still have excellent chances for
getting thier feet into this elite competition. James,
a freshman and bright spot on the Carleton team,

Friday

Men's Golf at College City Classic, NortbfieW Goff Club, 12 Noon
Men's Tennis vs. Ripon, borne, 3:00 p.m.
Men** Track ax Drake Relays, away, All Day
Women's Tennis at Luther Invitational, away, AH Day

team captain and senior Ty Priest, and standout
junior Treichel boast strong-enough records and
play sharp-enough games to work their way into
the National competition.
With his 6-1, 7-6 win against the number
one player from Gustavus, James felt confident
that he had secured his chance to play in Nationals
and moved up into the top 20 nationally-ranked
tennis players.

"My first goal was to help the team go to
Nationals, but the odds are pretty good against it,'
explained James. "Certainly my goal now is to go
to Nationals, and if I do well this weekend, nothing
should keep me from going. The national tournament has such a big draw and you play so many
tough matches that the person who thinks he can
win has the big edge. You have to have selfconfidence and be mentally tough. I've been playing very well lately and feeling confident." D

Baseball goes 1-3 for the week
• by Bobby Beatty
The Carleton Baseball team got the monkey off their back Saturday in a big way. The
Knights traveled to Macaiester and shellacked the
Fighting Scots 15-1 for their first conference win of
the season and in several games. For the week,
Carleton was 1-3, dropping two games to Hamlioe
on Wednesday.
In that fateful second game of the twinbill
against Macaiester, Caricton was looking for
revenge for their 5-2 loss in Game One, and things
started happening in the second inning. Carleton let
loose on the "Drowning Scots" pitching, scoring
14 runs in the second inning. The entire Carl squad
contributed to Mac's downfall. Centerfielder Terry
Knoploh brought in four runs with one swing of the
bat when he hit a grand slam home run in the
inning. Third baseman Pete Sickle also cleared the
fence as the
infielder's home run scored two.
Frank Neville, catcher Tom Ferry, pitcher Todd
Stephenson, and Dave Lund (2 singles) also tallied
hits in the one-sided affair. Leftfielder Kelly Blaine

ended the onslaught with the last RBI of the game
in the fourth inning, a single that made him 2-4
with two RBI's in the contest.
While the Carleton hitters finally
unchained their bats and mauled Mac pitching, the
defense, behind the one run pitching of Stephenson, was solid. "He pitched the best game of the
season," said one Carl. Catcher Tom Ferry was a
mainstay behind the plate, throwing out three of
the four Scots that attempted steals. But it had to be
the hitting that made the Carls the happiest After
struggling at the plate in the pre-season, outscoring
a conference foe 17-6 in a two game series is a good
sign to coach Arnie Giebel.
Carleton took the momentum from their
victory over Mac and came very close to beating a
tough Hamline team on Wednesday afternoon at
home, losing in the first game 6-5. In Game 1
against the Pipers, Carleton quickly fell behind 2-0
to a strong fastball pitcher. But, with pitcher Dick
Trent and the defense behind him playing well,
Carleton came back totieit in the second. Carleton
then took a one-run lead with a nifty display of

baserunning. Ferry allowed himself to get caught in
a rundown between second and third, enabling
Tim Nielsen to score from third. The Pipers then
came storming back to score four runs and put
them up 6-3. Unfortunately, Carleton's late rally in
the bottom of the sixth fell short, but not before
scaring Hamline and exciting the hometown crowd
from Carleton. In that inning Tom Ferry and Tim
Nielsen reached base, bringing up Todd Stephenson. Stephenson hit a big two-out single to bring in
a run, making it 6-4. That brought Andy Chidester
up to the plate at a crucial moment in the game.
Chidester responded with a clutch single up the
middle on a 2-2 count, making the deficit only one
run for the locals. It was just too little too late,
though, as number nine hitter Dave Lund struck
out to end the threat. It was a disheartening loss for
the young Carls. As Chidester pointed out, "We
played tough baseball and we hit a tough pitcher,
but we couldn't quite triumph in the end. Carleton
baseball just has it's ups and downs."
Carleton found its downs in the second
game of the doubleheader, losing to the inspired

Pipers 18-2. Carleton jumped out to a quick 2-0
lead with three hits in the first inning, but after that
it was all downhill as Hamline hit Carleton pitchers
Stephenson, Knoploh, Bill Burkett, and Tim
Nielsen throughout the seven innings. The Knights
got into the doldrums in game two and never did
climb out. "Team energy is the name of the game
for us," says Chidester. "When the team gets down
we don't play well. We have to stay up to be
successful."
The loss to Hamline should not mar the
Knights week. While they were 1-3, they were only
outscored by five runs in the four games, an optimistic statistic. As Chidester concludes, " When we
play consistent baseball, we can play with anybody, as we have shown in brief stints in our first
four outings." In order to win, the Carls will have to
tum those brief stints into seven inning games.
Carleton 's next game is Saturday at
StThomas against the Tommies,one of the best
teams in MIAC—they lost to the University of
Minnesota by only three runs earlier in the

season.•
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Men hitting stride as tourney approaches
• by Klisten Lindemer
The Carleton men's tennis team will prove
a force to be reckoned with come MIAC conference time in early May. With only four team
matches left in regular season play, the Carls continue to turn in impressive individual performances
while boosting their team MIAC record to a
healthy 6-1.
Last weekend, Carleton hosted three other
teams—Principia, St. Thomas, and Gustavus—for
the Carleton Quad tournament. Carleton faced
top-notch competitors from both Principia and
Gustavus, many of whom were nationally ranked..
Bonner explained that tough matches were to be
expected in a tournament with talented and agressive opponents like those from Gustavus and Principia. Six of the 16 men in the tournament draw
were nationally ranked. Carleton in no way dominated the tournament, but individual Carls played
especially strong matches.
"I was very pleased with the weekend,"
said Bob Bonner, Carleton men's tennis coach and
history professor. "Our number four and five play- Treichel) and two from Principia. I would have
ers didn't do well, but I hoped our number one and been even happier if there had been two Carleton
two players would do well. They did. 1 was very
players in the finals."
pleased with the semifinals because it included two
Triechel was the lone Carl who fought his
players, from Carleton (Tom James and David way into the final round, and Bonner was espe-

cially pleased with Treichel's performances on Saturday. The senior standout played two three-set
matches, beat the national champion who hails
from Gustavus, and won the singles championship
and clinched the doubles title as well with help
from partner Chris Gustilo. "Treichel played the
way I know he can play," commented Bonner.
Tom James won two matches to earn a
spot in the semifinals, but lost his next two matches
in the semifinal round and the playoffs. "James was
under the weather, played a very tough opponent,
and had a very tough match under very tough
conditions," the Carl coach said. Bonner added
that if James had been able to win- even one of
those matches, it v. ould prove to the national ranking committee that he deserves to be in the top 20.
Bonner also offered praise for Ty Priest andGustilo's performances in their singles matches
against Gustavus.
Once again, competing on their home
courts, the Carls bettered their record to 7-2 by
defeating St. Thomas on Wednesday.
"I was a little bit surprised," said Bonner of
the Tommies' effort. "St. Thomas is clearly the
third best team in the conference. It was a good win
for us. We haven't beat St. Thomas in four years."
James finished the day's competition with
victories in his singles and doubles (James-Tom

Suk) matches. Due to suspected food poisoning,
Treichel was very ill during his singles match and
was unable emerge the winner. He chose to scratch
his doubles match. Priest nabbed a singles win and
coupled with Russ Erickson for a doubles victory.
Bonner complimented Gustilo and Suk for
their sharp play against the Tommies. "Gustilo
played a very smart match today. He picked up the
points. Suk is developing into a credible tennis
player. He's winning more than he's losing in
number six singles. He's showed tremendous
improvement over the course of the season."
As for playing up to its potential, Bonner
thinks his team is at the brink of this achievement.
"They're getting close. Some members are
playing reasonably close to their potential. If they
had done that a month ago, we would be going to
Nationals. But they're starting to play better. We're
looking at a good chance to win the conference
championship. We've never won conference, so it's
a very worthy goal."
Carleton will remain at home for their 3
p.m. match this Friday against Ripon and for
Saturday's dual match with St. Mary's at 10 a.m.
and Central College at 2 p.m. The Carls will round
out their season next Wednesday against crosstown rival St. Olaf.D
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Men's tennis takes three out of final four,
looks hopefully towards MIAC tourney
• by Kristen LJndemer
With the last of its regular season matches
completed and the MIAC Championships looming
ahead this weekend, the Carleton Men's tennis
team can afford to look back on its 1986 season
performance and gloat a little. In fact, considering
this past week's matches, the Carls could even gloat
a little more.
Carleton ended its last string of matches on
a high note, winning three out of four of the team
competitions. Although they fell to Ripon last Friday by a final score of 6-3, Carleton had no trouble
downing both S L Mary's and Central College on
Saturday. The Carls claimed easy 9-0 and 7-2
victories, respectively. A 7-2 win against St. Olaf
on Wednesday boosted the Carls' confidence to a
new high and increased their MIAC record to 8-1.
Carleton tennis coach Bob Bonner believed
the outcome of Friday's match against Ripon could
have been different if mid-term break had not
drawn a key Carl home for the long weekend.

"I knew we were going to have to play very
well to beat Ripon, but with the weakened bottom
end of the line-up, we couldn't do that," said
Bonner. "Ripon is a good enough team that we
can't expect to beat them without our best team.
We didn't have our best team. We didn't play
particularly well given that the next day with the
exact same learn we beat Central College, and that
Central had beaten Ripon the day before. That
indicates how badly we played Friday."
Carleton gathered its lone three points in
the singles matches fro m top of the line-up Carls—
Tom James, David Treichel, and Ty Priest.
Carleton fell to Ripon in all three double matches.
Happily, Carleton's performance on Saturday against St. Mary's and Central College was a
complete turnaround. With a completely Junior
Varsity line-up, the Carls swooshed by St. Mary's
to nab a 9-0 victory. The Carls continued their
success when they faced Central later in the day.
Bonner was obviously pleased with his team's 7-2
win. "Central has been a nationally ranked team all

season. We've always played well against them and
we've always beaten them badly."
Coming off its Wednesday victory against
the Oles, the majority of the Carleton team is at its
season's high point, ready to tackle thefiercecompetition in this weekend's MIAC Championships.
T h e players are probably feeling better
about what they're doing," said the Carleton coach.
"They're more ready to play now than they were
any other time this season. Most people have
finally gotten their games together and are playing
the way they know they can play."
Optimistic and confident are the key words
to describe the Carls' outlook for conference.
Carleton's number one challenge will come in the
form of intense competition from the conferencerival Gusties. "We feel we have a good chance to
beat Gustavus," Bonner said. "Well be sure to play
Gustavus players in the finals and we have reason
to hope that we'll win more than they will. It will
be very close."
Regardless of the conference results or the
fact that the Carleton team lost a bid to Nationals
by three points, Bonner remains extremely pleased
with his team's season performance.
"It would be silly to feel disappointed
about a season like this one," he said. "Most
Carleton teams would feel very good about an 8*1
MIAC record and sending two players to Nationals.
We're in a situation where we've won twice as
many matches as we've lost. The worst we could
finish in conference is second. We're still one of the
best teams in the nation."D
Above, Davie Treichel at the net; below,
Tom Suk serves up.

Daily wear clear or tinted contacts $59.
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Examinaticms available by Doctor of Opiomeby. No oilier discounts apply. Offer expires May 31.

Mdwest\feionCent3ers
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Men's tennis rounds out season with second
place finish; individuals headed to Nationals
• by Kristen Lindemer
Armed with a shining 8-1 MI AC record, a
handful of nationally-ranked team members, and
the fighting spirit of underdogs, the Carleton men's
tennis team swept into the Twin Cities last weekend for the M1AC championship tournament By
the end of the two day competition, the Carls had
earned themselves a respectable second place finish
in the MIAC, finishing but a few points behind
Cjustavus.
"It was close, but not close enough," said
Carleton tennis coach Bob Bonner in reference to
the Carleton-Gustavus race for the conference
championship title. "Gustavus played a very good
tournament We played as well as we thought we
would, and they did too. They competed very
well."
Bonner knew the G us ties would provide
his team with a dose of stiff competition, but
Bonner had hoped the Carls would surprise him
with a first place tournament finish.
*I hoped to be a little surprised, but the
surprises didn't materialize," the coach said. "It [the
tournament] ran pretty much the way I expected it
to run, and I was extremely pleased with the way
we played."
^

Tom James, freshman standout on the
Carleton team, was as satisfied as his coach about
the conference results,
"The final conference score was veiy
close—it was a matter of a few matches," said
James. T i n certainly not disappointed. Gustavus
was a very good team. Going into the tournament

we knew we were probably the underdog. We
knew we would have to play very well to beat
them. Gustavus played very well—it wasn't that
any of us played very poorly."
Carleton's own David Treichel blew away
his competitors to capture first place in the tournament's number one singles. James followed suit
and came away from the competition with a first
place victory in number two singles. Bonner
pointed to the fact that both Treichel and James
dominated the top positions in MIAC conference
competition, a feat that they were previously
unable to accomplish so thoroughly. Ty Priest and
Chris Gustilo, playing number three and four singles, respectively, lost their matches in the final
round, while number five and six singles, Ross
Erickson and Tom Suk, fell to the competition in
earlier rounds.
A second place conference finish summed
up what Bonner considered a highly respectable
season. He stressed the fact that the Carleton team
ended up with more than twice as many wins as
losses.
"We had extremely high expectations at
the beginning of the season, and that put a lot of
pressure on us," Bonner explained, referring to the
Carls' desire to make it to Nationals as a team unit.

"jDn balance, however, it would be difficult to
consider it anything but a successful season."
To top off a strong conference finish, the
Carleton tennis team can pride itself in sending
three players to Nationals. Treichel, James, and
Gustilo will be off to sunny California to play in
Nationals a few weeks from now. Treichel, seeded
#13 nationally, and James will compete in the
singles division, while the Treichel/Gustilo duo
will enter the doubles competition as the #8 seeded
team. Bonner feels the outlook is quite favorable
for these Carls.
"The prospects are good. Treichel in particular has shown he can play with the best players
in the country. If James gets a draw that is at all
favorable, we can really expect something from
him. One or the other or perhaps even both will do
quite well in Nationals."
James feels confident about his chances in
California, but realizes the luck of the draw will be
a determining factor as to how long he will remain
in the tournament.
"It all depends on what kind of draw I get
and what type of players I meet," he said. "There
are only a few players who I don't want to play and
feel I don't have a chance to win against. My
prospects are as good as anyone else's."D

Men's ruggers have fun living it up (as usual)
at All-Saints tourney despite coming up empty
Spring Sale

30-50 % OFF
ALL FRAMES!
' • by Lou Trajano

>
'

)

Lobkirfg like the living dead, the men's
rugby team stepped off the van and into SaylesHill. "We lost...but we had a blast," uttered one
player. It -was Sunday evening, and they had just
. returned,from St. John's University wjiere they
participated in the All Saints Rugby Tournament.
. The two-day tournament, hosted by St.
Johns, fielded twelve teams from around the state,
including college clubs and men's junior clubs. On
Saturday, the club faced St. John's Rugby Club in
the first game, losing 12-0. The highlight of the day
took place in the second game versus the Faribault
Men's Club. Carleton Rugby remembers Mark
f^Stephan very well. The 1985 alum from Carleton
played on the Faribault club, and played in tip-top
collegiate form. The Carls lost the second game as
well.
After a tough two games on Saturday,
many players realized that the two games slated for
Sunday would require them to seek out some rest
•and relaxation—and some fun. The Saturday night
"bash" proved to be a moral uplift for the club. At
one point, though, half a dozen players "got into a
little argument," Daryl Magree recalls. A van full
of rugby players and a mud puddle duked it out. In
the end the rugby team, half-dressed and mud-

scarred, won the fight.
Sunday morning hell. Ready to win, replenished with energy, and psyched up, the club was
scheduled to face the St. Paul Blacksheep. They
didn't show.
Carleton club's next scheduled game did
take place, against a loaded Biooraington Club.
Three "Pigs"(ftom the infamousr'St. Paul Pigs
Club) joined in, on the Bloomington team. Three
not-so-little Pigs, including Saveni Mafi participated. Mafi, eight feet tall and 600 pounds, did not
like to be tackled. He was.an asset to the Bloomington team. The Carls played very well and a score
from Paul Green haw sent the game intd overtime.
In the end, Bloomington pulled out a victory:
final score 8-4.
David Wright and Paul Limatta were both
selected to the All-Tourney team. Both players will
travel to* the Cities on Sunday to play on the
selected team. The All-Saints* Team will face the
likes of the Minneapolis Banshis and the St. Paul
Pigs.
Tomorrow, at the Three Oaks, the clubs
will play their annual spring concert game against
St. Olaf. The game starts at noon. After the club
beats Olaf, they will face the Carleton Old Boys at
2p.m..D
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Volleyballers take second
• Jenny Woodrum

Stretching

out

the term's last column
All term long Jeremy and I have caught flack for discussing only national sports. We
haven't talked about Carleton sports, so the only view you have gotten of the Carleton sports
scene has been from the articles printed in the sports section. Therefore, I'll take this chance to
take my potshots at the Carleton sports establishment.
Football — It seems obvious that Coach Sully is no football genius. Last Saturday Todd
Nickodym scampered for an eight yard TD run, the first of his career. This was perhaps the most
beautiful run in Carleton history. Nickodym faked the Bethel defenders out of their shoes. Why
Nickodym was not starting at tailback this year is a mystery to me. They would have easily gone
10-0.1 never did see Dave Adams get his uniform dirty and why oh why did Heyne ever punt.
But seriously, this year was a banner year for the Knights and they could even be better next year
with Nielson at QB and most of the MIAC leading defense returning. It all goes to show you that
you can combine football and brains. Well actually, that doesn't necessarily follow with our
team.
Cross Country — I don't know much about cross country, and to tell you the truth I really
don't care. But I do know one thing, they're still running outside in single digit temperatures
while the golf team hung up the sticks long ago and are warm and cozy inside playing Sports
Illustrated Golf.
Soccer — Soccer players do things with their feet and not their hands. I don't understand the
point of this. I do know that you have to be in good shape to play this sport, what with all the
running, so I never really had any motivation to try it. The men's team did well, finishing fourth
in a tough conference, while the women finished sixth. That is pretty good for a school which
professes to take no interest in competitive sports.
Volleyball — This is a sport I can handle, on a less serious basis. It is very fun to spike the ball at
your opponent, and you don't have to run if enough people are playing. However, volleyball is a
varsity sport for the women and they take it seriously. So they run and dive and actually win.
They finished second in the MIAC tournament behind nationally ranked Gustavus.
Lacrosse — This is a cool sport in which finesse is combined with brutality. It is not easy to run
around passing and catching with those sticks while getting bashed on the head with the
opponents' sticks. You have to have a few screws loose to play this game, which is readily
apparent if you look at who plays at Carleton. Last year the team finished second in its
conference and is looking for first this year. The Carls won their only game this fall, 12-11.
Rugby — This is a sport in which a bunch of big guys wallow around in the mud, while the little
guys get to run around with the ball. The redeeming factor in this sport is, of course, beer. You
also have to respect the fact that they don't wear pads like the football sissies. But who really
cares about that Budha guy.
Frisbee — What the hell! I'm sure I'm going to offend 75% of the Carlton campus, but I really
do not see any redeeming qualities in frisbee. 1 know that everybody is supposed to love frisbee
at Carleton and that it is an egalitarian sport which every non-jock can play. But come on, what
could be more pointless than running around after a silly colored disk for an hour? At leat in golf
you walk after the little white ball.
Broomball — Broomball could be fun, that is if you played it on a warm sunny day in August.
Playing in sub-zero temperatures in January is simply STUPID! Being cold is not fun. Running
around in the cold is less fun. Falling down on the ice and hurting your knees is the least fun of
all.
IM Basketball — Just one question: How many teams will Matt Thomas play on this year?
Baseball — Dick Trent, capable of throwing shut outs. Bet! The team, I hear, is showing
improvement. I'll believe it when I see it. Three wins last year, seven tops this year.
Men's Tennis — Now we're talking. The whole team went to nationals two years ago. Last
year dave Treichel, Gus, and Tom James went. All three are back. Bob Bonner, "Hardball", is
the most intense coach and history prof at Carleton. He's not even from the athletic department.
Kind of tells you something about Carleton sports.
Rolblatt — The ultimate sport at Carleton. It epitomizes everything Carleton stands for; beer,
non-competitiveness, beer, sunshine, beer, good times and beer. The season is capped off by the
100+ inning game held each spring, which is almost as much fun as Spring Concert and
-Mai-Fete,
Well, that's my view of Carleton sports. Take it or leave it. -P. ZrimsekD

Last weekend at the MIAC conference
tournament, the Carleton women's volleyball team
proved that they are indeed one of the conference's
best teams. The sixth seeded Carls surprised everybody by upsetting several teams to finish second
in the tournament. This brought their final conference standing to third. They entered the tournament tied for fourth place in the conference with
four other teams. Through a complicated tie breaking procedure they ended up seeded sixth of twelve
teams for the tournament.
On Friday, the Carls were placed into one
of three pools of four teams each. At the end of the
day the Carls were second to Gustavus in their
pool, having beaten St. Catherine and St. Mary's.
On Saturday the top two teams from each pool
went into a single elimination bracket. The Carls
then proceeded to beat third seeded St. Thomas,
(15-11, 16-14), and second seeded St. Ben's, (1315, 1 5 ^ , 15-13).
These two victories were especially nice as
both teams had beaten Carleton in regular season
play. This put Carleton up against Gustavus in the
tournament championship. They lost the match in
three games, (15-11, 4-15, 6-15).
The Carls' success this weekend was chiefly
due to consistency. They were consistently good.
Furthermore, they vastly improved their defense,
coming up with an unusual number of blocks. The
Carls are a relatively short team, thus they usually
rely on their digs for defense. This weekend, however, they continued to dig successfully and added
excellent blocking.
The team also responded well to the fact
that the opposing teams were obviously defending
heavily against sophomore Becky Biegelsen. The
team was not phased by this, and merely moved
their plays away from her, relying more on other
players to score.
The tournament was remarkable for the

number of upsets. While Gustavus came into the
tournament in first place and had little trouble
maintaining their standing, several other teams
surprised the conference as a whole. St. Olaf, for
example was ranked ninth at the conclusion of
regular season play and took third in the tournament. Coach Margie Mara, however felt that this
was characteristic of the season as a whole. With
the exception of Gustavus one could never really
predict the winners this season.
Two Carleton players, Becky Biegelsen
and Tina Churchill, made the All-Conference team
of the top twelve players in the conference. The
team is chosen by the coaches who nominate players from their own teams and then vote. These two
players deserved the award as their influence on the
team was consistently fantastic. Unfortunately,
Carleton's third nominee, Kristen Holden, did not
make the team. Coach Mara was disappointed
because Holdnen's talent and leadership have been
vital to the team's success this year.
While the team played remarkably well
during the tournament, their season as a whole was
somewhat disappointing. They lost several important matches, and were not able to be consistent,
especially through the latter half of the season.
There were times when the team was down as a
whole and did not play to their full potential. What
is remarkable is that after a difficult latter half of the
season the team was able to regroup and prove to
everyone, including themselves, that they are a high
caliber team.
According to Coach Mara, much of the
credit for this team's mental attitude going into the
tournament should be attributed to the strong leadership of the three seniors, Hedy Lieberman,
Holden, and Sara Scilley. In addition to their strong
leadership the team is losing three of its top eight
players in these seniors. Lieberman and Holden are
the team's captains and are both setters. Scilley is,
in the words of Mara, "a front row specialist." They
will be missed next year.D

Carleton JV strides
to "World Championships"
• by John Kessinger
Last Friday, Carleton hosted the Great
Kharou Shoe Race. This battle, between the junior
varsity runners of Carleton and St. Olaf, is known
in cross country circles as the "JV World Championship." Carleton won the raceby the score of 26
to 31. More importantly, the Carls' costumes were
infinitely better than those of the Oles. In fact, the
more elaborate apparel worn by the Carleton team
probably caused them to run slower, thus making
the score closer than it should have been.
Freshmen Mike Brenneis and John Serena
worked together with senior Chris Young to reel in
the Oles, who typically started out too fast. Brenneis went on to finish in 28:04, good for second
place overall, with Young and Serena following
close behind. Jeff Donald had a very steady race,
placing fourth for the Carls.
Senior Captain Doug Ten Eyck was fifth
man, and unofficial winner of the best costume
competition. Ten Eyck, a four-year veteran of the
Kharou experience, went so far as to dye his hair
for the second year in a row. The legacy of Doug's
spirit and enthusiasm for Kharou will surely live on

past his departure from the running trails of
Northfield.
Last Friday marked the eighth consecutive
year that Carleton won the shoe. Even marginal
running fans are saying; "So what?? It is only JV
anyway." But this race is incredibly important. The
winner of the race, an Ole, had been St. Olaf s third
man for most of the season. At conference, however, his coach had him run slowly and suddenly
become the eighth man. Since the top seven men
run at regionals, he was now considered JV and
eligible for Kharou.
This type of scheming allowed him to run
and win Kharou, but it was not good enough to
stop the Carleton team. This strategy suggests that
for the Oles, Kharou may be equally or more
important than the regionals.
It is possible that men's Cross Country
Coach Bill Terriquez wold agree that Kharou holds
at least equal importance with the regional meet.
Although Terriquez is not the cheating type, fire
must be fought with fire, and the shoe must remain
on this side of the river. So don't be surprised if Dan
Casper is running Kharou next year and Ben
Casper is running at Regionals.Q

Carls host wrestling classic
• by Dick Trent
This weekend Carleton and St. Olaf will
co-host the College City Classic. The event will
begin at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow at the West Gym.
The meet will be the first meet for many of
the 18 schools involved. Teams have officially been
practicing for just 10 days.
The over 200 wrestlers involved will be
divided into an A and B bracket in order to even
out the talent. The wrestlers will come from Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota. No team scores will
be kept and championship matches will not be
highlighted as the emphasis in this meet will be on
participation, not victory. All wrestlers will be
assured of at least three matches throughout the
day.
The tournament is open; a school may
enter as many wrestlers in a weight division as they
• " *
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desire. Carleton will enter 12 wrestlers. Heavyweight Jay Haiper is taking a short break after
football so he will not participate. Senior cocaptain Mark Klein twisted his knee and is
questionable.
Carleton is interested in open meets because
of the parity in weight among team members. The
Knights have five wrestlers who could compete in
the 150 Ib. division. The only division Coach Leon
Lunder will definately not be able to fill is the 118
lb. class. Although he could ask a team member to
lose weight, he feels that the pressures of dropping
and holding weight would be too much at this
college.
Most of the MIAC, one of the best Division
III conferences in wrestling in the country, will be
represented. Carleton wrestlers will wrestle throughout the day so fans are encouraged to catch some of
the action.D
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Men's tennis bounces back from trip
with MIAC conference wins
the swing of things," commented Bonner. "Against
University of California-San Diego we were not in
the match, not ready to hit the ball."
With hopes for the national tournament
dashed by early losses, the Knights are working
towards their first MIAC championship. After taking second to Gustavus-Adolphus last year, Carleton is hoping to knock out the nationally ranked
Gusties. The two teams will meet for the first time
next Friday at Carleton.
"It will be a very tough match," expained
Bonner, "but we can still win it. We've got to get
our heads together and play to our level of ability."
Though the team feels the loss of '86 graduate Ty Priest, Bonner is quick to mention the
amount of talent in this year's team. The intensity
of the short tennis season, with four matches a
week requires "great confidence."
"It's easier to win on a winning team,"
added Bonner who is looking towards this weekend's trip to Wisconsin as a means of getting into
the right frame of mind.
In Wisconsin, Carleton will face tough
competition against Marquette, Wheaton and
Ripon.D

• by Kirsten Jamsen
The Carleton men's tennis team upped
their MIAC record to 4-0 after defeating three of
their conference rivals this month. After returning
from a disappointing California trip, the Knights
had little difficulty winning in the Midwest, beating
St. Mary's 9-0, St. John's 8-1, and Concordia 9-0.
Leading Carleton this spring are sophomore Tom James and senior Dave Treichel in the
number one and number two spots respectively.
The varsity line-up is rounded out by senior Ross
Erickson; juniors Chris Gustilo and Tom Suk;
freshman Mike Suk; and sophomores Tom Soloman and John Daniel. Junior varsity sophomore
Mark Gibbens and freshman Tom Schuman have
also gotten the opportunity to play in recent
matches.
In March, the team traveled to California
to play five teams, four of which are nationally
ranked. Improvement in both Retilands and
Claremont/McKenna as well as some disappointing Carleton play led to an 0-5 road trip.
Coach Bob Bonner described the team's
trip as frustrating. "It's taking us longer to get into

Women open season with
number two ranking
• by Cathy Robinson
The Carleton women's tennis team was
ranked second in the Midwest NCAA Region by
the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches Association in
its pre-season rankings of Division III women's
tennis teams. Ranked first was Kalamazoo College.
The Carls will be facing tough competition this
season, including Luther, ranked sixth by the
ITCA, and Gustavus, ranked 11 th. The Carls faced
off against seventh-ranked St. Benedict this Saturday. Coach Pat Lamb knew the match would be
tough, but had hoped the 5-4 score would be in
Carleton's favor. It wasn't. However, the team was
not discouraged. "We didn't play poorly," said
Lamb. St Benedict just played really well."
The Carls won their match last Tuesday
easily, defeating Winona State, 8-1. Sara Cambell,
playing in the number-one position for the Carls
defeated her opponent, 6-4,6-1. Freshman Michelle

Broecker, fillingthe number two spot, took out her
opponent easily, winning 6-1, 6-1. The team also
excelled in doubles play, with Campbell and Lynn
Nakano winning, 7-5, 6-2.
The Carls also made a strong showing
against Concordia on Friday, winning 6-3. Though
Campbell lost to her fomidable opponent, 0-6,0-6,
Broecker overpowered hers, winning 6-1,6-0. The
number two doubles team for Carleton, Hanan
Heakal and Elisabeth Walker came out victorious
on Friday, winning 6-3, 6-2.
The Carleton team continued its crowded
schedule by defeating the College of St. Catherine
on Sunday, 8-1.
This past week, the women's tennis met
Southwest State on Tuesday and Bethel on Wednesday. They fell to a strong Southwest State team,
but were victorious, 9-0, over the team from
Bethel.

•

The Co-op Advantage
UlC's

Junior Chris Gustillo serves in the middle of
Carleton's victory over Mankato State on Bell
Field on Wednesday afternoon.

Consider the benefits of your MBA
from UIC.
A program that works with you:
Gain management experience
while earning a salary through
co-op. You'll enhance your resume and
you could land a great job. Excellent teaching
and research in 11 concentrations complement your co-op learning experience.
A dynamic location for learning and
living: Chicago's exciting business environment is in our front yard—and our backyard.
Our campus is easily accessed by car and
public transportation.
A valuable alternative: Chicago's only
state-supported, AACSB-accredited MBA
program helps you reach your goals without
losing your shirt.
For details,

^ - ^ g\r%£
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write or call 3 1 Z - 9 9 O - 4 5 7 3 -

HOUSE FOR SALE OR RENT
with the option to buy

706 Union Street. Northfield
I plus bedrooms. 1 bath
Walking distance to downtown and Carieton College.
Excellent for first time
home buyers.

THE

UNIVERSITY
Of
CrOCAQO

The MBA Program (M/C 077)
College of Business Administration
Box 4348
Chicago, Illinois 60680

Call Realty World-Northfield
Realty 645-6686

Week
in Sports
Saturday
Men's Baseball vs, Macalester, home, noon
Men's Tennis vs. Wheaton, away, 10 a.m.,
Men's Outdoor Track and Field vs. -Gustavus and
St, Olaf, home, noon
Women's Softball vs. St. Benedict, home, I. p.m.
Women's Outdoor track and Field at Carleton
Quad, home, noon
Women's Tennis vs. Lawrence in Madison 2 p.m
Women's Rugby vs. Mankato St. and Gustavus,
home
Sunday Men's Tennis vs, Ripon College, away, 10 a.m.
Men's Rugby vs, Faribault, away, 1 p.m.
Women's Softball vs, Concordia, home, 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Men's Baseball vsvHamline,away, 2:30 prn.
Women's Softball vs. St. Thomas, away, 4 pju.
Women's Tennis vs. Gustavus, away, 3 p.m.
Friday
Men's Tennis vs,Gustavus, home, 230 p,m.
Men's Outdoor Track and Field at Carleton
Relays, home, 4 p.m.
Women's Outdoor Track and Field at Carleton
ReJays, home, 4 p.m.
V ^ ^ J
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Placing second for the Carls in the 100
meter hrudles, Allison Keeley ran a time 18.19
seconds. Keeley, as a freshman and first year
runner, also placed third in the 400 meter hurdles,
participated in two relays, and hit the sand in the
long jump. Junior Lori Bollin placed second in the
400 memter hurdles with a time of 1:14. Cheryl
Allendoefer and Irean Praitis took fourth and fifth
place respectively in the 400 meter hurdles/
Kathy McGuire and Emalee Mandl
sprinted to a third and fourth placefinishin the 200
meters. McGuire, Shelia Lemoine, and Mandl
crossed the beam in fourth through sixth place in
the 100 meter dash.

I love you -MLC

lucky one, having you

will be even better. I'm the

5 years of my Ha The next 5

RJG- thank you for the best

A Carleton steeplechaser grimaces as he
splashes through the water trap.

Senior co-captain Amy Fitzbiggon finished
a tough fourth in the 3,000 meters, behind three
national contenders from SL Thomas, with a time
of 10:55. Karen Quanbeck came in ffith with a
time of 11:07, followed by Maria Dockery finishing in 11:40. Man Louw paced the Carls in the
1500 meters with a fifth place finish of 5:13, followed five seconds later by Melissa Landers.
The mile relay, consisting of Kathy and
Kirsten McGuire, Bollin, and Mimi Jonason,
placed third, one second behind the Tommies.
Leading the field events with a sky leap of
five feet, was Lisa Kelly. Heather McMullen contributed two fifth placefinishesin the shotput and
javelin. McGuire catching a tail wind sailed 4.66
meters in the long jump for afifthplace finish.

Carleton women place second
behind St. Thomas
• by Mimi Jonason and Lori Boffin
The Carleton women's track team ran,
jumped, and threw to a second placefinishin their
first outdoor meet of the season. St Thomas finished ahead of the Carls, and Augsburg placed
third followed by the Ole "B" team, and University
of Minnesota-Waseca.
Shelley Scherer started out the meet on a
positive note with afirstplace finish in the 5,000
meters. Her time of 17:57.27 is 14 secondsfromthe
national qualifying time. Following Scherer's
example, Kirsten McGuire fought off the Tommies
for afirstplacefinishin the 400 meter dash.

Lisa Kelly clears the bar in the high jump competition

by Kirsten Jamesen

Carleton Coach Bob Bonner was very
pleased with the team's play, noting that success
and improvement have affected the entire team,
toptobottom,
"Everybody is playing well," commented
Bonner. "We are improving... and looking like a
winning team. We are playing like a mid-season
team, which is encouraging after our disappointing
start"
Today, the Knights will be playing their
conference rival Gustavus-Adolphus at 2:30 p.m.
at the Bell Field courts. Unfortunately, they will be
without the services of James who will be out of
town until Monday.
"Without Tom, our team is dramatically
weaker," explained Bonner. "We are going to play
the best we can, but it will be an uphill fight"
Bonner also noted the Knights still have a
lot of talent and should fare well in today's match.
Carleton will meet Gustavus again in the conference tournament, where the Knights hope to come
away with the championship.
Saturday, Carleton will travel to Iowa,
hoping to acheive theirfirstvictory against competitive Division I school, Iowa State. The Knights
will continue their MIAC play against a strong
Tommie team Wednesday at St. Thomas. Friday,
the Knights will host cross town rival St OlatD

James upsets
nationally ranked
opponent
The Carleton men's tennis team returned
from their Wisconsin road trip with two victories
and a new level of confidence. After dropping their
first match to Division II Marquette (4-5), the
Knights came back to defeat Wheaton (8-1) and
Ripon (6-2), two strong Division HI teams.
The highlight of the weekend was sophomore's Tom James* defeat over John Burham of
Wheaton. Burham was ranked as the third best
singles player in the nation prior to that match.
James played very well for the entire weekend,
losing a close match to Marquette--arid convincingly defeating his Ripon opponent.
Thefirstdoubles team of James and senior
captain Dave Treichel also had a good weekend.
After they lost a tough match to Marquette, James
and Treichel were able to win two matches against
higher-ranked teams. This success will improve
their chances of competing in the national
tournament
Additional highlights of the weekend were
senior Ross Erickson and freshman Mike Suk, at
third and sixth singles respectively, as well as their
combined efforts at third doubles. Each won all
three o£ their singles matches and went two for
' three in doubles play, with their only loss to Ripon.
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Although some members did not place
among the topfive,they contributed greatly to the
team and set many personal records. Senior Kristin
Holden and Chris McCline ran a solid 800 meter
after only two weeks of practice. Kristin Tollefson
ran a strong 1500 meters in herfirstcollege meet.
Coaches John Pfeiffenberger and Peggy
Carl were encouraged by the results, but hope to
"tighten the belt another notch" in time for the
Carleton relays.D
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• by Dan Broun
Ultimate frisbee has long been one of the
most popular sports at Carleton. But when people
think of discs flying through the air on campus,
they usually confine it to the intramural playing
fields. However, Carleton has a thriving intercollegiate frisbee team that is vying for national
attention.
The Carls open their spring season in a big
way this week when they host the sectional tournament. The club will be competing against squads
from five other schools, including perennial powerhouse, Wisconsin-Madison ,for the right to
advance to regional competition in May.
According to junior Dave Reiner, if the
Carls play like they are capable, the team's season
should continue,
"We have the potential to beat every team
at sectionals," commented Reiner. "However, it
comes down to whether we have a good day or a

no need for high intensity this past weekend.

M
I was very pleased with the sprints,"
said Terriquez, pointing first to Mike
Birnbaum who, despite the chilly weather,
blazed to a school record 10.84 (adjusted from
a hand-time of 10.6) while winning the 100
meter. Birnbaum also placed second in the 200
meter.

Other standout sprinters included:
Reed Smoller, who won the 200 meter, and
placed second in the 400 meter, and Dave
Watts, who placed third in the 100 meter.
Watts also ran a strong sixth place in the 200
meter, missing third place by only .2 seconds,
and ran a good leg on the 400 meter relay Bteam.
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Terriquez was especially pleased with
Watts* performance, as he was an unexpected
addition to the team who may be able to fill
the last spot on the 400 meter relay team which
has gone to Nationals for the last four years.

Other runners who did well were: Dan
Casper, first in the 1500 meter, and second in
the 5000 meter; John Dichtl, first in the 800
meter; Chris Jones, third in the 800 meter
(only .03 out of second place); Chris Young,
third in the 1500 meter; Paul Thorn, second in
the 110 meter high hurdles; Steve Toth,
second in the 400 meter hurdles and third in
the 110 high hurdles; and Michael
McLaughlin, second in the steeplechase.

The weight events are strengthened
this year by newcomer Scott Bunnell, who
won the shot put by over two meters. Peder
Knutsen also won, flying past his competition
in the discus by a comparable margin. Other
successful weight men were Tom Schaible and
Jeff Brown who took second in the hammer
throw and javelin, respectively.

In other field events, Test won the long
jump despite taking off nearly a foot behind
the board. He also skied to second in the high
jump, just ahead of Thorn, who took third.
Jeff Brown grabbed third in both the long
jump and the triple jump. In the scariest event
in track, the pole vault, John Ostergren placed
second.

All in all, the meet was a good beginning to a very short outdoor season, which
ends with the conference meet on May 1st and
9th, except for those who will go to Nationals.
The athletes showed that they did not lose too
much over the three-week break from formal
practices.

A story to watch involves Brown,
Thorn, and John Hyde, three of the most
versatile members of the team, who will be
competing in the decathalon later this spring.
Their names may show up in any one the three
areas: running, weight, and jumping.

and eventually you get to know the IC players.
They invite you to come to practice and you realize
that you can play."
Andfromthe looks of things, this edition of
the Carls can play extremely well. If everything
turns out as expected, the team should have no
problem capturing one of the three berths for
advancing to regional play. In a tournament last
fall, the team finished third, facing many of the
same squads they will play Saturday. However, the
top club in the tournament was the Minneapolis
Terrapins club, who cannot compete on Saturday.
Also hurt by the disqualification of club members
will be Madison. The Badgers' frisbee team was
composed of many non students, who will not be
eligible for play.
According to Reiner, the Carls have their
goals set higher than just obtaining a regional berth.
"\ think we can make it to nationals," said
Reiner. "It's just going to come down to how hard
individual people try. It's a matter of pure effort."D

hosts
tourna Lf"U

bad day. On a bad day we could lose to every
team."
The Carls certainly have a group of players
that could make the day very long for opponents.
Matt Thomas, Wade Baxter, Jeff Rozinka and
Chris Davis lead an experienced attack. An important addition to the team is Tom Holm, the captain
of the men's basketball team.
The team received added practice during
the fall season, when the Carls competed against
independent teams as well as college squads.
During practices the team has been building on the lessons they learned in the fall The team
has been concentrating more on conditioning and
strategy.
Adding to the experience of the team, is the
strong intramural program on campus. According,
to Baxter it is the IM program that makes Carleton
frisbee so strong,
"I think it [IM] helps tremendously,"
observed the senior. "I just played on a floor team

A Carl hurls his javelin in Saturday's competition.

By winning their first outdoor meet of
the season, the Carls took their first step
towards challenging the Tommies for the
conference's outdoor championship. They
despite taking a "purposely low-key" approach to the meet, according to Terriquez.
With two tough weeks coming up, including
the Carleton Relays at which there will be 20
Division II teams, and the Drake Relays,
which includes many Division 1 teams, he felt

Probably the individual highlight of
the indoor season was Mac Test's strong
performance at the Indoor Nationals, where
he placed fifth in the long jump (6.83 meters)
and sixth in the high jump (1.98 meters),
becoming Carleton's first ever double All
American.

Carls come away with victory in their
first outing of the outdoor season
by Steve Dinneen

CARIETON COUEU

At the end of last term, the Carleton
Men's Track team capped what coach Bill
Terriquez called "a tremendous indoor
season" by placing a close second at the
conference indoor meet, only eight points
behind St. Thomas. This shows great improvement, as last year the Carls ended the
meet around 100 points behind the Tommies.

CARLETON COLLEGE
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CARLETON COLL

CHAMPION
SPORTS
HAS MOVED TO
507 Division
We will not be
undersold!
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Hurdlers race to the finish in Saturday's outdoor track opener.

BEER-WINE
GOOD EATS
4:00-10:00 p.m. Daily
In the Lower Level of
The Archer House
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Carls shoot their
way to fourth

Women's tennis
minates Luther
• by Peggy MacEachern

• by Staff writer
Last Sunday and Monday the Carleton golf
team took on gale force winds, driving rain and
some of the toughest collegiate competition in the
area at the insidious Hazeltine National golf course.
The Carls faced teams from both Minnesota and
Iowa in route to a very respectable fourth place
finish in the tournament which they hosted.
Sunday, the golfers were faced with winds
gusting up to 30 mph, but they handled the adversity with courage placing third after the first day of
competition. Mankato State, a Division II team,
was in first place. The Carls score of 340 placed
them only five shots behind perenial powerhouse
and conference rival Gustavus Adolphus—a team
which regularly places in the Division III nationals.
Leading the way for Carleton was Dave Adams
with an 81, good enough for second place. Only
one player managed to break into the 70s on Sunday. Mike Zank and Ken Holmes had 85s, Mark
Schreiner had an 89 and Eric "the Rookie" Rhodes
hacked his way to a 96. The Carls' scores^ while not
seemingly impressive on paper, were good enough
to place them ahead of St. John's, St. Thomas and
St Olaf—all powerful rivals from the MIAC.
Carleton also was way ahead of the Iowa teams,
Grinnel and Luther.
Monday, Carleton had to contend with
rain, plumeting temperatures and a charging St.
John's team. Carleton fell just shy of maintaining
their lead over St. Johns, as Carleton finished at
691 compared to St. John's 688. A margin of less
than 0.5%. GustaVus and Mankato tied for first well

ahead of the field. However, Carleton did beat the
Tommies and the Oles in a convincing manner.
Zank led the way for Carleton, firing an 81 to take
team medalist honors. Adams could not keep up
his torrid pace falling to an 89, while Schreiner and
Holmes combined for a score of 181. The Rookie
hit 17 traps in route to an amazing 95.
The Hazeltine results are the best the Carls
have had in quite a while. This is mostly do to the
fact that Carleton is finally competing with a full
squad. Holmes has missed the past two golf seasons
due to international travel, while Dave Adams
plays football in the fall. Often times last fall,
including the conference meet, Carleton was forced
to play with only four golfers.
The golfers warmed up for the big Hazeltine showdown with a warmup meet at Willow
Creek Golf Course in Rochester. The course featuring a miserable layout with bumpy airated greens
did not find favor with the Carleton golfers or their
coach. Coach Thurnblad said, 'This just isn't a vey
good golf course." Holmes, however, tore up the
course with a very fine 75. Rhodes shot a respectable 80, Adams came in at 82, while Zank and Phil
Zrimsek tied at 86. That gave the team a 323 total
which was their best in a long time.
Carleton will continue to play tough competition as they compete in a University of Minnesota hosted meet Sunday up in the Cities at the Les
Bolstad University Course. They will be taking on
some of the best talent in the Midwest as they will
face several Division I players.D

FIREHOUSE
LIQUORS
InDundasoffHwyS

Why walk downtown in the cold to pay
higher prices when Firehouse Liquors delivers
for FREE. Call the campus rep, Chris
Purdy at X4613

or call Firehouse

Liquors at 6 4 5 - 5 7 1 7 .

On April 22 the women's tennis team
drubbed Luther College 7-2, to advance their conference win-loss record to 8-2 and 9-5 overall. The
match, rained out at home, was played at an indoor
club in Owatonna. Singles players Sara Campbell,
Michelle Broecker, Hanan Heakal and Susan
Vobejda all triumphed in two sets each. Cocaptains Lynne Nakano and Elisabeth Walker
fared less well. The Carleton women swept the
doubles matches with strong play by Campbell and
Nakano, Walker and Heakal, and Broecker and
Kirsten Olson.
Tennis coach Pat Lamb commented "The
team played very competently today; I think they
pretty well dominated the match. The team was
solid all the way through; they were awesome.
They're strong because they're deep, all the way
through number 6 singles." Sneaking of Broecker
and Olson, both freshmen, coach Lamb said 'The
measure of the strength of a team is the number 3
doubles, and I don't think we've ever been stronger
there."
Coach Lamb also commented upon the
exceptional play of Campbell. Playing regularly in

• by Kirsten Jamsen
After a disappointing weekend of play, the
Carleton men's tennis team pulled themselves
together to defeat conference rival St. Thomas 7-2
Wednesday. The Knights welcomed the victory
after losing Friday to Gustavus Adolphus 8-1 and
being shut out 9-0 on their Saturday trip to Iowa
State.
Wednesday afternoon Carleton traveled to
St. Thomas and came back with a 7-2 victory, after
sweeping all of the doubles matches. It was a good
morale booster for the Knights, since the Tommies
are considered to be the third strongest team in the
MIAC, behind Gustavus and Carleton. The match
also came at a critical time when the Knights had
suffered two tough defeats and were attempting to
pull themselves back up their usual high level of
play.
"A disaster all the way around" was how
Bonner described his team's trip to Iowa. Carleton
lost all of their singles and doubles matches, with
juniors Tom Suk and Chris Gustilo being the only
Knights that won sets. Suk had the closest match
losing in a tiebreaker in the third seL
Bonner explained the team's apparent flatness when he said,"We were down and depressed
from the day before*

itim% baseballvs St (Sat *wayT noon

all your beverage
needs.

the high-pressure number 1 singles spot, Campbell's game has attained new highs. Her wins in the
last two weeks, against Gustavus' Liz Bradbury and
Luther's Melanie Miller, both very strong Division
HI players, signal great things for the junior from
St. Louis.
In other recent tennis news, Carleton lost
an April 15 match to conference rival Gustavus
Adolphus; the scorecard read 5-4. It was the second
conference loss of the season, following a 5-4 loss
to St. Benedict's early in April.
Carleton will co-host the MIAC Conference Championships on May 8-9. The Carleton
women are defending champions for the second
year straight Eleven teams will play; the strongest
are Gustavus, St. Benedict's, Concordia, St. Olaf,
and St. Thomas. As Coach Lamb said, "Any of
those would be teams that a person should watch."
Pre-season rankings put Carleton in second
place for a berth in Division III nationals. Eight
teams from around the country will meet in Kalamazoo in mid-May to battle it out; if the women
continue their strong play, they may be there. In the
words of the coach, "The tradition with the
women's team is that we just get stronger as we go
along; I think we'll be ready for conference."D

Knights recover after
poor weekend

Men's track at Drake Relays, «way, all day
Women** tennis at Lulbor Invitational, away,

We deliver
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Mea*« trade at Drake RetoyBy away, ad day
Mefl*5 Hack at Hayek Open, bom<v rjoon
Men's lacrosse v«, North Dakota* home, If

T h e day before" was a frustrating one for
Carleton as they lost 8-1 to their conference rival
Gustavus Friday afternooon. The only victory
came from the third doubles team of Suk and
sophomore John Daniel, who won in three sets.
There were also several close matches. Seniors
Dave Treichel and Ross Erickson almost won their
singles matches and Treichel and Gustilo also
played a competitive match at first doubles.
Bonner contributed the team's poor score
to the fact that they were playing without their
number one player sophomore Tom James.
"It was in the back of their heads that this
was not an accurate assesment," noted Bonner.
"There was no competitive intensity. We didn't
feel anything was on the line."
The Knights are optimistic about facing the
Gusties again in next weekend's MIAC tournament. Between now and then, Carleton will play
host to St Olaf, Macalester, and the University of
Wisconsin/Stout. Though the Oles have improved
since last year, Bonner looks at both the Olaf and
Macalester matches as confidence builders. Stout
will be a challenging tune-up match since they
were able to beat Gustavus earlier this year.
Carleton has a winning tradition against Stout and
would like to continue it next Wednesday.D

M<nfs kcrogae vs. Twin Cities Lacrosse Clab
•way, no&t
Monday
Womcn^ Softball vs Macalcster, bomfi, 4 DJEU
Tuesday
McaVtrflck v s S t Olaf; twine, 4-pjtt.
W
S
M
VE S t John's, bome> £3D p.m.
U f W I / S b 3

Thurwfaiy
lacrosse vs. Iowa State, home, 3 p Jn. Men's trade at MIAC Decathlon, tome, 11
Women's jjoftbaD vs Nonmmdale Community
'g saftbail vs AngsbffrR ix»n^ 1 pjni3
Wouuin'fi trxck at Mflcalwtcr Invitational, away,
tOmiL
Women's tecnis at Lother InviUtional, away, all
g
ie*' Invitational, «way v l0iun.
Men's (tank at MIAC champronshipe, S t Pi^w, 9
Wonwtff* trade at Carleton Invitational, baa>e> 1
Sunday
Jdtetfs &M$t V of MN InvfottJonal, $m*f9 B turn. p
Women's tennis VB Piindpia, away ? p.m.
Urn's rogiby vs Maofcdef,
fffl

ports
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Facing top seeds,
Knights exit early

Y

• by Kirsten Jamsen

about
. V,.

•«•

Persistent troubles
in the world of sports
What is happening to the world of sports—professional and collegiate—that almost
every day we see in the papers anywhere from one to half a dozen stories about athletes getting
mixed up in some sort of trouble? Once there was a time when this was a rare occurrence, when
it was considered a disgrace to have your name in the headlines for anything other than
on-the-field heroics. Such is not the case nowadays, and all we can do is ask, Why?
There seem to be few sports not touched by some sort of scandal, whether it be drugs,
criminal behavior, or something as harmless, comparatively speaking, as accepting money
illegally while still in college. And even those select sports that do seem to have avoided being
tainted by the aforementioned vices are not without their own faults. Hockey may not have had
any of its stars go into drug rehab, but it still has not shaken its violent image as a sport unable to
curb its high rate of fighting. Tennis has not lost any of its members to the law, but increasingly it
is seen in the eyes of the public as a sport that is taking in players at surprisingly younger and
younger ages, only to spit them back out as burned out headcases 3-7 years later. And as long as
steroids are still legal, even track will have its own problems.
Nevertheless, these problems seem minor when compared to the three major sports of
baseball, football, and basketball. In the past couple of years we have seen each one rocked by
events, both scandalous and tragic, that have done measurable amounts of damage to each
respective sport 4 n d these occurrences have not been limited to just the professional level.
College football and basketball have both seen their fair share of embarrassing and unfortunate
incidents in just the last year.
What college baseball lacks in controversy, its pro adversary more than makes up for
with its own generous share. Two years ago we saw the cocaine trial in Pittsburgh that brought
forth numerous admissions of drug abuse from players throughout the majors. Nearly a dozen
men were punished by the baseball commissioner for their addictions. Players like former
batting champ Willie Wilson and former Cy Young winner Vida Blue weren't so lucky; they
also served time in prison.
You'd think that after seeing that, players would have wisened up and steered clear of
the stuff. They have; to a certain degree, but still we hear of players like Eddie Milner of the
Giants and, would you believe it, Dwight Gooden of the Mets, who have entered drug
rehabilitation in order to straighten out the lives they've so carelessly endangered. Gooden, in
fact, made headlines before his startling coke revelation by getting arrested by the Tampa Police
during the off-season. And this was not unlike some of his teammates, who were arrested during
the season when they got into a scuffle with several off-duty Houston policemen. Needless to
say, once again baseball has been hurt by the thoughtless actions of several c" its members.
Baseball, however, is not alone in this department Pro basketball, too, has had several
problems with drug abuse over the years, and despite getting tough on offenders, the problems
have still not vanished entirely. Both Micheal Ray Richardson and John Drew were banished
from the NBA a year ago for their repeated offenses. John Lucas, a former #1 pick in the draft,
has had numerous setbacks in his lifetime due to drugs. He is currently back in the league, but
who knows how long before he succumbs once again? The same goes for Walter Davis, a
six-time all-star who is now in rehab for the second time. Once the toast of the league, he is now
a public eyesore who has only set the NBA back in its quest to rid itself of chemical abuse. So
have Mitchell Wiggins and Lewis Lloyd, the two Rockets players who only this year were
banned from league play for at least two years.
In the case of Wiggins and Lloyd, the NBA has proven that it is every bit serious about
eliminating drug abuse among its players. Nevertheless, it is still frustrating to feel that real
progress has been made, only to have these two players and others like them, namely Davis and
Chris Washburn, the #3 pick in last year's draft, screw up. And if that weren't enough, the most
recent scandal involves not just one or ,vo players, but a handful of players from one team, the
Phoenix Suns, who have been indicted by a grand jury. Already several names outside of the
team, but within the league, have surfaced in connection to the investigation; it is likely that
more will follow.
As for collegiate basketball, one of its Final Four participants from just two years ago,
Memphis State, is now on probation, its former coach, Dana Kirk, currently facing charges of
embezzlement and fraud, to name but a few. It should go without mentioning, but I'll point out
the obvious anyway: Kirk's ass is grass and the NCAA has the makings of a potentially bigger
embarrassment than the one it already has. Player payoffs and game fixing are just two of the
crimes mentioned in connection with the investigation of Kirk. And as if that weren't bad
enough, the point guard on Memphis State's opponent back in the *85 Final Four, Gary
Maclain, came out this past March with a Sports Illustratedcover story on how he was addicted
to cocaine and played while under its influence not only in that game, but on numerous
occasions during his collegiate career.
Last, but not least, we have football, where you can take your choice of scandals at both
the pro and collegiate levels. The former has had its fair share of drug and alcohol abusers—
former all-pro Chuck Muncie, current all-pro Dexter Manley, and league MVP Lawrence
Taylor are but a few. That is not all, though. It also has the Green Bay Packers, a startling
number of whom have gone, or are set to go on trial for such offenses as DWI, rape, and
sodomy. At the collegiate level, we have SMU, where the entire football program was
suspended for a year, but in essence has been crippled for at least five years. We also have a
grand jury inquiry in Chicago looking into the actions of player agents who signed players
before their eligibility had expired. In all, 60 athletes will be subpoenaed to testify and possibly
could be charged with charges not only of fraud, but of tax evasion as well.
Ah1 this makes for a bleak outlook for professional and collegiate sports. There have
been several good solutions to the numerous questions and issues raised with each scandal.
Nevertheless, problems—major and minor—still exist, and until they are resolved, the images
of our major sports will remain tainted. And as for us, the fans, we will remain disappointed and
outraged at the scandals and revelations, as well as saddened and horrified by the tragedies—
popularly known as Len Bias, Don Rogers, and Jeep Jackson—brought about by the abuses of
today's sports. J. LangD

Tom James, Dave Treichel, and Sara
Campbell represented Carleton tennis on the
national level last week. In the men's Division HI
National Championship in Salisbury, Maryland,
James and Treichel competed in both singles and
doubles, winning one of four matches. Campbell
won one of her two matches in the women's championship in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
James was named All-American for his
excellent play over the season and was seeded
sixteenth at the tournament. After winning his first
round match, James lost in the second round to a
big server from Buffalo, New York. James was
unable to break his opponent's serve, getting only
one break point in the entire match.
"Some people can't play well unless they
are serving well," explained Carleton coach Bob
Bonner, "but Tom can't play well unless he's
receiving well."
Treichel lost a close first round match 7-5,
7-5. Unable to match his previous Ail-American
success, Treichel wished he could have done better.
"I didn't play as well as 1 would have
liked," commented Treichel, but was quick to mention the positive aspects of the trip.
As a doubles team, James and Treichel
barely missed being seeded and drew the first seed
for the first round. The men rose to the level of their
competion playing what Bonner termed their "best
match." Carleton lost 6-3, 7-6.
"It was a short intense tournament," explained Bonner in reference to the fact that all four
matches were played in one day. "It is interesting to
see how good Division III tennis is and see the
different players. It was a fun thing to do."
Bonner also mentioned some of the key

differences among the colleges represented in the
tournament. "There is a dramatic contrast in our
way of approaching tennis, compared to some
other schools. Tom and Dave are very serious
Chemistry students."
Treichel also observed these differences
and noted, "It becomes obvious that a lot of schools
don't have the same emphasis on academics, but
there are schools Like Swarthmore that work as
hard as we do and play hardcore tennis."
In looking towards next year, Bonner
expressed regret at losing Treichel who has had a
good career at Carleton, but looks forward to his
new freshmen. Treichel will be taking a break from
competitive tennis after graduation, but plans to
continue to play.
When discussing sophomore James' future,
Bonner remarked, "We know what we need to do
to improve, but do we have the time to do it?"
"We have a good program, we enjoy ourselves, and get a lot of respect nationally. "I cherish
a hope that one year well put it together enough to
get the team back up to sixth in the national
rankings."
At the women's tournament, Campbell
won her first match 6-3, 6-2 against Pam Thompson of Skidmore College. In the second round,
Campbell's progress was halted by Wheaton's
Claudia Bessey who won 6-2, 6-3. Bessey went on
later to take the first seed to three sets.
"At first I had a lot of fears and anxieties,
but 1 saw I was up to the level of the competition,"
said Campbell who was happy with her tourney
play.
An intense summer of daily play in on the
horizon for Campbell whose goal for next year is to
return to Nationals.D

While the rest of the campus frolicked on the Hill of Three Oaks, the dedicated volleyball
players played in the beach volleyball tournament. Here Jake Jones (right) and Todd
Stevenson (left) met in combat over the net.
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Softball beats up on conference until Augsburg
By Brian Wand
Hits and runs composed the
main ingredients of the success the
Carleton women's softball team
experienced early in the week. The
Carls won 4 straight games before
losing a double header to Augsburg
on Wednesday.
The Carls began on Saturday
when they traveled to Macalester
and defeated the Scots 9-6 and 8-3.
Coach Eileen Reading characterized the team's first conference
road victory as "a good win for us."
Reading continued, "We had a
really good fourth inning." Carleton dominated the fourth inning by
scoring seven runs, including the
game winner which cam on a hit by
shortstop Heidi Muller (3-4, 4
RBI's for the game).
Carleton also rallied behind
the strong pitching performance of
Laura McAfee. She was 'Very
strong," Reading said of MdXfee
who pitched a three hitter through

six innings until Roxie Patel came
in to grab the save.
Freshman Angie Carrillo,
starting the second game of the
double header, continued the pitching mastery.
She dominated
Macalester, giving up only one hit
in four innings. Then once again
Patel, who had a "super game,"
according to Reading, came in for
the save.
She shut down
Macalester, only allowing three hits
and held on for the Carleton victory.
"I was really pleased with the pitching," commented Reading on the
second game at Macalester.
From the plate, the most unusual performance of the day belonged to Carol Schachet. She
walked seven times, got on base
because of an error, flied out and
scored four runs-on only two official at bats.
The the Carls, facing St.
Catherine's at home, began the day
by exploding for six runs in the first
two innings of the first game. At

this point if the Carls were going to
shut out the weaker St. Catherine's
team.
However, a lapse in concentration that Reading identified as "a
sign of our youth" appeared as St.
Catherine's pounded Carlcton
pitcher McAfee for seven runs in
the top of the third inning, six of
them earned.
The Carls fought back when
Pam Arenl scored a run in the bottom of the inning to tic the game.
This spurred Carlcton to tighten
their defense and it paid immediate
dividends. For in the next inning,
the Carls retired the side on a beautiful throw from the catcher,
Schachet, to Muller at second base
to pick off a runner trying to steal.
The offense responded with a
go ahead run in the bottom of that
inning. St. Catherine's, appearing
undaunted, quickly retaliated with
two runs in the top of the fifth inning.
Patcl came in the game at the

beginning of the sixth inning with a
one run deficit. She completely
stymied St. Catherine's with three
innings of hitless softball.
Carleton's aggressive play then
paid off when, in the seventh inning,
Boxill 's single brought home Carol
Sarles to tie the game. The game
went into an extra inning. Patel
quickly retired the side to set the
stage for Carlcton's offense.
- TheSt.Catherine'spitcherdid
not have as much success, running
into immediate trouble with the first
two batters, Rezac and Anna Bandick. Bandick and Rczac ended up
on second and third base respectively when Schachet was once
again walked to load the bases.
This brought clutch hitting
Heidi Muller to the plate, to face a
struggling Si. Catherine's pitcher.
As Muller stood at the plate the
Softball left the pitcher's hand and
landed in the dirt away from the
catcher. This wild pitch proved
lethal when Rezac scored to give

Carleton and Patel a 10-9 win.
The second game went a little
smoother for the Carls. "We look
advantage of their slow pitcher,"
Reading said. Carleton racked up
ten hits including a three for three
performance of SchachcL Rezac
added a triple that became a run
scored when St. Catherine's overthrew third base.
Patel, who was on a roll, stayed
in to start ihe second game. She had
a no hitter going until the fifth inning. Patcl played the whole game
and grabbed her second win far the
day with a 11 -3 victory.
Wednesday the Carls traveled
to Augsburg. Carlcton played well
and kept the score close until a
controversial call in the sixth inning
of the first game. Augsburg captured the lead and won 7-5.
The second game was a slug
fest that Augsburg won 13-12.

Injuries, tough schedule serve up a slow start
Men!s tennis
team encounters
defeat, "a very
unusual experience."
By Collin G. Brooke
t4

Of the fifteen matches we've
played so far, we've only won five.
This has been a very unusual experience for us."
For the Carleton mens* tennis
team, the 1988 season has not been
a typical, nor particularly pleasing,
experience. Halfway through the
tennis season, Carleton has a surprising and disappointing record of
5-10. Despite this, Bob Bonner,
now in his eighth season as mens'
tennis coach, is still optimistic
about the remainder of the season as
the Knights enter the hunt for their
first-ever MLAC conference championship.
Last year, Carleton finished a
close second to MIAC power Gustavus Adolphus. Gustavus has won
the conference championship fifteen of the last seventeen years and,
as Coach Bonner admits, is favored

to win again this year. However,
Bonner also said, "This year, I don't
think anyone can possibly predict
who will win the conference. Last
year was the closest conference
final in five years. We were very
close to Gustavus."
In spite of their strong finish ai
the end of last season, Carleton's
numbers this seasonhaven't been as
impressive. Part of the reason for
this must be attributed to their difficult schedule.
"I would say that this is the
toughest schedule that Carleton has
ever played/' commented Bonner.
"We have 28 dual matches scheduled, most of them against very
tough teams. The only real weak
spots are against less talented
MIAC teams who we are required to
,play. When I set up this tough
schedule, I did so intentionally,
because I thought that as a team, we
would need the competition."
The Knights started out their
season well by winning their first
three matches easily. Then, over
Carleton's Spring Break, they travelled to South Carolina and Georgia
to tackle a schedule which included
two Division I teams.
"On our trip down south, I had
intentionally planned a very tough
schedule," Bonner said. "I didn't
expect thai we'd win every match,
but then I didn't think we'd lose
every match either. We were rained

The tans can't last. The credits will.

out of two matches lhat we probably
could have won, and our number
two player, Chris Gustillo, suffered
an ankle injury.
"In the seven matches since
then, we've played pretty well most
of the time, but we haven't had
Chris. And, for one reason or another, we haven't had other top
players sometimes, either. So
we've been somewhat undermanned, and, as a Tesult, we've lost
some matches that I thought we
would win when I planned our
schedule."
Bonner's plans for Carleton's
1988 schedule have certainly been
upset, not only by injuries, but by
other players' absences as well.
Discussing what had prompted
him to draw up such a difficult
schedule, Bonner commented:
"You have to find a way to make it
interesting. Yet, its obviously been
interesting in a different way than I
had planned. It'sbecnsortofa'test
of fire' for guys like John (Daniel),
Tom (Solomon), and Mark (Gibbens)."
Playing people who are normally seventh or eighth in matches
is a different experience in itself for
Coach Bonner.
"I've often made it through an
entire season on just six players,"
Bonner said. "There were other
people on the team, but if our seventh or eighth player had had to

move up to the fifth or sixth slot, we
would have been severely overmatched. I've been really lucky and
never had any serious injuries. I
always wondered about that, and I
guess our turn came up this year."
By no means is Coach Bonner
disappointed with ihis turn of
events.
He commended John
Daniel, Mark Gibbcns, and Harvey
Ebersolc on solid doubles play for
the team in recent matches. Tom
Solomon, a senior who has never
been in the top six, excelled in
singles play at the number five
position, winning matches against
Mankato State and Wheaton College.
"It's been a lot of fun seeing guys
who have never been in the top six
getting a chance to play and putting
into practice what they *ve learned,"
explained Bonner. "And I've been
very pleased with the way they've
played at the five and six positions.
It's good to see them become contributing members of the team."
Bonner's top players are performing well for him, also. Of the
fifty players who arc nationally
ranked, Carleton's team has placed
two. Tom James, a senior, is ranked
twenty-first in the nation, and freshman Joe Cesario is ranked fortyfifth. James has won five of his last
seven matches, commented Bonncr, and "is starting to look like a
nationals-caliber player." Mike

Suk and Mike Fretzin have won
every one of their matches at the
number two doubles slot. In spite of
the team's 5-10 record, individual
performances have been improving
impressively.
Carleton, ranked fourth in the
mid-west, continues its difficult
schedule this weekend. This afternoon, they play MIAC rival
Macalester in St. Paul. Tomorrow,
they take on Ripon College, who is
ranked fifth in the midwest, and
then they play a much easier match
against St. Mary's.
Both of
tomorrow's matches are here at
Carleton, and they start at 9:00 and
2:30 respectively. Then, on Sunday, Carleton will jump right into
the thick of their MIAC schedule,
taking on powerhouse Gustavus
Adolphus in St. Peter.
With the final leg of the tennis
season fast approaching. Coach
Bonner maintained an optimistic,
yet realistic, view of Carleton's
chances this year: "It's within the
bounds of possibility that we could
win the conference if we ever have
our best six playing at the same
time. If we don't, it's not the end of
the world. This season has been a
chance for some of the other guys to
play."
Not to mention an entirely different experience for Coach Bonner
and the Carleton mens' tennis
squad

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '88
2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208

Please send my free copy of the •
Summer Session '88 catalog with financial
aid and registration information.
(Available mid-March)
Name
School Address
City
State

ZIP

Home Address
City
Stale

ZIP

Some, lome lummertlme...
Send the coupon or
call 1-800-FINDS-NU
(Inside minors call 312/491-4114)
•m...
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St. Thomas dominates meet, advances seven players to finals
MEN'S TENNIS. From Page 16
Tom James and Chris Gustillo came
to the tournament looking seriously
for a conference championship.
Their hopes were frustrated by
Todd Schlorf and Jim Herold of SL
John's, however, in a tight match 46,7-6,7-5. Bonner was particularly
disappointed, though not in the play
of James and Gustillo. 'This was
the second time this season that we
played this team. In both matches,
we won the first set, lost the second
set by tiebreaker and then lost the
third set, losing the match. It was an
excellent match," explained Bonner. "It just seemed like it wasn't a
case of us losing the match so much
as it was SL John's winning it. We
know that they're a very good
doubles team."
In singles play, Carleton's
results were much more satisfying,
as the team advanced two players
beyond the semifinal matches out of
the six Carleton semifinalists.
These victories did not come in the
bottom half of the Carleton lineup,
however. Senior Tom Solomon

bowed to Kron of St Thomas, 6-2,
6-3. A SL Thomas opponent was
also responsible for Mike Suk's
disappointing semifinal defeat. Suk
lost at fifth singles 6-4,7-5 to Cordts
ofSLThomas. Bonner's high hopes
for Mike Fretzin in the fourth
singles position were disappointed
as well, as Fretzin lost to Tom
Trondson of Gustavus Adolphus in
a tight 3-set match 4-6, 6-3, 7-5.
The top singles positions
yielded much more success for
Carleton. At the third singles position, freshman Joe Cesario took on
Jon Carlson of Gustavus in his
semifinal match. He lost the first set
6-2, but rebounded in the second
set, winning the tiebreaker to take
the set 7- 6. In the third and final set,
Cesario won decisively, 6-2, to
triumph in a very good semifinal.
Tom Ottav i of SL Thomas proved to
be too much for Cesario in the final
match, though, as he lost 6-2, 6-4.
At the second singles slot, Demetriou of St. Thomas dealt senior cocaptain Chris Gustillo a semifinal
loss, beating him 6-3, 6-1.
The highest point of the week-

Reagan's astrologer fails
TRACK, from P. 15
Ms. Quigley breathed deeply and
opened her eyes. In a husky, faraway voice she warned, "Don't go
to Bitburg." Puzzled, we demanded
an explanation of that statement.
She shook her head slightly, then
asked, "What does this coach Pfeiffenberger think will happen?"
We told her what he had told
us: "Our philosophy is to do the.
very best we can and hopefully have
our best performance of the season.
Last year we set a goal of finishing
in the top half of the conference his
year...and although it will take a
supreme effort from all of our
competitors, I think we may have a
shot at coming in third or better."

The astrologer nooded, then
frowned. 'The stars reveal a large
party with a lot of dancing, drinking, and annoying security men
around," she said.
"You must mean Spring Concert," we replied excitedly.
"And this is a rather big event
on campus?" she inquired.
"I think that this will help your
team, because no doubt they will
not be amused at having to miss the
festivities. Hence, their anger will
be channelled into adrenaline,
which will make them perform better," Ms. Quigley said with an air of
finality. And so we left to catch our
plane back to Minnesota, deciding
that maybe what's good for the
Reagans is not good for us.

end came during the last singles
match of the tournament. Playing at
the number one singles position for
the Knights, junior co-captain Tom
James' opponent in the finals was
Todd Schlorf of SL John's, the same
person who defeated him in the
championship last year.
James and Schlorf traded sets,
with James winning thefirstset 6-3,
and Schlorf the second 6-1. The
third set began with James vaulting
toa4-21ead. But Schlorf cameback
and won three straight games, putting the score at 5-4 in his favor.
James won two more games, and,
serving at 6-5 to win the set, lost
four match points in a row, sending
the final set into a tiebreaker. It
looked as if S chlorf had the momentum, as he won the first three points
of the tiebreaker as well. Then
James bounced back to win the final
seven points of the match and the
conference championship.
For James, the conference
championship assured him of a bid
to the national tournament, which
will be held next week at Washington and Lee University in Lexing-

ton, Kentucky. James and fellow
co-captain Chris Gustillo were invited to the national tournament as a
doubles team as well. Coach Bonner was especially confident about
James' chances in the upcoming
national toumamenL **Well, Tom
has now won nine matches in a row,
and he's playing even better tennis
now than he was during the season.
His comeback in the finals was astonishing. I think he's very capable
of doing quite well next week. He
only has two losses to Division III
opponents, and those players were
ranked first and fourth in the nation.
He's beaten two opponents who
were ranked higher than him, and he
hasn't lost to anyone ranked beneath him. I really like his chances
this year."
In spite of their disappointing
team performance, Bonner was
pleased -with several individual
performances. "I really felt bad for
Mike Suk. He was the number one
seed heading into the conference,
but his game really rides on his
serve. If he isn't serving well, it's
very tough forthim to win, I don't

know whether it was the windy day
or not, but Mike deserved to do
much better than he did."
"Mike Fretzin also played
very well this weekend. I know that
he lost both of his semifinals, but I
was nevertheless pleased with the
way he played," Bonner said. He
was also impressed by Joe
Cesario's strong play at number
three singles, particularly after
Cesario's two week absence due to
injury.
Although C arleton' s men* s
tennis squad finished the year on a
mediocre note, Coach Bonner was
still pleased with the things they
managed to accomplish. "We're
sending a doubles and a singles
entry to Nationals again this year.
Tom James, our top player will be
returning. We have two slots to fill
in our top six, but there' s a chance of
a transfer student coming over, and
we have some good people waiting
to fill the gaps." Whether those
gaps will be filled is anyone's
guess, and a question that will have
to wait until next year for Coach
Bonner and the Carleton men's
tennis squad.

Men's golf struggles in Gustavus tourney
By Erik Rhodes
In tough competition and a stiff
wind in the Gustavus Invitational.
The tournament consisted of one
round Friday at Mankato and a final
round Saturday at Lesuer Country
Club, the Gustie's home course.
Despite intentions of improving upon their past performances,
the Carls had a dismal first day.
Facing strong -winds and fast
greens. Sophomore Erik Rhodes

finished with a strong back nine and
managed a respectable 81. Dave
Adams struggled, but with the aid of
his extensive experience with golf
managed an 84, while captain Ken
Holmes and freshman Chris Cook
both experienced difficulties and
finished with scores above Adams'.
Freshman Mike Freeborg, participating in his first tournament
this spring, got off to a slow start on
the front, but finished much

stronger on the back nine.
The second day just reiterated the Carls first days performance. Only captain Ken Holmes and
Freeborg managed to improve upon
Carleton's dismal first days performance. The linksters are now
looking forward to finishing their
season at the beautiful Minnesota
Valley golf course, where seniors
Adams and Holmes will play in
their last tournament for Carleton.

Men's track prepares for upcoming
MIAC championship meet
By Brian Wand
The Carleton men's track team
spent the last week preparing for the
MIAC Championships this coming
Friday and Saturday. Not only did
they get ready in their normal practices, they also had two key competitions to help them prepare.
The first was the MIAC Decathlon Championship meeL Carleton had three competitors who
placed in the meet. The highest
finish for a Knight was third by
Steve Birch, who competed in the
decathlon for the first time. He was
closely followed by All-American
d- cathlete, Jeff Brown, who finis! ted fourth.
The final chance for eleven of
the Knight track team members to
hone their skills came last weekend
at the M .LT. Invitational meet at the
University of Minnesota. The
Knights proceeded to capture several high finishes, however, there
was also some disappointment. As
Coach Bill Terriquez said, "We had
mixed success at that meeL"
Dan Casper won the 1,500
meters with a time of 3:53.13, defeating several Division I and Division II runners. The victory was
nicer than usual because Casper
defeated rival Jeff Wachter.
Watcher currently holds the 1500
meter record time in Laird Stadium
and had defeated Casper just a week
earlier. This will be a good psychological boost according to Terriquez, who commented that the win
"will set him up really well for the
conference championships."
Mac Test also did very well
against the Division I and Division
II competition in the high jump and
in the long jump. Test jumped to a
third place finish in both events. He
did this with a 6 fL 8 1/2 inch jump
in the high jump and a 23 ft. 9 inch
leap in the long jump. The long

jump distance was Test's second
best jump in long jump competition. He only finished behind Division I competitors.
There were also two Knight
relay teams entered in the competition. The 4 X 100 relay team had
problems with the baton exchange
and failed to place. The 4 X 400
relay team had what Terriquez
called a "mediocre" performance
and failed to place. But the relay
teams expect to have strong showings at the MIAC Championships
and possibly qualify for the National Championships to be held at
Carleton.
Looking forward to ihis
weekend's MIAC Championships
at Hamline, Terriquez explained,
"We are In a battle for second
place." Carleton needs strong performances from several of its
members in order to reach this goal.
The Knights will be hampered by
the loss of co-captain Reed Smoller
who pulled a hamstring and will not
be able to compete the rest of the
season. Hyde's ankle and hamstring injury will also hinder the
Knights. But Terriquez is not pessimistic, he simply explains that Carleton needs the proverbial someone
to come out of the woodwork and
give a strong performance.
The Knights have four people
seeded either first or second in the
upcoming MIAC Championships.
Casper is seeded first in the 1500
meter and 800 meter races. Test is
also the first seed in the high and
long jumps. Brown is the first seed
in the pole vaulting competition:
Tichy captured the second seed of
the 400 meter race. Combining
these consistent strong performances with new ones, Tcrriquez
hopes to not only capture a second
place finish in the ML\C, but also to
qualify more team members to the
national meeL

SUPERB GERMRN-CZECH CUISINE
BRURRIRN SLEEPING ROOMS
CENTRRL EUROPERN GIFT SHOP
Ochumacher'o
Neil) Prague Hotel
212 West Main Street
New Prague, MN 56071
(612)758-2133
Reseruatlons Recommended
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Tom James "serves
uphill" to success
James, though, as he won serve and
proceeded to break Schlorf once
more. Serving at 6-5, James looked
like he would end it there as he won
three quick points, earning himself
four match points. But Schlorf refused to buckle, as he won those
four points and then the first three
points in the tiebreaker. In a matter
of seconds, it was James who was
on the ropes. With James down 3-0
in the tiebreaker where they play to
seven, his hopes were dwindling.
The coach for Gustavus Adolphus
gave up on James and, thinking the
match over, walked off to watch
other matches. James, on the other
hand, did not give up. He proceeded
to win the next seven straight
points, and to capture the MIAC
conference championship.
Junior Tom James is one of
Carleton's most successful tennis
players in recent history. He plays
number one for Carleton, and was
ranked twenty-first in the nation
this year. Last year, he was invited
to play in the national tournament in
both singles and doubles. He has
duplicated the feat this year as well.
He was seeded last year in singles,
and was named an All-American in
tennis. This year he is taking something extra with him to nationals.
That something is what Coach
Bonner calls his "winning edge."
James agrees with Bonner, explaining, "This yearl feel like I've really
regained my mental toughness. I'm
more optimistic now about my
playing than I've ever been at Carleton. I've played at first singles all
season, and that's exposedme to the
best competition.
I've really
worked on my mental as well as
physical conditioning, and I feel
like I'm ready to play with anybody
I face.
'This year at conference, I
really felt like I had something to
regain. I was disappointed last
season due to things that were really
beyond my control. Because of
that, I approached conference this
year as a gauge of my physical and
mental readiness for nationals, for
how much I was progressing.
I lost to Schlorf last year, and I
knew that all four of us [the top
singles players for Carleton, Gustavus, St Thomas, and St. John's]
were so close in the rankings. I was
confident coming into conference,
but at the same time, I was aware
that I would have to keep my level
of play up to win. And it proved to
be an excellent test. I feel really
good about my play right now. I've
got a nine match winning streak

By Collin Brooke
As any tennis player would
probably readily tell you, "serving
uphill" is one of the toughest tasks
in a match, at least psychologically.
Serving uphill occurs when your
opponent serves first and you always have to serve to catch up, i.e.,
when the score is 0-1,1-2,2-3, and
so forth.
The end result of this is that
you may have to serve at 4-5. If you
lose your serve, you will lose the
set. If it happens in the final set, submitting'to that pressure may mean
the difference between winning or
losing a match. For Tom James,
Carleton* s top male tennis player,
that pressure meant the difference
between winning and losing the
conference championship.
In mid-April Carleton travelled to Gustavus Adolphus, an
MIAC powerhouse in men's tennis.
James was forced to serve uphill in
the third and decisive set against
Gustavus 1 top player, Olaf
Gudjonsson. The two traded service games for the first 11 games of
the set. Then with Gudjonsson up 65, it was James' turn to serve.
James' coach at Carleton, history
professor Bob Bormer, commented,
**I could see Tom already thinking
about losing. And the other player
took the game right to him."
Gudjonsson eventually broke serve
against James and won the contest
between the two.
The two met again, this time in
the MIAC post-season tournament,
in the semifinals. This time, it was
Gudjonsson serving uphill, and
James broke him at 4-3. Serving
then at 5-3, James pursued the break
and served "a very tough game,"
according to Bonner. "He didn't
rest after getting that opportunity.
He took the game right to his opponent, and won it convincingly."
The final test for James came
one match later in the finals of the
conference tournament. He faced
Todd Schlorf of St. John's University, a familiar face for James. It
was Schlorf who had defeated
James for the conference championship last year. The match once
again lasted a grueling three sets.
James broke Schlorf early to go
ahead 4-2 in the crucial set. But
Schlorf won his next two service
games and broke James' serve to
surge back ahead 5-4. James was in
that familiar position again, serving
at 4-5, with the conference championship on the line.
The pressure didn't get to

photn by Malmfc Fiscba

Tom James
going, and I'm obviously very
pleased about that."
Coach Bonner explained that,
at the upper levels of collegiate
competition, "it really is a mental
contest The tennis player who
doesn' t know he can win is going to
be in trouble. You need to crowd
your opponent as much as possible,
and take away as much of his game
as you can. If you can beat him
mentally, the match is as good as
yours. You have to be mentally
tough, and ready to win.
"Last year, Tom lost that
toughness. He had a lot of problems, and just when we'd thought
he was back and ready to win,
something disasterous would happen at a crucial time. He was sick
for a while, and all of these factors
really left him wondering if he was
good enough to win, and if he had
what it took. It was a hard time for
Tom, and he wasn't playing with a
whole lot of confidence. This year
has been much different He's
having no problems with his health,
and he's worked on physical conditioning. He's ready to play, and
he's enjoying it so much more because of that"

If there's anything that James
has going for him at this point, it's
confidence in his play. He commented, *The key to my game is not
powering my opponent off the
court. It's playing tenacious tennis,
staying in the point longer than the
other guy, and making sure that the
last ball hit is by me. After conference, I'm right where I want to be.
To play like that, you need the drive
to stay in, the desire to win. I didn't
have it last year, but I have it now.
With nationals coming up next
week, James has very little in the
way of goals for himself at the
Division III championships. "My
first goal," he explained, "is to be an
All-American again this year.
There are three ways to do that. You
can be seeded in the top sixteen at
the start of the tournament, play in
the tournament and last until the
round of sixteen, or be ranked in the
top sixteen at the end of the year.
"But other than that, I don't
have any other specific goals. It's a
popular phrase, but you really have
to take each game one at a time. I
could play Toby Clark, the national
champion, in the first round and
lose or I could make it to the round

of sixteen and more. I don't really
blow what to expect from the tournament"
James' achievement on the
court has made him a natural leader
for the men's tennis team. 'They
[the two co-captains] have no specific responsibilities," said Bonner.
"But, especially in a season where
the team's fortunes have been indifferent, everyone feels better if the
number one player wins. At conference, everyone came to watch Tom
play. It's inspiring if your top dog
can beat their top dog."
James agreed, citing his suc. cess as one of the most important of
his roles as leader. "If I play my best
tennis, it's inspiring to therestof the
team. The same is true for everyone
else, but especially for me as a captain. If I am an example of how to
compete well, it will hopefully lend
itself to better team performances as
well."
He continued. "It's important
for me to demonstrate my commitment to trying to play well. T think
we lost some intensity over the past
two years. We recaptured some of
it towards the end of the season, but
we need to go one step further."
James would like to see the whole
team go one step further, even as far
as nationals. "Nextyear.rdliketo
see the team go to nationals. We' ve
had the talent all three years I've
been here. It's just that we never
reallyput it together. I'd like to help
lift the team up to a higher level.
Coach Bonner deserves it, with as
much work and effort as he's put
into the team."
James' leadership by example
extends beyond the tennis court as
welL As a junior chem major, he has
maintained a grade point average
higher than 3.5. CoachBonnersays
of Tom's academics, "He proves
that it's possible to get a top-notch
education and compete nationally
in athletics. It's not easy, by any
means, but it's possible. And I can
guarantee you that Tom will be
named an Academic Ail-American
too, with his national ranking and
his academic achievements."
James is proud of his balancing act as well. "Icouldhaveplayed
for a Division I school, but there is
no way that I would have gotten
near the education that I do here at
Carleton. Even despite the strain
that national competition has put on
my academics, it's more than worth
the extra effort, in my opinion. It's
been a real pleasure to play tennis
for and attend Carleton."
Coach Bonner calls Tom James
a "first class student and afirstclass
athlete." As James prepares for his
next trip to nationals, he shows his
teammates and his opponents what
it means to be a Carleton champion,
both on and off the court

Improved Knights end season 8-11-1
By Chris Cook
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The Knights ended their season last
week by splitting doubleheaders with St
Mary's and Concordia. With the splits,
Carleton completes the season with a 811-1 record in the MIAC and 11-18-1
overall.
At St Mary's, John Nielson delivered another strong performance on the
mound, going all the way to give the
Knights a 4-3 victory in thQ first game. In
the second game, four errors in the third
inning allowed St. Mary's to overcome an
early Carleton surge and take a 12-5 victory from the Knights.
At home against Concordia, the
Knights scored three in the bottom of the
seventh to take a 10-9 victory in the first
game. In the second game, Concordia
used a seven run sixth inning to defeat the
Carls, 13-9.
Starting pitcher Todd Stevenson
gave up one run on one hit in the first
inning. The Knights bounced right back
as Tim Nielson followed John Nielson's
lead-off triple with an RBI single. Pete
Sickle then pushed in Tim Nielson with a
single of his own to give Carleton the lead
2-1. The second inning provided more
action when Concordia evened the score
on a double off Stevenson. However, the
Knights answered again. Four consecu-

tive hits from Steve Carlson, J.R. Bauman,
and John and Tim Nielson gave Carleton
three more runs and a 5-2 lead.
Concordia came back again in the
third, scoring two runs on one hit off Stevenson. After giving up a home run that tied
the game in the fourth, Stevenson was relieved by Bill Burkett, who immediately allowed two walks and a double which gave
Concordia the lead 7-5. John Nielson relieved Burkett in the same inning and got
the final out. A triple by Tim Nielson
scored Bauman and John Nielson to tie the
game going into the fifth.
Nielson shut the Concordia hitters
down until the lop of the seventh, when a
Concordia single and two Carleton errors
allowed two runs to score, giving Concordia the lead 9-7. However, the Knights
delivered some heroics of their own in the
bottom of the inning. After an'error put a
Carleton runner on, Marvin StolU. dcliv^
ered a game-tying two-run homer. Then,
with the game on the line, Jeff May followed by smashing a game-winning home
run. Nielson took the victory in relief, 109. On offense, Tim Nielson had three hits,
and Steve Carlson and John Nielson each
had two.
In the second game, after starting
pitcher Sid Levin gave up four runs on three
hits in the first inning, Carleton tied the
game with four runs on three hits of their

own. After Carleton took the lead on shots
by John Nielson and Tim Thull in the second. Levin put Concordia down through the
fourth. In thefifth,Concordia took the lead
6-5 on two more hits, but the Knights did not
break, producing three more runs on four
hits to retake the lead 8-5.
The Knights scored another run in the
sixth, but the lead wouldn't stand. After
giving up a single and a walk. Levin was replaced by John Nielson, but things only got
worse for him. He gave up three more hits
and two walks, scoring five more runs to
give Concordia its final lead 13-9. Dick
Trent retired the side inreliefin the seventh.
Carleton had some big numbers offensively, but it wasn't enough. Out of a total
of twelve hits, Tim Nielson had three, and
John Nielson arid Pete Sickle each had two.
Head coach Bob Sullivan continued to
be optimistic about the season, "I feel great
about this past season. We finished in the
top two in the league in defense and ended
the season with a team batting average
around .300." Coach Sullivan gave much
credit to assistant coach Clay Anderson,
who helped the team, especially when
coach Sullivan had other obligations. "We
are losing four key seniors, including fouryear starter and two-year captain, Jeff May,
but we are improving and have a great future
with all of the players that are back next
year."
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Sports
Men's rugby upsets University of MN

Seniors1
strong play
leads to
defeat of
Gophers
By Tim Rafael

After a rough, vigorous battle
Saturday afternoon with Mai-Fete,
the Carleton ruggers assembled
early Sunday morning to venture up
to the Cities to play the University
of Minnesota in what most thought
would result in a certain thumping
for the scurvy Carleton sqaud.
Ranked number one in the state, the
undefeated U of M squad licked
their chops as they watched the
sorry ruggers from Northfield
stumble out of the vans and begin to
warm up.
„ As the Gophers and their extensive coaching staff set up their
video cameras to tape the certain
victory, Doug Beldon emerged
from the woods surrounding the
pitch and began to practice, his patented 50 meter drop kicks. As Gary
Mortenson was winning the coin
toss, the Carleton team noticed they
were a man short Suddenly, Dan
Clausz emerged from the PortoPotti and as Dan Hall's whining
subsided, the game commenced.
What was expected to be an
easy day for the U of M quickly
turned into their worst nightmare.
Strong play by the Carleton scrum
set the tone of the game early. Led
by seniors Joe Druskin, Bill Antilla,
Tom Glsen (who incidentily was

also rookie of the year), Troy Ethan,
and Ethan Haggard, the scrum controlled the ball and put forth some
fine loose ball play.
With half drawing to a close

and the game scoreless, Captain
Gary Mortenson broke through the
back line, intercepted a pass, and
streaked up the field, elluding four
would-be tacklers and broke

through for the try. The team knew
at that moment they had made a
good choice for captain. The sure
footed Mike Mullin cleared the
uprights with the point after kick to

convert his 99th consecutive attempt. The score remained 6-0 for
the remainder of the first half.
The second half began as the
first half ended with Carleton controlling the ball. A good kick from
Mullin put Carleton deep in U of M
territory and set the stage for what
was probably the play of the year. It
began when Carleton stole the hook
on a scrum down at the U of M 15
meter line and wisely got the ball
out to senior fly-half Doug Beldon.
The savvy Beldon called for a 1-2
dummy switch (one of the most
difficult and dangerous plays in
rugby) to utilize the skills of the
seasoned veteran Steve Six.. With
their usual style, the back executed
the dummy switch throwing the
hapless U of M defenders into disarray. Beldon drove the ball down to
the 10 meter line before running
into a brick wall of U defenders.
With eyes in the back of his head,
Beldon flipped the ball back to the
charging Steve Six who pounded it
home with his characteristic style,
dragging three of the largest U players behind. Mullin converted the
kick raising the score to 12-0.
The Gophers responded with a
try of their own following some
serious Carleton miscues. The most
serious of these being Doug
Beldon's kick. We are not sure to
this day whether it was an attempt at
an 85 meter drop kick or a tribute to
Nat Land but the result was the
same. Unfortunately for the U of M
it was not enough and Carleton held
on for a 12-6 victory. The victory
left Carleton with a chance at the
number one ranking, and a 3-0
league match record which leaves
them with an excellent chance to
make post season play.

Fencers disappointed at Mankato tourney Tom James plays like A1IAmerican places in the top
sixteen at Nationals

By Brian Dunlop
box, and the only one available to
replace it needed to be plugged in,"
said Dunlop. "Ofcourse, there was
The Carleton Fencing Club
no outlet near enough, so we had to
closed out its season Saturday at the
move the whole strip—re-measure,
Mankato Novice Tournament.
lay new tape, etc. We were lucky
Only four members of the club
that Mankato had two spare boxes
made the trip: Brian Dunlop, Jonor we could have been there all
athon Johnson, David Minor, and
day." After the second round a
Eric Poehlmann. Mankato State
Winona fencer collapsed from heat
University, Winona State Univerexhaustion. He was treated by the
sity, South DakotaState University,
Mankato Rescue Squad and hospiand the Minneapolis based Excalitalized as a precautionary measure.
bur Sword Club provided the comMinor, who began fencing this
petition. The tournament began
winter and was competing in his
with two pools of six fencers each,
and one pool of five. The top four . first tournament, was the only
from each of the three pools adfencer to reach the final round. He
vanced to the second round, which
won two and lost three in the first
consisted of two pools of six. Three
round. In the second round, he
fencers from each of these pools
found himself in a pool that inadvanced to the final round of six.
cluded the eventual first and second
The day was full of delays,
place finishers. He tied for third in
mechanical failures, and accidents.
the pool,'again winning two and
The tournament was scheduled to
losing three. He advanced to the
start at 10:00 a.m., but due to late
final round because of higher scores
arrivals things did not get rolling - in the individual bouts. Although
until around 10:30. The scoring box
he won only one of his last five
on the second strip refused to
bouts, he fenced well against some
work—even though it had functough opponents—going to 5-3
tioned perfectly two weeks earlier
against the third and fourth place
at Winona. Carleton's scoring box
finishers. He ended up in sixth
was being use<l on the third strip,
place, with,a record'of 5-10.
and about halfway through the first
Dunlop started quickly,' winround it too gave out. "The problem
ning four of his first five. He was
was lhat ours is a battery operated
down 3-2 in his second bout of the
1

second round when he was forced to
change foils. "I did a flesche (a
running attack) and our bells (the
guards on the foils) caught," said
By Chris Cook
Dunlop. "The electric socket on my
foil was almost broken off, and the
Carleton's top men's singles
wire connecting the blade to the
player, Tom James, finished his
socket did break. I use a foil with a
season this past week competing in
Belgian pistol grip, and the only
the NCAA Division III National
extras we had were French grip. I
Championships in Lexington, Virhadn't fenced French since fall
cina. James made it into the round
term, and it really threw me off."
of sixteen by gaining two victories,
Dunlop dropped ihe last two
points of lhat bout, and he lost hisN thus earning All-American honors
for the second year in a row.
next bout 5-0. He adjusted and won
In his first match on Thursday,
his fourth match 5-1. "I needed a
James opened with a solid victory
win in my final bout to advance to
over
John Cordich of Brandeis
the final round. I even was able to
University, 64,6-1. James said, "It
borrow a pistol grip for that bout I
was a nice way to start the tournajust blew it," said Dunlop. He lost
ment, considering I hadn'tplayed in
5-4, and ended up in seventh place
competition for a week and a half."
with a 6-4 record.
Following his game plan of letting
Poehlmann won two of his first
Cordich, a first time player in the
five, which was good enough to
national tournament, make themisadvance to the second round. In the
second round he against won two of . takes, James gained some confidence moving into the second
five, which was one win short of the
round.
three he needed to advance to the
James1 second match came
final round.
later that same day against Lindsay
"Eric has been consistently
Williams of Swarthmore. 'This
improving since he started in the
Was a much tougher match,1* James
winter/1 said Dunlop.' "He lost a
added. "He had already played a
couple of close bouts 'ftfciaylCthat
ri
ta0l*'h«fe f ^ W ^ l n e final ^1e^m'atcneS Airin^thb''W^ek because
Swarthmore was competing
FENCING, page 12

as a team." Characterizing his play
a little differently, James went to the
net more and played much more
aggressively overall than his match
in the morning.* James advanced to
the round of sixteen, assuring himself All-American honors, by
soundly defeating Williams, 6-3,7-

5.

On Friday, James faced Toby
Clark of Principia, the defending
national champion. Having played
Clark early in the year, James knew
he couldn't make any mistakes if he
was going to walk away with a victory. In a grueling three hour match,
James took Clark the full three sets
but couldn't pull out a victory, losing 6-2,5-7,6-2. "I played well, he
just sits on the baseline until you
make a mistake." James played
aggressively, going to the net again,
knowing it was the best chance at
victory he had. According lo James,
though, hot only does Clark not
make many mistakes, he also hits as
good passing shots as anyone in
DivisionM tennis. Even though he

did^'£t^M^Gltfk^Xte^
JAMES, page 12
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Baseball Knights remain unable to defeat St. Thomas nine
By Jim Potts
Lenn Sakata would understand.
Lenn Sakata?
Sakata was a utility infielder for
the Baltimore Orioles, who, although
he could hit a little, went 0 for 64
lifetime against the Chicago White
Sox.
Similarly, Carleton baseball has
not been able to beat St. Thomas in
twelve tries. Last Saturday, the
Knights suffered their most recent
defeats, 2-3 and 6-16.

are not in as much trouble as their
standing suggests, since only St.
Thomas and St. Mary's have fewer
losses, 0 and 3 respectively.
Co-coach Bob Sullivan neither
concedes defeat nor makes bold vows.

pitching duel worthy of two quality
teams.
The Carleton hurler gave up
fewer hits, fewer earned runs, and
struck out more batters than his rival
from St. Paul, but still lost the game.

"We're still alive but we have
our backs to the wall. We have to go
on a roll right away," Sullivan said.

"Nielson threw a masterful game;
maybe the best he's pitched ever,"
Sullivan said.
Nielson pitched a two-hitter,
walking just two; if the defense behind him ran like machinery, he would
have blanked the Tommies. Unfortunately, four defensive lapses enabled
three opponents to cross the plate.

The Knights eagerly awaited St.
Thomas' arrival, knowing the Tommies were undefeated, but vulnerable.
The pitchers, John Nielson for
Carleton and Mike Ritzer of St.
Thomas, were especially primed, and
as a result the game developed into a

The pair of losses drops the
Knights' MIAC record to 4-4, good
for a three-way tie for fifth.
In terms of losses, the Knights
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•IDonittoochthelovelies..."—
Johnny Most, radio announcer for
^
the Boston Celtics
There were many times back in
Providence when I would turn off
the volume of my television and
tdrn on the radio fortherough, cigarette tortured voice ofJohnny Most.
: \ T Most is nqt an eloquent man.
He murders the English language;
combining words and syllables into
phrases which have become a common language inNewEngland. Yet,
during his broadcasts the focus is on
one thing: basketball
Major network basketball
, on the other hand, have
v
r. ' :
Hollywoodized. They focus less on the game itself and more on
g it a uplifting drama, full of heroes that overcome the odds. The
:works want to make each game of basketball a real version of Hoosiers;
an idealized vision of America made up of successful husbands, caring
moms, and successful underdogs. And if this doesn't work out, they always
dan find a celebrity or two in the crowd.
:
v>
f. The NCAA tournament is a good example of this phenomenon. Year
ijjfjter year it consistently provides the networks with the opportunity to tune
their violins for this year's heartwarming story.
In last year's tournament, ESPN saw it's opportunity with the Rhode
Rams' (now J*os Angeles Clippers') fine guard Tom Garrick. As
Island marched to the sweet sixteen on the strength of Garrick's 3*
ters and some brilliant coaching, the networks were more concerned
ith the story of Garrick's blind father and the trials and tribulations that he
. o v e r c o m e .
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Qn several odca§iops during 3 Rbbdfc Island game, the producer woula^
it to Garrick's father, who is blind. The announcer would then feel|
igated to either recount the story of Garrick's father (while basketball was,'
^ed)orsaysomethingtotheeffectof:'There'sTomGarrick'sdad.
a great story." The viewer could almost hear the deafening crescendo
!
violins in the background.
^
&-.. This year's championship game between Michigan and Seton Hall was

The women's tennis team insured
a winning conference season last week
by improving their record to 6-4 with
a win and a loss.
Monday afternoon, the Carls
posted a 5-4 victory in a tough match
against St. Thomas, but were swept
9-0 the next day by a number one
ranked Gustavus squad.
The SL Thomas match was as
close as the score indicated as the
victory was earned by taking two of
the three doubles matches and # 1, #4,
and #5 singles. Leslie Gale and Julie
Bateman won a close #1 doubles
match, 7-6,7-6, and Marcia Hunt and
Robin Preble took#2 doubles,6-3,60.
Gale and Anne Brenno both won
easy singles matches, but the finale
came in the number five position
where Preble took the victory for
Carleton by defeating her opponent
in a second set tiebraker.
The Carls didn't have long to
savor their victory, however, as they
were matched against Gustavus
Adolphus, the #1 Division III team in
the country, the next day.
Gustavus was on a roll after
winning a twelve-team tournament
in Madison and were just too strong

But the Knights, then down 4-3,
came back undaunted.
Sophomore Marvin Stoltz, a legitimate MIAC triple crown threat,^
belted a prodigious shot over the
leftfield fence which nearly travelled
to the Cannon River.
At this point the second game
looked like a classic hitters duel, the
perfectcomplementforthefirstgame.
Unfortunately for Carleton, the
complexion of the game soon
changed.

Carleton jumped out to a quick
3-0 lead against St. Thomas hurler
Dave Leske, while Carleton starter
Todd Stevenson cruised through the
St. Thomas lineup.

In the latter innings St. Thomas
hitters could do no wrong, tagging
four Carleton pitchers for twelve more
runs.
Waves of purple-clad ballplayers kept rising off the bench to congratulate their teammates.
Carleton must rebound in hurry.
They begin the season's final stretch
with a trip on Saturday to St. John's
College.
They host Augsburg next Tuesday for atwinbill.
Standing in the middle of the
pack in the MIAC with a .500 record,
the Knights need every win they can
get in their remaining games.

Men's tennis hits a sweet spot: three straight MIAC wins
By Leland Russell

/
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Shorts Season
Get a leg up with
cool cotton shorts

••>*

fees playoff game, the camera focused on a star player from Georgia
f. Next to him was a well-known Boston stripper who was, shall we say,
^ell-endow£d.
' .
.
'-^X^V^-V^/
As the announcers are telling us how good this player is (something we
iy knew, of course) the woman shook her chest at the camera. After a
muffled chuckles, the announcers were at a loss for words. Did they
it was an actof God? I know it was.
Basketball, as with every other sport, was mearit to be watched and
iated for its own merits. It's arichand complex game that belies it's
mise: £0 put the ball in the basket.
broadcasters, such as Johnny Most, know this, others are hope^ r t detitimenlal fantasy land
' f "%

Hunt (left) and Preble are a strong doubles team, photo by David A. Johnson
for the Carls.
all split sets with their opponents
Carleton hung tough, though, and before dropping the third.
took four of the matches into three
The match had been scheduled
sets. Bateman, Hunt,Keli Meyer, and at Carleton but the Carls lost their
the doubles team of Hunt and Preble home court advantage when the

weatherforced them to move indoors
to a racquet club in Owatonna.
It was a tough loss, but the team
is looking forward to the last week of
the regular season and to the conference tournament on the weekend of
May 5 and 6. Gale, Bateman, Hunt,
Preble, Brenno, and Melanie Fischer
traveled to the Luther Invitational
where they are representing the team
in a singles and a doubles tournament
today and tomorrow.
Monday, the team squares off
against St. Mary's at the Bell Fiels
Courts and then concludes its season
in a makeup match against Luther.
Although the Carls as a team are
not currently at the top of their conference, they have some individuals
who could carry them to a strong
showing in the tournament at the end
of the season. Gale, the #1 singles
player, has had a good season and
sports a 15-4 record which might be
good enough to get her a bid to nationals. TheGale-BatemanandHuntPreble pairs have also had strong
seasons and are vying for high seeds
at the conference tournament.
Experimentation and experience
over ihe course of the season has
taught the team many important lessons and they are optimistic about
their chances in the tourney.

Knights face long-time rival this weekend as end of dual meet season approaches

With the MIAC conference tournament approaching fast, the Knights
flexed their muscle this past weekend, crushing Concordia, Augsburg
"producer's dream. .
v ^ - " - -: •''•'.':-.••'.'-'* ; - : " o - ; - ' : ^ . v . . : : C . : ' ' : • > ' • '.•.••:*-•'< and St Olaf.
On Saturday, the Knights took
All the main players were present the wife (A new network addition.),
on Concordia and Augsburg, two
e moms (Rumeal Robinson's foster mother, P J . Carlesimo's mother), the
traditional doormats by MIAC stanfither (PJ. Sn), the underdogs (Take your pick: Steve Fischer, Rumeal
dards, at the SL Olaf fieldhouse. In
Robinson, Seton Hall) and the herd (Rumeal Robinson). All the elements
the morning match the Concordia
that make up America and the American Dream were present and CBS
x
squad, coming off a close 5-4 loss to
t let us forget it.
St. Olaf, gave the Knights more of a
The wives were constantly there, cheering on their husbands. I have
struggle
than expected. In the end,
nothing else to say about diem because that's all they did.
the Knights managed a 7-2 victory,
"Look," BMly Packer would say, "it's Steve Fischer's wife."
^;^
despite not playing well.
Hie moms were there, of course* RumeaTs mother was emphasized
In the afternoon match, Augsburg
iuse( she was a great story. As we were incessantly told, she took Rumeal
provided no surprises as the Knights
Wthe stfeet and gave him a home, PJ.'s mom wasn't nearly as interesting,
cruised to an easy 9-0 win. The
she just sat next to his dad. She also, however, was a caring individual and
Auggies forfeited three positions and
of the best mothers in the world,
the Knight's won the other six in
_The dad, as millions of people now know, has huge bags under his eyes.
short order.
^gewas there cheering on his son. He was also a caring individual and a good
After the weekend's warm up,
the tennis action really caught fire
The underdogs were everywhere,, yet, the network hit paydirt with
Monday afternoon as the Knight's
ifeal Robinson. Robinson, as we all know by now, was saved from a
faced SL Olaf on the Arb courts. The
time of poverty by Mrs. Robinson. (See RumeaPs Mom)
two teams appeared to be evenly
He also hit the two free throws which iced the game for Michigan. He
matched and the SL Olaf squad had
became the hero, and everyone knows that America likes nothing better than
the addi tional incenti ve of ending their
stories of people rising up against all odds and overcoming all the obstacles.
losing streak to Carleton which dates
& "What a story," the clever Billy Packer said as the John Williams1
backtol981. The Knights rose to the
thousand violin orchestra played in the background.
challenge with some of their best
Lost among all this teary eyed melodrama was a basketball game. It was
tennis of the year, spanking the Oles
game. Unfortunaiely, sometimes I couldn't tell what the network
7-2.
me to watch. Sometimes I felt that they were putting on a soap opera
4Ebr me and that the basketball game was secondary.
"We tore St. Olaf apart," coach
\
"Hey, you," cry my detractors (You know, the ones who cried at is.71Robert Bonner said. "We really did
The Extra-TerresiriaL), "what's wrong with a real life story with a happy
ending7"
I have nothing against the telling of these stories but to tell them over
p d over again trivializes these people and their accomplishments. They are
transformed from human beings into sentimental symbols which are used so
Igpetitively that they become the network's view of America.
Wives are cheerleaders, parents are caring, and black athletes are no
ger a large part of an impoverished underclass. This is the result of such
die glossing over of reality with candy-coated fantasy.
?i^?
Things get better once these college players become professionals, they
aren't the innocents we figure them to be anymore.
SELECT FROM:
/ . The networks don't concentrate as much on their sordid, but heartwarming,'chUdhoods. We don't here anything about how Patrick Ewing
long length
played basketball in blinding sleet with a summer squash because he loved,
short length
just loved, the gante of basketball so much.
But, believe me, if the producers spot any players who were in drug or
safari style
WcohoJ rehab they'll'be sure to play it up. (Beware, Chris Mullin.)
elastic waist
So what's a nerworic to do? Since, it's obvious that Americans can't
enjoy the game of basketball as is, there's got to be some gimmick, some
athletic styles
ftype. The answer is celebrity watching which results in:
"Ooooboo, look it's Tom Selleck. Ooooo, and over there, it's Linda
. Evans, Wow, what a pretty lady. Jordan dunks over Bol, look there's Joan '
:£Gllins cheering." ,
, This backfires at times. A few years ago, during a nationally televised

/

But Ritzer demonstrated why he
is the league' s co-leader in earned run
average with a 1.71 mark by wiggling
out of every jam.
Hitters on both sides woke up for
the second game, placing the pitchers
fortunes in serious jeopardy.

By Jake McNally

•

|y Andre Colaiace
•

The second time around Stevenson was hit with a rude awakening: a
three run blast over the 380 ft. sign in
center followed by a solo shot over
the short green barrier in left.

Women's tennis strong during a 1-1 week

't believe the hype about..

•

Carleton's hitting attack, on the
other hand, was not silenced.

Led by the prowess of Tim Thull,
who went 5 for 6 on the day, and Tim
Nielson, who hit three doubles in
seven attempts, the Knights tallied 9
hits, including four twobaggers.

play well up and down the line up
against SL Olaf."
The match was filled with strong
individual performances, but perhaps
Mark Gibbens' victory in a tie breaker
at #4 singles provided the largest
emotional boosL After three sets of
grueling tennis, Gibbens fought back
from a 5-2 deficit in the tie breaker to
pull out the win.
"Mark has played well in so many
close matches and lost," Bonner said.
"Against Marquette, Oshkosh and
Concordia he played well, but lost the
close ones. Everyone felt good for
him after his win against SL Olaf."
Freshman Rick Heller also provided an emotional spark by winning
his match at #5 singles while playing
his best tennis in recent weeks. Tom
James and Mike Fretzin rounded out
the singles wins with two set victories
at #1 and #2 singles respectively.
The Knights capped the after-

noon by sweeping the doubles
matches. The #2 doubles team of
Gibbens and John Daniel and the #3
team of Heller and Jim Tucker completely dominated their opponents,
posting lopsided two set victories.
"SL Olaf was theonly team in the
conference with the potential to challenge us for fourth seed at the conference tournament," Bonner said,
emphasizing the importance of the
match. "We are assured of being no
worse than fourth off the dual season.
We have a very slim chance at third,
but we would need to beat St. Thomas."
The conference championship is
determined at the conference tournament on May 5 and 6 at SL Thomas.
Nevertheless, the dual meet season
can have a profound impact in determining thechampion, since the teams
are spotted points in the tournament
based on their performance in dual

meets.
"The team with the bestrecord in
the dual meet season enters the tournament with twenty points. The team
with the second best record gets 18
points and on down the line," Bonner
explained. "The 20 points are equiva-.
lent to winning ten matches in the'
conference tournament."
In the next week, the Knights
approach the end of the dual meet
season with a flurry of matches.
Today, the Knights have a home
match against long time, non-conference rival Ripon. Without the serv-(
ices of Tom James, who will be away
for the weekend, the Knights expect
the Ripon match to be a struggle. The
Knights will have little rest after this
match, as they play two matches
Saturday against Hamline and
Macalester. The dual meet season
concludes Monday with a re-scheduled match away against Li ther.

TANtiEM BIKES fOR RENT!
by the day or half day

WATER BALLOON
SLINGSHOTS!
shoot over 100 yards
with accuracy

arawze
115 SOUTH WATER
645-6842

SAVES3
on a haircut
and blow-dry
Reg. from $10.00
Thru May 30
with this coupon

Bring your legs to
the * of Northfield

JACOBSEN'S

primedesign
Riverpark Mall, 640 S. Water, 663-1201
,.. Not valid with other offers. Good only with participating designers.
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Carletonian Athlete of the Week

i

Bill McConagha
Senior McConagha
broke the Carleton
record in the 400m
hurdles for the third
meet in a row at the
Pepsi Challenge
Relays in LaCrosse,
Wisconsin with a
time of 54.14
seconds. He was a
member of the
winning 4x200m
relay team and he
posted the best split
on Carleton's
4x400 relay team
which finished
fourth in the meet.

By Josh Resnik

By Leland Russell
The Knights closed out their dual
match season this week with a barrage of rive matches in seven days.
A week ago Wednesday, the
Knights tried to keep Uieir hopes for
a third seed in the MIAC conference
tournament alive against a talented
squad from St. Thomas. The Tommies, however, overwhelmed the
Knights, cruising to an 8-1 victory.
Tom James at #1 singles posted the
Knights' lone win.
"Against St. Thomas we got
hammcred/'Coach Robert Bonncr
bluntly said.
On Friday, Lhc Knights hosted
long time, non-conferencerivalRipon. Playing without the services of
James, who-was out of town over the
weekend, the Knights dropped the
match 6-3. The match was closer than
the score would indicate as John
Daniel lost a hard fought match at #5
singles and the #2 doubles team of
Daniel and Mark Gibbens fell in Lhrec
sets. In the absence of James, Mike

photo by David A. Johnson

two teams in their pool and then can
Indiana, who sports a 9-0 record
win the quarterfinals, the big lest will
and the nations* third rating, behind
Silicon Valley rivals UC-Berkeley come on Sunday morning in the
and Stanford, comes in as the #2 semifinals. The two teams that adseeded learn in lhc Midwest region. vance from the semifinals will comThey won last month's Big 10 Open, pete for the region's crown Sunday at
1:00 in a 21 point final.
a lournamnei in which CUT competed.
Both finalists will earn a trip to
Wilmington, North Carolina for the
ThcZontals from the University
naiionals later this month.
of Kansas arc the region's top rated
Carlcton, who is coming off of
team.
their big sectional victory, looks as if
Kansas, who went to the national
ihcy arc one of the lop teams in the
semifinals last season, will receive
region. Their only losses this spring
their toughest icsLs in Lheir pool from
were 13-7 to Kansas and 13-10 Lo
Ohio U, and CUTs biggest rival,
Michigan. However, they will need
Wisconsin.
Hosi M ichigan takes the region's an all-around excellent performance
to qualify for nationals.
#3 ranking. They will bailie in Pool C
"I think if we play the best friswith # 19 Chicago, football rival Ohio
State, and the third team from Carle- < bee we arcxapablc of playing we've ,
goL a shot at nationals," junior Mikc>j<
ton's sectional, Winona SLatc.
r
O'Brien&aid.
> y-;J >; V.VHI^ M i
If Carlcton ican'finish i-nuthctopiov

scored on a weak side play to tie the
By Michael Mullen
game.
A short while later, Carleton was
This past weekend the men's
rugby club returned to their winning awarded a penalty kick which coways by defeating a large Universily captain Mike Mullen converted to
of Minnesota-Duluth squad 7-4 after give Carleton the win. Senior John
the previous week's losses to St. Heyneman played particularly well
showing more rugby savvy than most
Thomas 8-0 and Macalester 12-6.
^
Against Duluth, Carleton-was rookies.
However, the week before, things
able to avoid many of the penalties
and mental errors which had hurt did not go as well for the Carleton
them the week before. After domi- rugby team. Against St. Thomas,
nating the first fifteen minutes Carle- Carleton arrived at Lhe pitch unpreton had its only major defensive lapse pared and unenihusiastic and played
and allowed ,Duluth to score on a accordingly. The first half was a
broken play. Carleton was able to scoreless tie, but Carleton did not
hold Lhe Duluth club at bay for Lhe play very well and more importantly
they lost capiain G ary Mortenson to a
rest of the half and trailed only 4-0 at
sprained ankle.
the break.
Carleton was still lethargic at lhc
The second half was played
beginning of the second half, but
almostentircly in the Carleton half of
finally came alive with twenty minthe field where St. Thomas was able
utes to play. The scrum, led by senior
to capitalize on Carleion mistakes
Joe Lyons, was able to bring the ball
and score twice.
down to the UMD five meter line lo
The next day, Carlcton played
force a scrum down. Two plays later,
Macalester in an important league
freshman scrum-half Tom Lcc, fillmatch. Macalcslcr was able to score
ing in for the injured Bill Maguc, within lhc first five minutes on a

While the women's rugby has
avoided the controversy that surrounded it last fall, they still have
been active this spring with two scrimmages against St. Olaf and a contest
up in Lhe Iron Range at the University
of Minnesota-Duluth.
Both of the matches against the
Oles were played through blustery
weather and both resulted in big
Carleton wins.
Last Friday, a 14-0 victory included two trys by freshman Kathryn
Nelson. Becky Fielder successfully
converted a drop-kick after Lhe second try to give Carleton a 10-0 advantage. The third try was completed by
Julie Alpers.
The next morning, the team traveled up to Duluth. Snow, freezing
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is making
fashion headlines.
You can tell
by our clippings.

Rotblatt Wrap-Up
By Bart Reed

specializes In personal hairstyling for men and women.
If you're looking for a cut or perm that highlights your best feature/your
unique style, come In to "Baitoeis.. "And get some great clippings
yourself.
Ask your stylist about the new professional line of hair care products
by^Hazfiere
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On the strength of their dual
match record, the Knights earned the
#4 seed in the MIAC conference
tournament that begins May 5 at St.
Thomas. The other seeded teams are
Gustavus Adolphusattfl, St. John's
at #2 and St. Thomas at #3. The
Knights expect the tournament to
feature few surprising upsets in the
team standings.
"I can't imagine enough good or
bad things happening lo move us out
of fourth," Bonnersaid in evaluating
the Knights position. "Some of our
people who aren't seeded might be
able to pull an upset. It's also possible
that if we get savaged in the draw and
St. Olaf gets clean draws they might
be able to catch us, but we expect to
finish fourth."
In addition to the team seeding,
individuals at each position are
seeded. James is the #1 seed at first
singles while Fretzin and Heller are
seeded #4 at second and fifth singles,
respectively. All of the Knights'
doubles teams enter Lhe tournament
seeded #4.

orders

onl*.

craw:

penally kick from Lhe ten meter line.
Althpugh Carleton had the wind in
the first half, they were only able to
score once. Rookie John Stebbins
spotted a weakness in the Macalester
back line enabling him to steal the
ball and sprint to the try zone for a
score. The kick after was good leaving the score 6-3 at half-time.
Macalester took advantage of the
wind right away as it scored on a drop
kick just minutes into the second haif
to tie the score. Carleton was never
able to overcome the wind and
Macalester scored another drop kick
and a penalty kick to secure the win.
The B-side, however, played very
well as they defeated Macalester 100 with freshman Benj Hewitt and
sophomore Al Maccy each scoring a
Lry.
'
This weekend the ruggers head
north io St. Cloud to play in the annual All-Saints tournament. If they
play up to their potential and avoid
the penalties ihat have plagued them
all year, they have the talent to win
the college division.

Women's rugby whips St. Olaf
By Julie Alpers

•

Freizin moved into lhe #1 singles
spot and rose lo the occasion, posting
an impressive win.
The fast and furious tennis action continued Monday afternoon as
the Knights faced a tough squad from
Luther College. The Knights took it
on the chin again, losing 8-1.
Freshman Jim Tucker provided
the one bright spot in a poor outing
for the Knights. Tucker looked strong
in a tough three set loss at #2 singles.
"There was not much good going
on againsiLuthcr," Bonncr said/The
line up changes a lot if we don't have
Tom James. We generally did not
play well."
The Knights had to rebound
quickly from the Luther loss to play
Macalcstcr on Tuesday. The Knights
finished their conference dual match
schedule in fine form, crushing a weak
Macalcster team 8-1. On Wednesday, it was more of the same, as the
Knights spanked non-conference
UW-Stout 9-0 in the dual match finale. Against Stout only one match
went to Lhrec sets.

Ruggers end losing streak

Nationally ranked CUT travels to Ann Arbor
Recovering from the excitement
of last month's NCAA basketball
championships, the University of
Michigan will host lhe Midwest regionals for frisbce this weekend.
For the nation's #20 team, CUT,
(this tournament could be every bit as
exciting and as rewarding, as they
look to gam their first ever trip to the
nationals.
Carlcton comes into the rcgionals tied with #17 Obcrlin for the
midwest's fourth seed.
The two teams will do battle in
F
Pool D, along with #51 Kalamazoo
and #62 Earl ham.
The lop two teams from this pool
will advance to lhc quarterfinals which
will be pUiycd late Saturday after.noon.
i p r ^

Men's tennis grabs MI AC 4th seed

Aftcrihousandsofleiierspoured
into the Carlelonian office questioning the absence of the Roiblau
Wrap-Up last week, Lhc cdiiors reluctantly reinsertcrj it into its rightful place in lhc I.M. Sports box. To
the many readers who died in anticipation of Roiblau results and the
naming of the player of the week, I
apologize. This column reports lhc
highlights of the last two weeks of
play.
One of Lhc year's biggest sur. prises has LO be the phenomenal play
of the Belly Ford Outpatient Clinic.
In softcore action .last Sunday, Betty
Ford slapped die Many Faces of Alf
yi what Sieve Ycticrdcscribed as the
upset of the season. Jocclyn PihlaUi
Jed lhc way with an "exemplary"
chug-off, and Ali Levin was "stunning" at first base.
Meanwhile, Hey BladdcrBladder was sorry lo report ils first win of
lhe season, defeating lhe Brothers
" 0 " by a 42-41 score in 15 hardfought innings- Jay Lonncr allowed
no hits for Lhc Bladder, but walked
44 consecutive batters in lhe 15th
before inducing Jim McCorkell to
Jine into a triple play. Conner's valiant teammates rallied for 42 runsin
[he bottom of the inning to win the
game,
In hardcore play, Smiity and the
Big Mouths dealt the Cutters a rare
loss last Tuesday, beating the defending champions by a score of 8j£. Jan Ellazar arrived none loo soon
tot perform her late-inning heroics

rain, and hail left a flooded pitch. The
Duluth captain attained the use of an
alternative field, which included a 30
foot drop-off to the immediate right
of the pitch and one try zone.
A motley group was gathered;
St. Cloud and Minneapolis combined
as did Carleton with Duluih to form
two teams. The "Cariuih11 scrum was
led by the forwards' capiain Crista
Kippes. Carluth dominated nearly
every scrum managing several steals.
Veterans, Alpers and J ulie Eidam gave
their experienced support. Newcomer
Margo Kohn stood tall in Lhe front
row, while rookie Steff White lended
great speed and endurance as wingforward.
The backfield play was dominated by its co-captains Karen Guttentag and Tracy Sutherland. Despite
the fumbling of the wet ball due to the

for lhe Big Mouths. Starter Andy
Burtis (wearing the practice jersey of
Cleveland Cavaliers star Ron Harper)
nearly blew a four run lead before
Ellazar came in to mow down the
middle of the Cutlers order and save
the game. Says Cutters clean-up hittcr"big Big BIG" Jim Siallock,"She's
unhiuablc."
This week's Rotblatt athlete of
the week award goes to We Swim
Hard pitcher Blake Hocl. When his
team's game gol cancelled, the ebullient swim team capiain Look his team
to another field for some batting practice. In preparation forthc May 20,123
inning game, Hocl pitched to his team
wearing only his baseball glove. Way
logo, Bluke!
A noic toall equipment grinches:
if you arc in possession of Roiblatt
equipment, please put the equipment
back in Cowling where it belongs.
The equipment is there forevcrybody
LO USQ, so if you take it, there will be
no Roiblau. Also, if you arc caught in
possession of Roiblaliequipmcnt, you
will be savagely beaten by the irate
Rotblatt hordes. So put the stuff back,
will ya?

cold and poor visibility, the backs
managed to get the job done. Newly
trained scrum-half Vicky Dolgin
proved herself by nevor dropping the
ball and being in the right place at all
times. Tory Ludwig was an aggressive addition to the team, battling lhe
elements and the opponent's largest
player.
The match was won by the
"Carluth" combination, 4-0. This
victory was followed by festivities,
including a rousting old time song
session, at a Duluih player's apartment.
The ruggers' greatest challenge
lies ahead; this weekend they will
travel to St. Cloud, where they will
compete in the All-Saints Tournament. Look for the ruggers on their
home pitch on the day of Spring
Concert.

hard.
~ *
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In Lhe firsL game of ihe day^
Team Drool managed iheir first vic-3
lory of the season at the expense ofj
Scrap Pile. The 5-1 victory wasfs
especially sweet for the Droolers, $$•
Chris Johnson and Dave Turnef v s|
Scrap Pile had been the only team t p |
defeat Team Drool so far this sea*]
son. Team co-captain Hanno Adam^f
attributed the win to Lhc movement
of Tim BIoss from right winger m
center forward. Bloss scored an un~j
prcccdcntccl three goals in the vic*;j
lory.
; | i
In LIIC second game of the day,!
Bill McKinncy anil Sabu Chcrjan'sii
Team Ferret lost yctanoihcr game l o |
preserve Lhcirwinlcss streak. Never?
has a team with so much talent rcapocll
so few rewards. Nottingham Forcsy.
the winners of the game, seemed xm
have benefited greatly from Lhcji"f
captains' trip io St. Louis. Thcicam1
play, if noi equal to, ai least was
inspired by the play of the U.S. ha«j;
tional team, k must be said, how/<
ever, that the game may have endedfe
much differently if Ferret Paul Kcel 1 ^'
rockci shot from just inside the p e n i
.ally box had hit net instead of pqsfc?
- . Soccer
'^^:K^^ 1
In the final game, The Bob
By Mark B as ham
Melvin Fan Club seeked to avenge!
their earlier loss io Resio del Mundcp
All lhe I.M. soccer players
They came up with a hard-fought 2*|
v
seemed to play with added incentive
1 victory.
v |
this week. Perhaps it was the much
Boih ihe Fan Club andvResM
needed mid-term break, perhaps it del Mundo should be able to pick ujj>|
was the heavy wagering on some of
victories this Sunday as they plaj^.
Lhe games, and perhaps it was the nice Team Ferret and the Scrap Pile, i^4
weather.
speciively. Sunday'sgamesalsof^|
Whatever it was, all lhe games turethebatileofiheseniors,f *~ "
this Wednesday were played well and Drool takes on Save It,
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James captures MIAC singles title
Young Knight tennis squad finishes fourth overall in conference tournament
By Leland Russell
A tennis season which was labeled a rebuilding year and had been
clouded by injuries ended on a successful note last weekend with the
Knights strong showing in the MIAC
conference meet.
Senior Tom James, who will be
heading to nationals next week, led
the way for Carleton, as he won his
second consecutive MIAC singles
crown.
The Knights entered the tournament as the fourth seed, but expected
a challenge from St. Olaf. On the
strength of their singles matches, the
Knights secured their spot in the standings, fending off the Oles, and for
moments appeared to be in position
to upset, third seed, SL John's.
The order of team finish in the
top four positions was Gustavus with
88 points, St. Thomas with 68 points,
St. John's with 54 points and Carleton with 46 points.
"It was a good fourth place finish," coach Robert Bonner said.

"Briefly it looked like we could make
a run at SL John's for third."
Sophomore Mike Fretzin and
freshman Rick Heller, who entered
the tournament seeded fourth at #2
and #5 singles respectively, both finished fourth.
Senior Mark Gibbens and freshman Jim Tucker were both unseeded
entering the singles tournament, but
after losing their first round matches
played extremely well in winning the
consolation round championships in
their tournaments.
Unexpected points came from
John Daniel at #6 singles who upset
his Ole opponent in the first round.
Daniel's win boosted the Knights
beyond SL Olaf S reach and within
range of the Johnnies. At the end of
the singles competition the Knights
trailed SL John's by five points, four
of which the Johnnies were spotted
for their higher finish in the dual meet
season.
"We expected 1.5 points (consolation championship) from each of
our non-seeded players, but Daniel

gave us four," Bonner commented.
"Our first job was to make sure St.
Olaf couldn't catch us and Daniel's
match assured us of that."
The Knights' brief threat to SL
John's fizzled in the doubles competition. All the Knights' doubles teams
entered the tournament seeded fourth.
The #1 doubles team of James and
Fretzin lost a close match in the first
round to a team from St. Thomas. At
#2 doubles, Gibbens and Daniel lost
a three set match in the first round to
a much improved team from St. Olaf.
Jim Tucker and Rick Heller at#3
doubles broke the string of loses by
advancing to the finals in their position. In the first round Tucker and
Heller added to the cushion between
the Knights and SL Olaf beating the
#3 doubles team from Olaf. In the
finals Tucker and Heller played well,
out lost to Gustavus.
'The doubles were a mixed bag,"
Bonner said. "The singles went as
expected orbetter. We played a pretty
good tournament over all."
For Tom James the season con-

tinues with the national tournament
next weekend in Kalamazoo, Michigan. He enters the tournament ranked
#7 nationally.
Although James has been
plagued with health problems this
spring, it appears that he will be in
good shape for the tournament.
'Tom James played as well as
I've seen him play in the MIAC tournament," Bonner said. "If he's
healthy, he's ready to play a very
good tournament. His tennis is in
good shape."
James will need to be at his peak
when the tournament begins on Thursday.
'The tournament is four days
against the best tennis players in the
country. A player must play six
matches, each getting progressively
tougher," Bonner said. 'The mental
effort and concentration is unparalleled in athletics. Each match is a two
to three hour proposition. Winning
the tournament is an amazing feat.
Tom will be one of the favorites. He
deserves to be one of the favorites."

Tom James displays his wicked forehand.
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Knight's nine secure best record in twenty-five years; third in MIAC
By Jim Potts
Two months ago, while concluding his list of MIAC pre-season favorites, co-coach Bob Sullivan
warned, "watch out for St. Mary's,
they're the darkhorse. They always
have something to do with the pennant race."
This Wednesday Sullivan's prediction became reality when Carleton split with the Cardinals 8-3 and 07. The split followed last Saturday's
sweep of the Hamline Pipers 13-9
and 5-0.
The past week's action leaves
the Knights in third place with a 12-6
mark. St. Thomas leads a close pack
with a 10-4 record while St. Olaf s
11-5 clip puts them only a few percentage points behind the pace. St.
John's (11-6), St. Mary's (8-6), and
Bethel (9-7) complete the MIACs
upper echelon.
Overall Carleton sports a 16-10
record. Since only two games remain
this season the Knights are guaranteed their first winning season in a
quarter-century. 16 wins constitutes
the highest victory total ever for a
Carleton team. If the Knights can
sweep Concordia in their final doubleheader they haye a reasonable shot
at an at-large NCAA Division III
playoff birth.
The Knights entered the Hamline contest knowing they fielded the
superior squad, but they didn't know
what to expect from a volatile Piper

team. After all, Hamline, despite their
3-11 record, had just swept frontrunning St. Thomas. Also, Hamline
opened the day with Jon DeMars,onc
of the MIACs earned run average
and bascrunners per innings pitched
leaders.
The first inning proved quickly
and conclusively that DcMars did noi
have the stuff which put his name on
the leader boards. Throwing like a
knuckleballer with broken fingers,
the Hamline hurler threw fivQ wild
pilches to five batters, allowing Lhrce
runs to score. DeMars gave up eleven
hits, ten runs, four walks, and two1
more wild pitches before hitting the
showers in the fifth.
The cushion was more than
enough for John Nielson to cruise to
his conference leading fifth win.
Nielson was a bit off his game, allowing eight hits and five runs (two
earned). However, Nielson spotted
ihelast four runs only after the Knights
had taken a commanding lead.
Hamline pitchers never once
passed quietly through the top half of
the Carleton batting order. On the
game, the top five hitlers accounted
for twelve hits, ten runs, and nine
runs batted in. Senior Tim Nielson
led ihe Knights with four runs scored
and three hits while Marvin Stoltz
knocked in six runners on the strength
of three doubles.
In the nightcap, Todd Stevenson
threw one of those masterpiece games
which leave both the opponent and
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Todd Stevenson threw a four hit shutout against Hamline.
the casual viewer asking, "how could
he have done it, withoutthrowing any
Nolan Ryan heat?"
Stevenson shutout the Pipers,
spotting only four singles. Every other1
at-bat, with the exception of two
strikeouts and just one walk, resulted
in a lazy flyball or an infield grounder. The defense proved up to the task
on every chance but one, thereby
preserving the shutout.
Knight batters kept pace with

Syzygy soars to nationals
Women's ultimate runner-up in region
By Liz Graham
"What's Syzygy, you might like to
know,
Three heavenly bodies, all in a row.
Well, we got the bodies and we got
the flow,
So come on Syzygy, let's go!"
...To Nationals, as it turns oul...
With a second place finish in the
Midwest Regional tournament, held
in Ann Arbor, Michigan last weekend, Syzygy, Carleton's intercollegiate women's ultimate team, has
earned a trip lo Wilmington, North
Carolina.
The National Collegiate Ultimate Tournament will be held there
on May 27th and 28th. The learn
played eight games lasi Saturday
and Sunday, finishing wiih a 6-2
record in the regional tournament.
They qualified for nationals with a
hard fought victory over the Madison Mudeaters Sunday afternoon.
After a rough Fifteen hour drive,
Syzygy got off to a rocky start, losing their first game against Madison
11-3.
With the early morning jitters
and butterfinger catches behind them,
Syzygy went on to win their second
game against 'Team Betty" of Kansas University 11-2. Becky Lang
started a tournament trend in this
game, with her sharp mid-cuts and
flying leaps for the disc.

Saturday's third game was a difficult one for Syzygy, as they were
defeated by tournament hosts
"Wanda's Binge" of University of
Michigan in a short, but hard-foughi
match.
During their fourth and final
game of the day, however, Syzygy
regained their "psych", as they shut
down Obcrlin 11 to 1. Laura Curtis
and speedy Lara Pratt led lhe Carleion troops with fine catches in the end
zone.
Team captain Susy OLtaway
donned a rainbow-heart frisbec helmet and led the team with her killer
offense.
Things began early on Sunday
morning againsi The Pleiades of
Earlham College. The frost and cold
winds failed to freeze up Syzygy's
game, as Laura Goering led lhe team
boih on the field and off, in an 11 to 4
win.
Syzygy's defensive strategy
proved to be effective in all of Sunday's games, with Laura LaBrie, Liz
Graham and Kirsten Jamsen playing
tenacious zone defense.
Carleton then defeated Indiana
University'sMotherHucker's 11 to 1
in their second game of the dayt
making Syzygy the third-placed team
going into semifinal play.
The trip to the National Tournament hinged upon back-to-back victories in the final two games of the
day.

In a two hour semifinal Syzygy
defeated fourih-ranked Earlham, 15
to 9, earning the chance to play the
second-place Mudeaiers in Lhe final
game of the tourmimeni.
Afier three hours Syzygy pulled
ii out in a drawn-out 14-11 victory
over lhe Mudcaicrs.
SLrong winds added a twist to the
game, making Kim Felknor'spowerful downficld hucks invaluable. Ann
Cumin's stellar defense and dependable inio-ihe-wind forehand passes
helped keep ihe Lcam act cool and
collected, while incredible endzone
and midficld catches by Bonnie
Melville, LaBrie and Jen McWilliams
inspired the rest of the team.
Syzygy showed both smart offense—worki ng the 4 bee around
Madison's zone—and a wilingness
to hit the dirt, as Beth Polls, Kim
Olson and Melville wenlall over the
field cutting and diving for the disc.
Felknor and Janet Wong gave new
meaning lo "in-your-face-defense",
as Olson picked up some genuine hip
euls, lhe telltale marks of one of her
dives.
Syzygy came together as a team
both on and off the field; between
creative cheers and untiring play, the
team lived up to the regional tournament's slogan, "the most fun wins".
Wiih nationals a mere two weeks
away, the learn will be working hard
and practicing the zone defense to get
ready for North Carolina.

their first game performance by collecting twelve hits and nine runs, once
again forcing the Pipers to send for a
fresh arm in the fiflh. In each of the
first two innings, John Nielson and
J.R. Bauman utilized their speed to
steal bases and eke out a run.
In the fifth inning Carleton used
the Rotblatt approach to offense: one
base at a time. The Knights capitalized on five hits and four walks to
score seven runs, the last runs scored

in the 9-0 victory.
Stoltz assumed his customary
position at Lhe head of the hit parade,
this time gelling three singles in three
attempts. John Nielson,Tim Nielson,
and Bauman each drove in iwo runs.
Four days later the Knighis
hosted St. Mary's. As in Lhe previous
doublehcadcr, the firsL inning set lhe
tone for the first game. To start the
game lhe Cardinals pushed their leadoff hitter LO third with one out bui
siranded him. The Knighis countered
with two solid base hiis by Tim Nielson and Tim Thull and a three run
homer from Stoltz.
Knighi bais took a rest for the
next four innings, collecting only one
hit and one run. But the bottom of the
order in the sixth solidified the Carleton lead by generating a four run
rally. It was a cushion ihat, although
welcomed, was really unnecessary,
thanks to John Nielson's pitching.
Weaving in and out of jams,
Nielson hurled an eight hit shutout.
Nielson allowed runners to reach
scoring position every inning but
always logged a strikeout or forced a
groundball in clutch situations. The
win raised Nielson's record to 6-1
and improved his earned run average
to 2.20.
If ever a baseball game were
predestined, the second game against
St. Mary's was. Although they were
always in the game, the Knights never
had any sense of momentum. The
Cards' soulhpaw starter held the

Knights to three hits before giving up
the mound to a rotund reliever in the
seventh.
"We couldn't do anything," an
exasperated Sullivan lamented.
"Idon'uhinkii'ssomuchthathe
wasalcfly asiLwashowgood he is...
buiTim (Nielson) and J.R. (Bauman)
hk belter lefly (against righi handed
pitching)." co-coach Tom Nielson'
said.
The game had an evil symmetry
to it. In both lhe firsi and lhe last
innings the Knighis loaded the bases
wiih nobody oul but scored only one
run on bases loaded walks.
During lhe intervening innings,
the Knights managed a scratch run by
Bauman and a homerun by Tim Nielson.
Meanwhile theCardinals hit well
againsi Stevenson and executed in
crucial points. Also, the Carleton
hurler walked seven runners, four of
whom eventually crossed the plate.
With the loss against St. Mary's,
Stevenson falls to 4-3 on the campaign.
The Knighis finish the season
this Saturday at Concordia. Though
the Knights have some control over
their MIAC standing and playoff
destinies, their fate lies largely in the
hands of other teams, mainly St.
Mary's, whocloses the season against
St. Thomas and St. Olaf.
v
"We're still alive, but we're
barely breathing." Sullivan said of
the team's chances.

Tracksters qualify for nationals

Men and women prepare for MIAC meet
By Josh Resnik
Both Lhe men's and women's
track learns head into the MIAC
Championships, which take place
today and tomorrow at Si. Thomas,
with high hopes.
The men's Lcam finished in third
place ai lhe MIAC indoor championships, bui they field a stronger squad
for outdoors. At leasi a second place
finish iscxpccicd and if all goes well
lhe team has its sights sei on knocking off five-lime consecutive champion, St. Thomas.
"We had a meeting on Tuesday
and Coach Terriquez told us thai if
everything goes ideally, we have a
chance of winning."
Meanwhile, the women's team,
which placed fourth in the indoor
championships, are aiming for third
place in the outdoor competition.
Carleton sports a very deep squad and
thai will count for a lot at lhe conference meet.
"We need a lot of contributing
from people finishing first through
eighth. One person can't carry the
whole load," coach John Pfeiffenberger explained. "We need good
performances from everybody."
If one person could carry a team
it would be senior superstar Anna
Prineas. Prineas, last year, won the
3,000m, 5,000m, and 10,000mevents
at the MIAC meet. Prineas has already qualified for nationals at those
three events, as well as in the 15,000m
run.
"My personal goal is to run the

three races ihe best as I can." a modest
Prineas said.
Teammate, sophomore Jennifer
Sireefiand, is looking to join Prineas
ai nationals in ihe heptaihlon.
Slrccfland finished in second place in
the MIAC hepiaihlon last weekend
with 4,048 poinis and will iry locrack
lhe 4,100 barrier needed for nationals
next week.
Junior Allison Kcclcy finished
sixth ai last week's hepiaihlon.
The poinis from thai event will
be carried over into lhe overall team
standings ai lhe conference meei.
Strccfland and Kccley gave the Carls
11 poinLs with ihcir heptathlon performances.
One of Carleton's strongest
events will be the 1,500m where senior
Shelley Schcrer and Freshman Zee
Carpino look lo contribute for Carleion. Schcrer has a lol of experience in
big meeis, while newcomer Carpino
comes into lhe meet riding high after
a fourth place finish and a personal
best of 4:55.76 in the 1500m ai last
week's Carleion Invitational.
Things are beginning to come
together for a team that had some
rough sailing early on.
"Everything up to this point has
been a tune-up for the conference
meet," Pfeiffenberger said.
The men's team also began to
gel as the MIAC meet approached.
Four men have already qulified for
nationals.
Senior Dan Casper is no stranger
to the MIAC Championship, as he
was named its' top competitor at last

year's event. He comes in as the favorite in the 1,500m where he has
already qualified for nationals. Casper is also racing in lhe 5,000m and
the 800m, where he is on Lhe fringe
for qualifying for nationals.
;
Junior Sieve Burch won ih&
MIAC decathlon lasi week with a
score of 6,317, which earned him.a
trip lo nationals. Burch cruised lo
first place finishes in ihe 100m, 400m,
and the 110m hurdles. This weekend
he will iry lo win some more poinis
for Lhe team as he competes in lhe
long jump, 110m hurdles, 4X100m
relay, and 4X400 relay.
The 4X100 learn, which consists
of Burch, senior Dave Waits, and
freshmen Jeff Scherer and Paul
Blomgren, is seeded second in the
conference and is within .7 seconds
of qualifying for nationals. The
4X400m relay team of Burch, sophomore Bill McConagha, and juniors
Jay Feldman and Rob Tichy is also
seeded second and expects to earn
some points.
;
The other two national qualifiers
are both field specialists: Peter Knul^
sen (discus throw) and Jim Schuldt
(hammer throw).
\0
Knulsen qualified with a 47.78
m throw last week against St. Olaf,
while Schuldt did it with a 50.65 rn
hurl at a meet at St. Thomas last
Sunday.
With some of the best athletes in
the nation and deep squads, both the
men's and women's track teams look
to vie for top spots at the MIAC
Championships.
,,
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Prineas, Streefland lead Carls Bonner, James
By Colin Fallon

The Carle ton women's track
team, behind Anna Prineas' second
MIAC Championship with three race
victories, made a respectable fourth
place showing at last weekend's
MTAC championships.
St. Thomas won die meet with
220rxunt>\]bllowedbySi.Olaf(.llS),
Concordja-Moorhead (313) and CarIeion (.72).
Princas, who captured for 30 of
Carlcion's 72 ptv,nLs, successfully defended her conference championships
in the 10,000-, 5,(X>0-, and 3,000meier races. She was named Most
Valuable Performer oi the meet for
her eflons. Last year, she was named
co-MVP of the conference meet.
Prineas established new MIAC
records in the lU.OOO (35.07.0) and
the 5,000 (16:59.32). She finished
ihe 3,000 in 9:51.35 to complete the
triple crown ol disiunce ratine
"It was [ii-st another tremendous
competitive performance by Anna. '
Carleton uKi'.'h John Pleiltenherger
commented, said Lhat no one really
challenged her in any oi the races.
Pnneas will compete in the
in,000- and 5.000-meier races at the
NCAA Division III Track and Field
Championships, May 24-27, ai North
Central College in Naperviile, Illinois.
She also may Lomneie in the
10,000 meters ;u the NCAA Division
I Championships
Jennifer Streefland also turned
in an impressive performance tins
past weekend. She scored 11 poinLs
for the icani by finishing second in
the heplattilon (held a week ago at
Cailcton), fourth in the high jump
(1.51 meters), seventh in the King
jump (5.6 meters), sixth in the 100meter high hurdles (15.89 seconds, a
new school record) and sixth in the
,400 hurdles (65.75). She also ran a

head to last meet
By Leland Russell
The NCAA Division III Tennis
Meet, beginning May 18 in Kalamazoo, Michigan, will mark not only the
end of a hard fought season for the
Knights and the brilliant collegiate
tennis career of three time All-American Tom James, but the end to an extremely successful era in Carleton
men's tennis. After the meet, Robert
Bonner will retire as men's tennis
coach.
Bonner cited personal reasons
for his decision to retire after ten
years as coach.

Jennifer Streefland and Sarah Beardsley dig in at Last Chance Meet.
leg for the 4 x 400-meter relay team.
This relay team provided the
other major bright spot for the Carls.
Mary Pennel, Sarah Beardsley,
S treeflandalong with freshman Anne
A very combined to take third place
with a school record-setting time of
4:04.75.
"I told them that I was so dam
proud of them," Pfeiffenberger said.
"This is the first time that one of our
relay teams has finished so high at.the
conference meet, and it's about 10
seconds faster than we've run it all

year. It was agreataccomphshmenL"
Other Carls who placed were
freshman Elizabeth Carpino, sixth in
the 3,000 meters and seventh in the
1,500 meters; sophomore Cindy Conley, sixth in the 10,000; senior Sarah
Bing, eighth in the 10,000; and junior
Allison Keeley, eighth in the 100meter high hurdles.
We hoped to score 80 points at
the conferece meet but came up a
little short," Pfeiffenberger said.
"However, it was a good meet in
many respeqts^eSpeciallythe per-*

Injuries slow men's track;
By Josh Resnik
Four \chonl records v. civ nut
ienough for the men's inxk Icuni at
last weekend's MIAC Champmnships, as a key injury Ich the Krndus
with a disappointing iourth place
finish.
The Kniglus, who were hoping
to finish second to powerhouse St.
.Thomas,ended up \wih V9 I/2 behind
St. John's (121) and arch-rival St.
Olal'(llO).
The versatile freshman Jeff
Scherer suffered a hamstring injury
at practice earlier in the week, it was
close enough lhat he could have put

Carleton ahead of St. Olaf. Scherer
was scheduled to compete for the
favored 4 X 100m relay team, as well
as the 100m and 200m dashes.
"Just the difference in the one
event [4 X 100 relay] where a kid
[Scherer] pulled a hamstring which
would have been a 10 point swing,"
Coach Bill Terriquez said.
"That's 10 of the 10 1/2 points.
I also th ink that he would have scored
points in one of his sprints," Terriquez said.
Although as a team the Knights
were upset with their total score there
were many individual bright spots,

including three school records.
After bad weather for most of the
spring, the conditions were ideal for
track last weekend. Terriquez noted
that almost everybody had their personal bests in the nice weather for the
MIAC's.
Perhaps the most impressive feat
was senior Dan Casper's showing in
the 800m race. Casper's victory in the
time of 1:51.92 qualified him for
nationals and was good for a school
record.
Casper also won the 1500m race
with a Division I quality time of
3:52.25.
In addition, Casper was named
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formances by Anna, Jennifer and the
relay team."
Carleton will hold a "Last Chance
Meet" for the decathlon and heptathlon events on Tuesday and Wednesday (May 16-17), and will hold another "Last Chance Meet" some time
this week in a variety of events to give
athletes one final shot at qualifying
for national competition.
Streefland, in the heptathlon, will
be among those attempting to earn a
berth at the nationals.

"I no longer have enough energy
to manage both coaching and teaching," Bonner commented.
"My energy has been low the
past couple of years and I think the
team deserves someone with more
energy. Ten years is a long time,"
Bonner said.
Bonner has led the Knights to a
truly impressive series of accomplishments. In the past ten years the Knights
have finished in the top ten teams in
the nation four times and in the top
fifteen on seven occasions. The
Knights' highest national ranking at
the end of a season under Bonner was
sixth inl985.
While Carleton was part of the
Midwest Athletic Conference, prior
to joining the MIAC, the Knights
won threeconferencechampionships.
In addition, the Carleton teams
under Bonner have featured many
outstanding individual performances,
a testament to both the players1 hard
work and talent, &s well as Boriner's

leadership. James is the latest in a
string of eight Knight Ail-Americans.
"We have been grateful for having someone with Bob Bonner's
coaching skills and tennis expertise
on campus," athletic director Mylla
Urban said. "It takes someone with
great talent to balance teaching and
coaching."
At this time there is no formal list
of candidates to replace Bonner. The
search will continue throughout the
summer with the goal of finding a
replacement by September.
'*We are looking for candidates
with top-notch tennis coach credentials and some experience. In the past,
both the men's and women's tennis
teams have been highly respected on
a national level," Urban said.
"We hope to find someone who
can continue this tradition. If possible, we would also like it to be
someone on campus," Urban said.
Instead of resting on their past
accomplishments, both Bonner and
James have their attention focused on
James1 quest for a national championship this weekend.
James enters the national tournament as the number seven seed and is
fully healthy for the first time this
season.
"We were in the same position
last year and played very well, but
didn't win. At this point it's not
enough to make the tournament and
be seeded," Bonner commented.
"It's only enough to win. There
are twelve players capable of winning the national championship and
Tom is'one1/'1 Bonner said.' ''
'

er the MIAC MVP, again
the meet's MVP for the second year
in a row. His two events, the 800m
and the 1500m were considered to be
the most competitive as three other
contestants also qualified for the nationals.
In what should be his biggest
challenge of the year, Casper travels
on Monday to North Central College
in Naperviile, Illinois for the NCAA
Division III Track Championships.
Casper will try to improve on
last year's 2nd place finish in the
800m and his 3rd place finish in the
1500m.
'Those two races are filled with
talented athletes. He'll have to run

faster to win," Terriquez said. "So
far, though, he has always risen to the
occasion. His only loss this year came
to aDivision I runnerfrom Nebraska."
SeniorBill McConagha, who will
be joining Casper at nationals, broke
a school record with his 54.14 time in
the 400m hurdles. McConagha was
the only other Knight to win an event.
Junior Rob Tichy, however,
turned in an impressive second place
performance as he broke the school
record in the 400m with a 48.89.
The other school record that was
broken was in the 4 X 400m relay.
Senior Tim Martin filled in for the

injured Junior Jay Feldman. Martin
teamed with Steve Burch, Tichy, and
McConagha for a second place finish. This team missed a trip to nationals by just one second.
Sophomore Jim Schuldt continued to shine in the hammer throw, as
his toss was good for second place.
Third place finishes by senior
Peder Knutsen in the discus and junior Mike McLaughlin in the steeplechase also contributed to the team's
all-around finish.
Although Carleton came up a
little bit short of the team's goals,
there was still a lot for the Knights to
be happy with at last weekend's event.

Knights capture top batting average, ERA
By Jim Potts
While the rest of the campus
celebrated at Spring Concert last
Saturday, the Carleton Knights culminated a successful five year rebuilding plan by splitting a doubleheader with Concordia, winning the
first game 9-6, but letting the second
game slip away, falling by a 6-4 count.
After last Saturday's finale,
Knights settled for a 13-7 mark, good
for a tie for third place in the MIAC,
and a 17-11 overall record.
St. Olaf swept through Augsburg,
St. Thomas, St. Mary's, contenders
all at some point in the season, in the
last week to capture the MIAC crown.
St. John's forged ahead of Carleton
on the last weekend of the season,
closing out at 13-6.
St. Thomas, the front runner all
season long, belly-flopped. The Tommies 13-7 record matched the Knights.

Tim Thull's extra batting practice in Musser pays off. l ""' w "'

The Knights journeyed to
Moorhead last Saturday knowing they
had a plausible shot at the MIAC
Championship and/or a NCAA playoff birth if they could sweep the
Cobbers.
Concordia, a pre-season upper
echelon pick, stumbled to a 3-7 start
but had rallied behind pitching ace
Doug Toivonen and a hitting attack
second only to that of the Knights.
Toivonen was no mystery against
the Knights. John Nielson's four hits
and three RBI performance paced a
hitting attack which struck early and
often, scoring nine runs to the Cobbers six.
On the mound Nielson Ijeld tfie
Cobbers in check, allowing only two
earned runs. In thlb seventh, a series of
defensive lapses allowed five runners to scor^Jta t^een^d^miXJbullj
secured the twenty-first out with a

spectacular • catch, redeeming the
defense and saving a tiring Nielson,
who was pitching his third complete
game in a week.
In the nightcap Todd Stevenson
also turned in h is third complete game
since Parents Weekend. Although he
gave up the same number of runs his
predecessor yielded, Stevenson received neither the same offensive nor
defensive support.
Co-coach Bob Sullivan put the
game in the same category as losses
to St. Thomas, St. Olaf, and St.
Mary's, in which Carleton made errors at critical times and left runners
on base.
Defensive lapses accounted for
four Concordia runs while Carleton
power outages in clutch situations
resulted in eight runners left on base.
The Knights ran themselves out of
two innings, committing such cardinal sins as getting picked off third
base with nobody out.
The doubleheader still produced
hitting stars. Marvin Stoltz led the
Knights going 5 for 6. John Nielson
also had a productiveday and went 5
for 8, Tim Nielson chipped in 4 for 6.
Thull and J. R. Bauman also added
three hits.
After granting Concordia the
second game the Knights could only
pray the NCAA selection committee
had developed a taste for MIAC baseball. The Knights were sitting on the
fence with a 17-11 record.
A Knight sweep over Concordia
could have pushed them over the
barrier, giving Carleton it's first-ever
NCAA appearance. Unfortunately,
the Midwest berths went to SL Olaf,
Wisconsin-Oshkosh, WisconsinWhitewater, and William Penn.
The initial disappointment over
the playoff announcements was soon

replaced by elation regarding the
MIAC post-season honors announcements.
By virtue of leading the league in
virtually every starting pitching category, including wins and earned run
average, as well asfinishingin the top
ten in most hitting categories, and
playing solid, occasionally spectacular, shortstop, sophomore John Nielson was unanimously voted the Most
Valuable Player of the MIAC.
Both John and Tim Nielson were
voted all-conference selections for
the second straight year. Thull, a
leftfielder, and Stoltz, a designated
hitter, both sophomores, earned allconference honors for the first time.
If the MIAC Championship were
run likearotisserie league, the Knights
would have won the conference. The
Knights hitting was, perhaps more
than ever before, an incredibly potent
force.
The Knights' batting average,
.380, was so high it seems like an
anachronism, even in the aluminum
bat filled world of college baseball.
The Knights' collective mark is 45
points higher than the next highest
mark.
However, even the Knights hitting attack had a soft underbelly, as
Sullivan pointed out. The Knights
left a lot of runners on base. As a
result the Knights only scored 10
more runs than the Oles and the
Tommies.
Individually, several Knights
owned the top of the leader boards.
Stoltz, Tim Nielson, John Nielson,
and Thull finished third, fourth, sixth,
and ninth respectively in the batting
race.
Tim Nielson took league honors
in runs (31), hits (35),and total bases
(54). Stoltz tied for the league lead in

home runs with 5 and blew away the
competition with 11 doubles and a
whopping 31 runs batted in. Thull,
who had 24 runs batted in, was the
only other player within ten of the
lead.
Pitching, thought originally to
be a weakness, turned out to be an
outright strength. John Nielson and
Stevenson completed nearly every
game they started, always keeping
their teammates in the game. Nielson
led the staff with a 7-1 record and a
2.25 ERA. Those figures, plus his
eight complete games,.5O strikeouts,
and 56 innings pitched were all league
bests.
Stevenson stood among the leaders in virtually every category, finishing at 4-4,4.04. The team earned
run average was 3.92, good for second in the league, well behind St.
John's but substantially ahead of
champion SL Olaf.
Statistically fielding was the
weak link, but not necessarily a weakness. Carleton finished with a .937
fielding percentage, good for sixth,
or dead center, in the MIAC. Unfortunately, the Knights had a tendency
to make errors in bunches in close
games.
Looking forward to next year,
the Knights lose four, four year starters: second baseman Tim Nielson,
pitcher/outfielder Stevenson, catcher
Pete Sickle, and Bauman, a centerfielder.
. Still, the team boasts three aiiconference. returnees, depth across
the board, and an incoming class of
ten players led by a pitcher and a
middle infielder who could help replace Nielson and Stevenson. The
Carleton baseball program now stands
on a firm foundation and should be a
force for many years.
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Four Carls named MIAC Most Valuable Player James falls in quarterfinals
campaigns yielded no official league
recognition.
In the spring Casper and Prineas
earned compensation by winning
MVP awards for their respective
teams in track. John Nielson's pitching and hitting made him the only
conceivable MVP in baseball and
Tom James won his third MIAC
tennis championship.
Nielson, "the finest football
player I have ever coached," according to Sullivan, finished his Carleton
career in fine style. Coming into the
year with the hype of a preseason
Heisman Trophy candidate, Nielson
was counted on to both lead the team
to victory and to post impressive
numbers. He did both, leading the
Knights (7-3 overall) to a 4th place
finish in the MIAC on the strength of
his league leading 2490 yardsof total
offense. Nielson passed for 1707
yards and 17 touchdowns, "ran over
linebackers" for a team leading 582
rushing yards and 6 touchdowns, and
returned 19 punts for 201 yards and
one touchdown.
Sullivan considers Nielson the
best quarterback he has ever seen in
the MIAC.
'There have been better passers
maybe; but no one who can do all the
things he does," Sullivan said.
In addition to the passing and
running abilities which make him a
great option quarterback, Nielson's
strength, savvy, and quiet but fierce
competitive streak set him apart from

By Jim Potts
Considering that the MIAC is ah
overextended confederation of thirteen schools, each fielding powerful
teams in more than one sport, one
Most Valuable Player award per
school is a respectable accomplishment
Only a dozen sports honor team
MVPs while many of the more individualized sports either do not belong
to the MIAC or only recognize a
conference champion. Yet, to opponents dismay, Carleton broke from
the pack to capture four MVP's and
several more conference and national
championships.
Since the distinction between
MVP and individual champion is
sometimes so fine, records of past
Carleton and league MVPs have not
been kept. Nevertheless, Carleton's
number of individual successes is by
far the most for this school. According to football and baseball coach
Bob Sullivan, it may be the most any
school has won.
"It would be almost impossible
to find anybody with four in one year,
even St. Thomas in their banner
years," Sullivan said.
Last fall Tim Nielson harvested
the first MVP by passing and rushing
to the conference's top football award.
Despite national championship
performances by swimmer Greg
Sampson and indoor tracksters Dan
Casper and Anna Prineas, the winter

Don't believe the hype about

My last column
By Andre Colaiace
(Note: -This column is for
dreamersonly.cyrticsmustliveout
in the real world.)
*
v
Unfortunately, this may be the
last column™ you get from me.
Due to the changing of the guard
and Florence, Italy you won't be
able to witness my lovely face biweekly for quite a while; forever
perhaps. Wait! What's (hat in*the
distance? Could it be my fans calling me?
; •
7
"Aitike} don't leave us," they
scream and cry, "you nourish our
very existence/'
.
I I'm sorry, Mends, but V ve got to go. Let us relish this last time together
and part on a light note that befits a last column71*: My Favorite Sports
M o v i e s . -
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Note: These movies have never been produced, but don't be surprised
if you see one in your local miliiplex, milliview movie theater: Americans
Jove a good sports movie.
= ^
/
ing-pong, she liked to play
atot.She was good, too, really good. She knew 50 different types of serves
and was able to beat all her boyfriends. They didn't like her because of this.
She was lonely and depressed until one day she discovered the local Lion's
Club ping-pong hall Unfortunately, patriarchy and its rules dominated the
p l u b .
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f The head ponger (as the merrjbers of the club were called) was named
Frank. Frank was bad, so bad that he had a tattoo on his left eyelid that read,
?'Bad." He hated the fact that Susie could beat everyone in the club; even
himself. He hated her so much that he was dead set on making sure she didn't
participate in the International Ping-Pong championships where Guido, the
killer Russian, reigned supreme.
Guido had been raised since birth by the Russians to dominate the
international ping-pong scene. He was snatched from his weeping parents,
Lacke and Litka, at age three and brought to the Russian's secret ping-pong
training center outside of Murmansk. There he was trained, not as a human,
tout as a rabid animal, a communist animal more specifically,
^
',. I don't want to give away the ending but eventually Susie overcomes
''Frank and becomes Head Ponger; She then has a huge showdown with
Guido which is waLched by all the nations on earth, beats him, and marries
him, (Sweeping Orchestral score) They then live happily ever after (in an
equal relationship, mind you) in-Newark, £few Jersey wilh two kids, a
Cadillac, a complete set of Norman Rockwell statuettes, and their dog,
Mitsy.
;,, They call it the National pasttme-Thzrt was this baseball player named
Billy Johnson4n 1936 who was the preeminent slugger of his generation. He
also liked women. In fact, after the game he liked to head to the bar with the
guys, flirt with the blond in the low-cut dress across the room, sleep wilh her,
and then dump her. One time the blond was special, though. She had blue
eyes, an overbite, and a cut$ way <jiftossingher radiant blond hair back when
she giggled at his tough, yet sensitive, jokes. He dumped her anyway.
:
He then hit an 0 for 82 streak! and all the liitle boys in their knickers and
caps say to him, "Whatever happened to Bashin" Billy?" He pouts and
begins to hit the bottle with the vengeance that he used to hit the ball with.
He hits rock bottom, but is saved tfne day as he meets the women again at
a sleazy bar in Kansas City.
'
.
^ "You hurt me, Bill." ^:>/"-^:''^''[
'•['^^^^•^••::^':^ •
>.^, (He shots his triple whiskey, eats a cashew, and looks around.)
'£!'. "I've hurt everything Vyt ever touched." , ^ .
/
v
'ltii~\ (Sweeping Orchestral Score)
:
$&? This sensitive comment kindles the fire q' love in both of them again.
He then goes 45 for 47, leads his'team to the world Series, hits the home run
for the kid in the hospital who used to wear a cap and knickers before he was
run over by an Italian broccoli vendor ("Hitone for me, Bashin' Billy!"),and
marries his sweetie. They move to New Jersey, buy ^a above ground pool,
and barbecue on Sundays. ,
"' # f $ f t r
?£***;'
'
Ricky VI: The Last Fight- Oh yes, folks, the saga is bl&efc. fh'rsbri of the
Italian broccoli salemen returns for hisfinalbattle against Rodrigo, the killer
Cuban. It all starts when Rocky's long lost Cuban fatherappears to him in
a dream and says:
" -;s^;.,
• . ; § S | S S & - • .•
(Ghost sounds, lots of superficial Hamlet allusions*.)'
'
"Revenge me, Ricky. Fidel Castro has made me weep by taking away
my Toyota and Saturday Evening Post lithographs."
"Padre, I shall help you."
• *;. -f (Ricky Theme, lots of trumpets)
HQ then begins to train under his grizzled old Jewish trainer, Moshc,
who feeds him supernatural potato pancakes and syrupy kosher wine. Ricky
grows progressively bigger and stronger before the big fight. Then tragedy
strikes as Moshe dies and leaves Ricky in the worst existentialist dilemma
of his life.
;
c
Tobeornottobe..."(//flffi/c/ brought in.) . ,
Eventually, Ricky gels mad and kicks the living crap outof Rodrigo. He
then marries Moshe's daughter. They move to New Jersey, ofcen abait shop,
and join Ameripans for Oliver North and Fawn Hall.
If youcan't find these at yourlbcal theater, ask for them by name. Don't
use my name, though, I'm gone.

theresL
The only reason Anna Prineas
did not win the MIAC MVP award in
the fall or winter is that no such trophy exists for cross country or indoor
track. In the fall Prineas steamrolled
every conference competitor all year
long, finishing her domination of the
local scene by outlegging two St.
Thomas women for the MIAC Championship. Prineas moved on to St.
Louis, the site of her Division III
National Gjampionshiips victory,
which she won in a time of 17:38.
Twodays later, in Ames, she finished
21st among international competition at the NCAA Division I Championships.
In the spring Prineas finally took
home hardware. Prineas was named
MVP at the conference meet on the
strength of her triple crown victories
in the 10,000,5,000, and 3,000 meter
races. Prineas established new MIAC
records in the 10,000 (35:07), the
5,000 (16:59) and the 3000(9:51.3).
She was never seriously challenged
in any of her races.
Like Prineas, the only reason Dan
Casper didn't win an MVP award
earlier is because his sport did not
make such distinctions. Casper was
the national indoor champion in the
1500 meter and several times tallied
tremendous individual point totals.
Two weeks ago, Casper was
named conference MVP for the second straight spring. Casper staked his
claim to the award by oui lasting the
field in perhaps the MIAC' s two most
tightly contested races, the 800m and
the 1500m. Although three other
competitors qualified for nationals,
Casper's school record 1:52.9 in the
800m and spectacular 3:52. 2 could
not be matched.
John Nielson was such an obvious choice for baseball MIAC MVP
that the coaches didn' t even bother to
vote: they just handed him the award.
Unlike the other athletes, who have
always been dominating forces in their

sports, Nielson just came into his
own in the past year. Nielson improved from being a .500 pitcher and
a .300 hitter to a 7-1; 2.25 pitcher and
a Ty Cobbesque .420 hitter who
finished in the top ten in most offensive categories.
Even Coach Sullivan, who was
leery of honoring Nielson during the
season, will allow himself to boast.
"Nielson has become the premier pitcher in the league," Sullivan
said.
His progress was the result of
learning how to throw a variety of
pitches, change speeds effectively,
keep the hitters off balance, and throw
the ball over the plate.
Nielson was also perhaps ihe
best middle infielder in the league.
Although he is prone to an occasional error, Nielson's pitchers arm
and leadoff hitter speed allow him to
make throws from the hole and catch
popups down the foul line that other
infielders can only dream about.
Among the athletes who were
not officially designated MVP of the
MIAC (but won individual championships), tennis standout Tom James
was the athlete who most clearly fit
the MVP mold.
'There isn' t any award but there
wouldn't be any question," retiring
tennis coach Robert Bonner said.
Tom James cruised through the
MIAC regular season and the championships, winning every match en
route to his third conference title.
James finished the season ranked
stxLh nationally, Lhe highest a Carleton singles player has ever been
ranked. The latest in a line of eight
all- Americans, James is, according
lo Bonner, without a doubt the best
Carleton has had.
James has been so successful at
this high level because of his tremendous concentration and his
powerful and consistent groundstrokes. Bonner calls his forehand "a
real major league weapon."

By Leland Russell
Tom James ended a successful
four year Carleton tennis career with
a trip to the quarterfinals in the NCAA
Division III Championships at Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Tournament play began Thursday morning. James entered his fourth
national tournament as the #7 seed.
In his first and second round
matches on Thursday James cruised
to straight set victories. In the morning match James dispatched Chris
Belloli of U.C.-San Diego 7-6, 6.-4.
The afternoon match James dominated Bob Hession of the University
of Rochester rolling to a 6-0, 6-4
victory.
Friday morning the action continued with the round of sixteen.
James1 opponent was unseeded
Hanno Ylinenpaa of Averett College
who had pulled an upset in the second round. James never allowed a
glimmer of hope for another upset

crushing Ylinenpaa 6-2,6-4.
In the quarterfinals James faced
# 1 seed Larry Gewer of Washington
College. After dropping a close first
set 4-6, James stormed back to take
the second set 6-1. Unfortunately,
James was unable to keep the momentum going and Gewer managed
to escape with a narrow 7-5 victory in
the third set.
"He didn't quite have the physical conditioning to finish the match
against Gewer," Coach Robert Bonner said "If he hadn't been ill earlier
in the season, he probably would
have made it all the way to the final.
He played very good tennis."
It appears that James' performance in the NCAA tournament will
boost him to the #6 seed in the season's final rankings. With his victories in the tournament, James also
will end his tennis career at Carleton
having won more matches in national
competition than any other Carleton
player.

Triathlon to be held *
By Mike Record
One of the most grueling events
in the sporting world returns to campus in the form of Carleton's ninth
annual Ironperson Triathlon next
Thursday.
The event includes a 1.5K swim
in the West Gym, a 40K bike ride east
of campus,anda 1 OK run through the
arb which finishes on the baseball
diamond next to West gym.
The first heat will begin at 8:00
am, and the second will startapproximately 45 minutes later. Twenty-four
individuals and ten teams are scheduled to participate. Last year thirtythree individuals and seventeen teams
participated. Tom Newman (*88) set

the course record with a time of
1:57:38. Karen Schliep ('89) set the
women's record at 2:21:32. The fastestteam,consistingof Greg Sampson,
Neal Baker, and Chris Jones completed the course in 1:52:50.
"It's important that people undersiand this isnota'competition 1 in
Lhe true sense of the word—do you
know what I mean?" sophomore Scott
Griffith said. "I mean, people should
just have fun doing it, you know, just
lo see if they can. It's a personal
challenge sort of thing." Northfield
sports is donating "Exceed" high
energy drink, and Marriott is supplying post-race fruit and drinks. Spectators are encouraged to come out
and cheer the athletes on.

ASIA holds Ping-Pong tournament
By Lorna Lee
ASIA'S ping-pong tournament
kicked off with a demonstration and
challenge by state champions Charlie
Disney last Saturday in Great Space.
During the demonstration,
Disney taught ways to improve technique and dispelled prevalent myths
about the rules of the game. One
example was the legality of the short
serve, most often thought to be illegal.
Disney offered high quality
paddles to the challengers who could
beat him with a seven-point spot in an
eleven-point game. Several people
attempted it, but none successfully.
Nevertheless, he lauded the enthusiasm for ping-pong at Carleton.
"We have a lot of good players—anyone really could win—but
no one won the paddles from Disney,
which should say something," Yang
Lo, one of the tournament's favorites, said.
"Right now, people here don't
take ping-pong seriously. It's just
something people do on the side. I
think the ping-pong tournament will
encourage interest in the sport and
improve the ping-pong here at
Carleton," he said
Prizes will be awarded to the two
finalists in Lhe tournament. The grand
prize is a S20 butterfly paddle, an
official rule book, and a box of balls.
Second place prize is a $20 paddle.
Thirty-nine faculty and students
signed up to participate in the tournament.
Table tennis, though not the most
popular sport in Asia, did originate
there. It also became an official game
of the Olympics last summer in Seoul, South Korea.
ASIA also set up the tournament
in response to perceived interest in
ping-pong.
"Although the idea for the tournament came from ASIA members,"
tournament director Janel Yoo com-

photo by David A. Johnson

ASIA Ping-Pong Tournament action.
mented, "the wide interest from play- turnout and people seemed enthusiers on this campus is what is helping astic. Disney is a captivating teacher,
make this event successful."
We'll probably do it again next year."
Disney noted that Carleton had
invested in a world-championship
table and hopes that students will
both enjoy and take good care of it.
These tables run from about $500 to
$1000.
Overall, Yoo reacted positively
to the outcome of the tournament and
demonstration,
"I think the demonstration went
well," Yoo said, "We attracted a good
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Champion Sports
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Futons, Lamps and
Carpet
Remnants
10% off with this ad

Where's Your Heart
1100 Hwy 3 S.
645-5611

SEASON!

Queen

WE SCREEN PRINT DORM T-SHIRTS
All Students Receive
10% Off Any Item In The Store
Crazy T ' s
Cycle Helmets
Jimmy Buffet T ' s
Heavy ReverseBlades Running Tights
Weave Champion
Hind Cycle Shorts
Sweatshirts
507 Division
645-8229

"We should have started this a
long time ago," Lo said.

'

Spread the word! We're all shined up
and ready for a new season of Sundaes, Banana Splits, Royal Treats and
all your favorites. We look forward to
seeing all our old customers again and meeting new ones!
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